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Abstract
This Qualitative study examines how black African men thrive as international students
despite racism. Twelve black African men who attended the University of Prince Edward Island
(UPEI) as international students participated in one-on-one research conversations exploring
their lived experiences as scholars and university community members. I analyzed their verbatim
transcripts through an Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis process to first generate themes
within each transcript and then across the group of participants. Final emergent themes from the
data included identity, coping, conscientization, solidarity and pride. These five themes interact
to create a dynamic understanding of how Black African men thrive as international students
suggesting that Black African men engage with an iterative process of discovering the harms of
racialization while also striving to thrive; thriving reflects a conscientization (critical
consciousness) model that is reflective of how African men perceive, understand and interpret or
make sense of their lived experiences.
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Literature Review
Institutionalized whiteness within academic institutions are illuminated through an
examination of the discourses of denial that readily frame the perspectives of white teachers’
understandings of race, racism and white privilege; such analyses show the value of
contemporary studies on race and education that expand attention from a myopic limited and
predictable focus of the ‘racial other’ and examine instead the taken for granted values of
whiteness and corollary systemic components (Solomona, Portelli, Daniel, & Campbell, 2005).
Solomona and colleagues revealed that white supremacy was often constructed in academic
institutions and everyday life of multiracial institutions as neutral and non-existent. As whites
occupy positions of power and authority in these institutions, they conceptualize their worlds in
ways that favor their views such that, without any effort at all, white supremacy operates mostly
undetected; such institutionalized whiteness normalizes and readily thwarts the racial other
holistically impacting social, emotional, and academic efforts of the racialized other (Solomon,
et al., 2005). Research has examined both coping and resisting racialization, but virtually none
have placed the student’s thriving in the center of the analysis. More research is needed into how
people come to feel part of the shift to empowerment. This paper aims to do that by discerning
how black African men thrive as international students in a predominantly white western society
at the University of Prince Edward Island. To open this valuable exploration, I opted to learn
deeply through the lens of liberation psychology (Moane, 2011) how black international scholars
engage and disengage with the ropes of oppression.
The university has traditionally defined itself as an institution of higher learning devoted
to the pursuit and communication of knowledge. The foundation of the academic quest for truth
and learning rests on those values associated with honest intellectual endeavor, stimulated by
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adherence to the most valid methods of inquiry; complete dependence on the principle of merit
by those who engage in the primary activity of research and teaching; the creation and
maintenance of standards of excellence in all of its activities, and the strict adherence to freedom
of thought and expression (Frances, & Carol, 1994). Even though the academy has been
characterized by the above, colonialism, driven by white privilege and supremacy has sustained
its influence in academia. According to Dei (2006), the colonizer not only seized land, but also
minds. Furthermore, he suggests that if colonialism’s influence had only been the control of land
that would have required only one form of resistance, but when information is also colonized, it
is necessary that the resistance must examine and interrogate issues related to education,
information and intellectual transformation (Dei & Kempf, 2006). In essence, academia has not
lived up to the values and foundation upon which it was seemingly founded. Academic
institutions have embraced identity politics that have been in tension with dominant conceptions
of social justice. Thus, race, gender, and other identity categories are constantly sidelined in
mainstream liberal discourse as vestiges, remnants, and fragments of bias that are intrinsically
negative frameworks within which the operation is to exclude or marginalize those who are
different (Crenshaw, 1990).
According to Crosby (2010), the rising numbers of international students on Canadian
campuses, alongside an increasing emphasis on globalization and the knowledge economy, has
resulted in the notion of the internationalization of higher education being widely used in
national and institutional circles. However, with its emphasis on economic growth,
internationalization often overshadows important issues affecting the international student
experience in Canada (Crosby, 2010). At University of Prince Edward Island international
students comprise approximately 25 percent of the student population (Randy 2018). In 2018 the
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enrollment of international students at UPEI increased by more than 15 percent over the previous
year which is similar to international student enrollment in Canada which rose 15.5 percent in
2018 after a 13 percent increase in 2017(CBC/Radio-Canada, 2018). Although and perhaps
despite the tremendous growth in the perspectives of an international student population on
campuses, there appears to be little to no impact on the discriminatory practices operating on
international scholars through dominant Euro-Canadian identity politics and practices (Crosby,
2010), a topic I will explain more deeply in the next section. Robyn Maynard (2017) a Montreal
based black feminist writer, activist, and educator shares the mishandling of a grade one student
in Mississauga who was placed in handcuffs because she was reportedly acting in a violent
manner. Maynard emphasizes that the systemic injustices are ignored and the unseen violent
experiences directed toward black students are erased, perhaps un/fathomable within the
dominant anti-blackness of Euro-Canadian identity; such that the targets of violence are further
harmed without recourse to determine their racialized experiences within the white education
system and beyond. She asks us to consider how many black students know schools as sites for
discriminatory practices enabled through degradation, psychological violence, and alienation.
Unfortunately, even as education environments continue to underserve many communities from
different backgrounds, there are unique dimensions to the experiences of black students who
experience school as hostile grounds characterized by neglect, heightened surveillance, and
extreme punishment for any perceived disobedience.
While overt displays of discrimination still exist, a subtler form of democratic racism enables
contemporary manifestations of oppression to be implicit, embedded, and naturalized within the
Canadian social fabric and mirrored as institutionalized practices in Canadian schools.
International students face potential discrimination through formal interactions with governments
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and institutions, and through academic, social, and cultural interactions in the classroom,
campus, and community. Furthermore, racialization can materialize in a variety of forms
including language and accent discrimination, stereotyping based on religion and country of
origin, social exclusion and marginalization, curricular discrimination, graffiti, verbal abuse, and
physical assault (Crosby, 2010). Based on an analysis conducted by Sue and colleagues (2007),
the subtler forms of racism have been labeled modern racism, symbolic racism, and aversive
racism. All three explanations of contemporary racism share commonalities. They emphasize
that racism; (a) is more likely than ever to be disguised and covert, and (b) has evolved from the
old fashioned form of consciously and overt publicly displayed racial hatred and bigotry, to a
more ambiguous and nebulous form that is more difficult to identify and acknowledge.
Experiences of racialization and violence towards minority groups on campus are submerged and
infused more systemically through the use of assumptions, policies, and language to make it
more acceptable and less likely to be immediately discerned. These contemporary forms of
institutional racialization have been strategically used to mask and obfuscate the racial violence
covertly. Intentionally or unintentionally, consciously or unconsciously, the violence of racism
has been integrated into the context of language, interaction, and all forms of communication to
great effect so that conversations or confrontations may have an underlying meaning and theme
of prejudice that aims to undervalue, stereotype, and define people of color (Sue, Capodilupo,
Torino, Bucceri, Holder, Nadal, Esquilin, 2007).
Compounding institutionalized white supremacy, racialization can be reconstituted in a
myriad of forms ways that do not enable effective action. According to King (2015), the new
watchwords in education, “celebrating diversity,” imply the democratic ethic that all students,
regardless of their sociocultural backgrounds, should be educated equitably. King elaborates that
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what this ethic means in practice, particularly for teachers with little to no personal experience of
diversity outside of their own Eurocentric vision and limited understanding of inequity rooted in
white supremacy, is problematic. In essence, it gives way to dysconscious racism - a form of
racism that quietly or tacitly accepts dominant white norms and privileges. The existing or
dominant approaches to studying racism are limited and problematic precisely because of this
dysconscious racialization which is not the absence of consciousness that operates within a
paradigm of racism, but an impaired and distorted way of thinking about race compared to
critical consciousness. In essence, any serious challenge to the status quo that calls this racial
privilege into question inevitably challenges the self-identity of white people who have
internalized these ideological justifications of equity (King 2015).
Frantz Fanon (1985) surmised that psychology in general tends to neglect precisely the
economic, social, and historical levels of analysis in its attempts to understand the individual,
psychopathology and psychological development. A related problem in much orthodox
psychology is the making of broad generalizations, the fact that it too glibly assumes the
universality of US-American and Eurocentric concepts and principles. In fact, the assumed
universality of certain concepts and principles is one way in which Eurocentric and therefore
dominating, colonizing modes of thought come to be reinscribed in post-colonial contexts (Hook,
2004). According to Hook (2004) Holdstock makes this point in straightforward terms: ‘It is
important to keep in mind that the theories and the principles assumed to be universal in
psychology derive from research on white Americans, mostly males, who constitute a small
percentage of the world’s population’. Moreover, as a consequence of multiculturalism,
Canadians often deny their own racism and instead characterize the United States as “that
country to our south with its awful racism.” Despite these notions, Canadian scholars have
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demonstrated that racism is commonplace in Canada generally (Nelson & Nelson, 2004, p. 3).
Students also have to deal with learning conditions influenced by Canada’s culture of liberal
individualism playing out in the schools through classrooms and teachers who emphasize
individual assessment over group work though, even in group work the racialization processes of
exclusion harms students – resulting in intense burden on the student to adapt and try to learn
regardless the violations or degradations inherent in systematized racialization processes
embedded in the curriculum and learning environments (Dei, 1992).
I am returning to Solomona and colleagues work that I discussed earlier to focus more
intently on the ongoing construction of white racial identities which have socialized whites to
conceptualize their world in ways that favor their positions within it. Importantly, those in
positions of power and authority such as educators construct discourses that are often
academically and emotionally debilitating to the ‘racial other’. Such construction and related
action is informed by a white, race-privileged position (Solomona, Portelli, Daniel & Campbell,
2005). It is not so much that power is in a particular place but the practices and assumptions have
created hierarchies in which these roles obtain authority. Furthermore, it is important we
consider Michel Foucault’s ideas that power and privilege circulate in language which gestures
at the discursive aspect of racialization that has been less studied and mostly ignored. According
to Dreyfus, & Rabinow, (2014). Foucault defines power as domination. Stating that power is the
authority to forbid and to command obedience, power is repression which can circulate through
policies, practices, and laws. Ultimately power creates submission. White supremacy is
operationalized through the ongoing assumptions that perpetuate racialization within modern
academia.
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To interrogate this process further, Dreyfus et al., (2014) explain two additional aspects
of Foucault’s examination of power through discourse – speaker’s benefit and ease of
acceptance. Speaker’s benefit arises in the form of the universal intellectual who speaks for
humanity. In the case of institutionalized white supremacy, the speaker usually affirms to us
through the tone of prophecy that the future will surely be better and that we are making our way
toward equity. The speaker locates themself in the privileged spot as the spokesperson for
conscience and consciousness and their sermon on oppression and promises of a new order are
pleasurable to pronounce and easy to accept – which is Foucault’s second point “the ease of
acceptance”. Modern power is tolerable on the condition that it masks itself as beneficent for a
better future. The speaker's benefit and associated ploys are among the essential ways in which
modern power operates to leave white supremacy unchallenged – by creating and recreating the
problem of the racialized other, white supremacy masks itself by producing a discourse,
seemingly opposed to it but really part of a larger deployment of modern power. To wit and as
evidence, the lack of institutional change over the years has been attributed to senior
administrators denying the existence of racism (Aylward, 2009) while only making cosmetic
changes to the overall structure “A serious effort to combat racism in all its guises...has not been
undertaken. What we have instead are a series of minor token approaches, which have led to
dubious surface improvement in lives of racialized students and faculty” (Henry & Tator, 2009,
p.14) with negligible if any structural changes to institutions.
Pon (2009) argues that, cultural competency promotes an obsolete view of culture and is a
form of new racism. Cultural competency resembles new racism by otherizing non-whites by
deploying modernist and absolutist views of culture, while not using racialist language. He
asserts that cultural competency is also an ontology of forgetting Canada’s history of colonialism
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and racism. In addition, he recommends the jettisoning of cultural competency and emphasizing,
instead, a self-reflexive grappling with racism and colonialism (Pon, 2009). Look, think, and
reflect on how the entire aspect of hierarchy and oppression as a cultural phenomenon directed
by a white privileged culture can start to perpetuate and normalize responses to everyday acts of
violence that can slip below the radar but that still hurt. The Eurocentric education and
dominance has brainwashed many to become incompetent towards and privileged over their
relations with minority groups. Sakamoto (2007) argues that cultural competency views culture
as neutral and devoid of power. Cultural competency, therefore, does not theorize power or
critique systems of oppression such as racism, sexism, ageism, heterosexism, and ableism (Pon,
2009; Sakamoto, 2007). This is to say that the implication of cultural competency in whiteness is
evidenced in how it constructs “other” cultural groups, because whiteness is the standard by
which cultures are differentiated (Pon, 2009). As a result, cultural competency bears a striking
resemblance to contemporary racism in the sense that, cultural competency, like new or
contemporary racism, operates by essentializing culture, while “othering” non-whites without
using racialist language (Pon, 2009).
In thinking and reflecting on literatures devoted to understanding subtle and contemporary
forms of racism, the term “racial microaggressions” is formulated to describe the phenomenon
in its everyday occurrence - subtle insults (verbal, nonverbal, and/or visual) directed toward
people of color, often automatically or unconsciously (Solorzano, Ceja, & Yosso, 2000). First
coined by a psychiatrist Dr. Chester Pierce in 1970, the term refers to “subtle, stunning, often
automatic, and non-verbal ex-changes which are ‘put downs’ of blacks by offenders (Pierce,
Carew, Pierce- Gonzalez, & Willis, 1978, p. 66). I think it is important to note that even though
some experiences of racialization may be defined as subtle, the use of the word ‘micro’ to define
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the violent experience of racialization, undermines and overshadows the racial violence and
aggression that minority groups experience in a white dominated space. Discourse and language
play significant roles in the production and reproduction of prejudice and racism (Dijk, 1997).
Although several scholars have used the term ‘micro’ and ‘macro’ to classify racial violence (see
Solorzano, Ceja, & Yosso, 2000; Pierce, Carew, Pierce- Gonzalez, & Willis, 1978; Houshmand,
Spanierman, & Tafarodi, 2014; Sue, Capodilupo, Torino, Bucceri, Holder, Nadal, Esquilin,
2007; Perez, & Solorzano 2015), the term ‘micro’ does not fully encapsulate or epitomize the
experiences of violence minority groups experience. Even though this terminology attempts to
address the idea of covert and contemporary racism, it can too readily translate into the belief
that racism no longer matters; or perhaps worse, that those who continually point racism out are
troublemakers “playing the race card” (Beeman, 2015).
Contemporary racism has been downplayed and transformed into a subtle form that has gone
unnoticed. You can see the underlying themes of contemporary racialization in situations such
as; a white person clutching their purse or checking their wallet as a person of color approaches
or walks by, or a store owner following a customer of color around the store; making an
assumption of criminal status or criminality to a person of color, who is presumed to be
dangerous, criminal, or deviant on the basis of their race (Sue, Capodilupo, and colleagues,
2007). Fanon (1970) described such experiences as ‘color Prejudice’ as “nothing more than the
unreasoning hatred of one race for another, the contempt of the stronger and richer peoples for
those whom they consider inferior to themselves, and the bitter resentment of those who are kept
in subjection and are so frequently insulted. As color is the most obvious outward manifestation
of race it has been made the criterion by which men are judged, irrespective of their social or
educational attainments” (pg. 118). Most times, white people forget that there are other existing
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cultures for example asking a Black person: “Why do you have to be so loud/animated? Just
calm down,” implying that People of Color should assimilate to dominant white culture and
abolish their cultural practices or behaviors behind (Sue, et al., 2007). Bonilla (2004) indicates
that the events and consequences of racialization are not the result of individual racism but of the
formation and crystallization of racial domination into a racial structure. These racial structures
unfold from a network of racialized practices and relations that shape the life chances of the
various races at all levels (Bonilla, Lewis, & Embrick, 2004), therefore, creating an action that is
collectively normal for one culture and race to obtain and maintain superiority over the others. In
this case, individual behaviors and actions of racism are produced by the foundations of the
dominating force of racism. To scrutinize this ‘white supremacy’ is to consider the frames of
reference within which the black man has had to place himself. His metaphysics, or less
pretentiously, his customs and the sources on which they were based, were wiped out because
they were in conflict with a colonizing force in form of a civilization that he did not know and
that imposed itself on him (Fanon, 1970).
Dismissing an individual who brings up race/culture in work/school setting or trying to
make their experiences of racial violence trifling is itself an act of violence and silencing or
insisting on tone policing is white privilege in excess. In this sense, deeming particular cultural
values and communication styles as abnormal while simultaneously fostering the notion that the
values and communication styles of the dominant or white culture are ideal (Sue, et al., 2007).
One of the resisting forces and sources that is exerted in predominant white institutions and
classrooms is that race is considered and treated as a ‘taboo topic’ for discussion especially in
racially mixed settings. Although many white students tend to deny any personal prejudice and
recognize the impact of racism on other people’s lives, they also fail to acknowledge and address
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its impact on their lives (Tatum, 1992). For example, “You speak good English!” or “You speak
so well!” is a common surprise for white individuals when they are confronted with People of
Color followed by “How did you learn to speak English?” These comments implying that the
Person of Color is a foreigner and not capable or intellectually inclined enough to speak the
English language (Sue, et al., 2007). Although these examples of white supremacy may not seem
threatening when compared to the murderous actions of enslavement and lynching carried out by
white supremacists, they bear a perpetual daily gauntlet of a sustained unending grind of
privilege that flourishes rampant, unchecked, and unexamined. Bonilla (2002), suggests that
some researchers will consider such actions as expressions of whites’ racial ambivalence; a step
forward to resisting racial affairs, or a careful consideration of all sides in racial matters. In
contrast to readily opined mainstream explanations, Bonilla affirms that the phrases and ideas
indicated and communicated through the incredulous interjected judgements are fragments of the
techniques of color blind racism, the racial ideology that marks the post-civil rights era. Recall
Foucault’s (2014) analysis here that the speaker’s benefit is readily accepted to mute criticism of
racial microaggressions, so to object to this insult is to render yourself the problem. Even as you
resist microaggressions, white supremacy acts to expose your audacity toward resistance.
Assumptions of status illustrate yet another form of racialization. For example, Sue, et al.
(2007), decry the racial aggression covertly operating when a Person of Color is mistaken for a
service worker implying that they must be from a lower class. Moreover, this usually occurs
when a white person is given preferential treatment as a consumer over a Person of Color - the
implication being that People of Color do not have much wealth and are likely just a servant who
should know their place as inferioir to whites. The assumption is that they couldn’t possibly
occupy high-status positions. Kimberle (1991) refers to similar experiences as structural
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intersectionality and battering. She perfectly explains how structural intersectionality shapes the
experiences of People of Color and most especially Women of Color. Intersectionality
demonstrates how diverse structures social and political intersect or overlap with gender. At the
simplest level, race, gender, and class are implicated together because the fact of being a woman
of color correlates strongly with poverty (Kimberle, 1991).
In addition to lower status, ascription of lower intelligence to a Person of Color on the
basis of their race is another form of racialization that is revealed in seemingly friendly
statements of generosity that are simply oppressive. For example, “You are so articulate,”
insinuating that People of Color are generally not as intelligent as whites. Erasure of the person’s
intelligence can also coexist with another form of outright erasure when white people say erasure
of color is a value “When I look at you, I don’t see color.” Or when a white person expands on
their nationalism without seeing the reality of their diversity “Canada is nice and diverse and
there is only one race, the human race.” Making these statements have the impact that a white
person does not want to acknowledge race. Denying a Person of Color’s racial or ethnic
experiences is racism (Sue, et al., 2007).
When perpetrators are called to account for their racializing assumptions, they
predictably compound ferocious assertions in the denial of racialization and prejudicial bias as
they assert they have friends of color, but at the end of the day it makes it even worse and even
more awkward for people of color. Bonilla (2002) indicates that post-civil rights racial standards
prohibits the open expression of direct racial views and positions, however, whites have found a
way they attempt to conceal them. Being a person of color in a white space, you will experience
the constant denial of individual racism by the other. It is difficult to have a conversation because
the entire conversation will be focused on the denying of racial biases and making endless effort
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to be the victim or take the place of the oppressed. In addition, white people also appeal to
familial connections such as “My brothers, best friend’s wife’s sister is married to a guy from
Kenya” or to a different form of non-intersectional oppression: “As a woman, I know what you
go through as a racial minority.”
According to Bonilla (2002) projection is a theorized aspect of psychological coping.
Often, white people project racial motivations onto blacks as a way of avoiding responsibility
and feeling good about themselves. Various forms of contemporary racism, are difficult to
describe and define in the sense that they occur via aversive racism or implicit bias. According to
Dovidio & Gaertner (2002) aversive racism is hypothesized to characterize the racial attitudes of
many whites who endorse egalitarian values, who regard themselves as nonprejudiced, but who
discriminate in subtle rationalized ways. On the other hand, implicit or unconscious bias is the
attribution of certain behavioural traits and qualities to a particular social group. Aversive racism
is more difficult to identify, quantify, and rectify because of their subtle, nebulous, and unnamed
nature. Without an adequate classification or understanding of the dynamics of subtle racism, it
will remain invisible and potentially harmful to the well-being, self-esteem, and standard of
living of people of color in post-secondary education (Dovidio & Gaertner, 1996).
Why are we not talking about racialized experiences of minority students in Canadian
universities or conducting studies that analyze and show evidence that international students of
color are racialized or discriminated against? Until fairly recently, racism was not on the public
agenda in institutions of higher learning, largely because its existence was denied, and there were
few if any champions of the cause. Meininger (1990) has suggested a number of reasons for this
lack of interest. Minority students are generally very concerned about their vulnerability and
have usually kept experiences of racism to themselves. In addition, universities are
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underequipped with complaint or grievance mechanisms that dealt with racial harassment and
other forms of racism. Meininger also revealed that few members of the faculty had any
expertise in race and ethnic relations. Those who did tended to examine the issue elsewhere in
society, rather than in their own backyard. Staff associations and unions were busy with external
and unrelated issues rather that ideological and systemic issues. Academic administrators and
managers respond primarily as a result of political pressure or evidence of conflict. Since
pressure to create equity and equality for racial minority students did not exist, it was not on the
academic administrative agenda (Meininger 1990). Furthermore, the homogenous traditional
practices of universities do not empower engagement across campus or engage minority groups
to actively seek change and involvement. The general slowness of institutional change and the
particular slowness of institutional change at universities also contributed to the lack of response
to racial and other equity related issues (Meininger 1990; Solomona, Daniel, Campbell, 2005).
Grayson (2014), a professor in York University points out that while most studies
analyzing the experience of international students have found evidence of discrimination, little
systematic attention has been devoted to comparing the relative amounts or types of
discrimination experienced by international students of different origins or to examinations of
differences in the experiences of discrimination of international compared to domestic students.
Although few Canadian studies have included a measure of discrimination, it is arguably
impossible to find direct studies that reveal a systematic examination of the nature and source of
discrimination confronted and its impact on student outcomes (Grayson, 2014). This is because
little systematic attention has been devoted to comparing the relative types discrimination
experienced by international students of different origins or to examinations of differences in the
experiences of discrimination of international compared to domestic students.
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Also, we can attribute the lack of studies to the underrepresentation of minority faculty
and staff and the little power or influence they possess within the university (Grayson, 2014).
Henry et al (2017) examined race, racialization and indigeneity in Canadian universities and
concluded that even though we examine the representation in terms of numbers of racialized and
indigenous faculty members and their ranks within the system, their earned income as compared
to white faculty, their daily life experiences within the university as workplace, or interactions
with colleagues and students, the results are grimly the same. This is to say that racialized
minorities and indigenous faculty and discipline or areas of their expertise are abysmally low in
numbers and even lower in terms of their scope of influence in terms of role, impact, and status
within the university (Henry, Dua, Kobayashi, James, Li, Ramos, Smith, 2017).
Among psychologists in general, and Black psychologists in particular, intelligence and
education have been and continue to be areas of contention in terms of endemic racism. Much of
the research launched by white psychologists has been put forth to justify the idea that people of
African descent are genetically and intellectually inferior (Jamison, 2013). The curriculum
remains largely Eurocentric and continues to reinforce white and Western dominance and
privilege. It is a direct result of a social system designed to support white supremacy domination
and control, and after all is said and done, privilege and dominance is continuously exercised
(Heleta, 2016; Jamison, 2013). According to McCartney (2016), the aftermath of the Second
World War led the Canadian parliamentarians to show growing interest in students from abroad
coming to study in Canada. The students became the subject of policy talk that bears strong
resemblance to discourse emerging from the larger historical context. The acceptance of
international or foreign students to Canadian universities was built on a philosophy of
international aid and co-operation rather than the current consumer model in which international
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students are customers in a global marketplace, recruited for what they offer to the Canadian
economy - money (McCartney, 2016). In 1976, MP Gordon Fairweather reminded Prime
Minister Pierre Trudeau that Trudeau himself “did not pay an extra fee because he was a
Canadian student” when he studied at the Sorbonne or Harvard, something he shared with
“hundreds of thousands of people around the world who have benefited from the generosity of
respective national states” (McCartney, 2016). The Canadian Alliance of Student Associations
(CASA) (2005) reports that, “many institutions have begun to profit from deregulated
international student fees, by charging far above the actual program delivery costs, with much of
the revenue funneled into financing institutional operations, as well as promotion and
recruitment efforts overseas. Very little of tuition revenue finds its way to international student
financial aid or student services” and an effective social support system for these students (p.4).
Thus, using international students as economic assets not only marginalizes their concerns, it
may cause undue harm and stress in the process (Dei, 1992; CASA, 2005).
Furthermore, the invisible nature or acts of aversive racism prevents perpetrators from
realizing and confronting (a) their own complicity in creating psychological dilemmas for
minorities and (b) their role in creating disparities in employment, health care, and education
(Sue et al., 2007). Racism continues to be pervasive and problematic because the perpetrators
continue to be white and are trained primarily in Western European models, curriculums,
doctrines or way of life (Sue et al., 2007). Solorzano et al., (2009) suggests that evidence of
genuine diversity and inclusion would include programs to compensate communities the
university has historically underserved and initiatives to remedy social inequalities the institution
has perpetuated. Such efforts may disrupt the institutional status quo and destabilize the
university’s historical racial power base. Instead, colleges tend to endorse diversity to the extent
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that it serves white students. This practice of allowing people of color to benefit from society’s
institutions only at the convenience of white society is interest convergence. This critique helps
explain the evident contradiction when universities celebrate diversity with ethnic food and
fiestas while failing to provide equal access and opportunity to students of color.
Sue et al., (2007) assert these white supremacist perpetrators are not conscious of their
violence sometimes as they are easily capable of inheriting the racial biases of their forebears;
they are likely to become victims of a cultural conditioning process that imbues within them
biases and prejudice that discriminate against people of color. It is arguable that dominant groups
often attempt to legitimate their position via ideological means or a set of beliefs that explains or
justifies some actual or potential social arrangement (Solorzano, Ceja, & Yosso, 2000). In
addition, Solorzano et al., (2009) conducted further studies and revealed that the era of colorblind and race-less politics in universities has made it difficult to differentiate between diversity
of convenience (for example, portraying a racially diverse group of students in recruitment
brochures without providing equal resources and opportunities for students of color) and genuine
diversity or pluralism (providing equal resources and opportunities to underrepresented racial or
minority groups). Hence, this pattern of prioritizing the needs of white students occurs often with
a complete lack of self-consciousness because white supremacy creates in whites the expectation
that issues of concern to them will be central in every discourse (Solorzano et al., 2009).
Bonilla (1997) argues that the study of race and ethnic conflict lacks a sound theoretical
structure or framework as this field historically has been hampered by inadequate and simplistic
theories. Most researchers assume that the concept of racism is obvious; therefore, they regard
racism as an ideological phenomenon. Bonilla (2001) believes that its narrow focus on ideas has
reduced the study of racism mostly to psychology, which has produced a simplistic schematic
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view of the way racism operates in society. According to Bonilla (1997, 2001) the limitations of
mainstream idealist view has (a) excluded racism from the foundation or structure of the social
system (in their account, racism is an ideology that transpired from chattel slavery and other
forms of class oppression to justify the exploitation of people of color and survives as a residue
of the past), and (b) created a perception of racism as a psychological phenomenon to be
examined at an individual level (conceptualizing the examination of individuals’ attitude to
determine levels of racism in the society, therefore, characterizing racism as not part of the
society but a characteristic of individuals who are racist or prejudiced). Conveying that social
institutions cannot be racist and studying racism as a matter of surveying the proportion of
people in a society who hold racist beliefs (Bonilla, 1997, 2001) is how insidious
institutionalized racism operates.
According to St. Amand (2010) understanding racism in the Canadian university exposes the
everyday, democratic, systemic, and epistemological manifestations operating in the academy,
and critiques the culture of whiteness which informs the processes of racialization. The
pervasiveness of institutional racism in Canadian universities has often been unacknowledged by
university administrators, faculty, staff, and students unacquainted with its injurious forces.
Indeed, the workings of systemic racism that infiltrate the Canadian intellectual tradition are
largely undetected by many within the institution. In essence, concealing its existence and
quietly dismantling efforts determined to confront and disengage the system (St. Amand, 2010).
Racism remains undetected and unchallenged within institutions because of the white privilege
that dominates and prevails amongst faculty and staff. In Kimberle Crenshaw’s TED (2016) talk
on ‘The urgency of intersectionality’ she offers, “If we can’t see a problem, we can’t fix a
problem.” In clarity, her quote highlights the implications of the frame and framework of white
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privilege that has blinded the perpetrators from confronting issues of racialization and
discrimination that have been institutionalized (Crenshaw, 2016). White supremacy in the form
of erasure in the ‘not see racism’, ‘not knowing’ or ‘ignorance’ as a legitimating and justifying
force which permits perpetrators to ‘not engage with’ their own actions and allows the status quo
to remain unchallenged.
In essence, the mythology of “race-less and racism-less” has been masked under the lingo of
diversity, which has been a driving force for recruitment in Canadian universities, and sits as a
factor to the increase in the number of international students applying to study and currently
enrolled into universities in contrast to the United States (Eisenkraft, 2010; Arthur, 1997). Arthur
(1997) points out that while Canadian post-secondary institutions divert enormous resources
towards recruitment purposes and efforts, critical awareness and attention must also be paid
towards a comprehensive and an extensive support system for international students. These postsecondary institutions keep in mind the obvious; that international students make vital
contributions both economically and academically. For these benefits to continue, Andrade
(2006) indicates that universities must become more knowledgeable about the adjustment issues
and challenges these students face and implement appropriate support services. In addition, it is
unfair and inappropriate for institutions to admit students from other parts of the world with the
expectation that they adjust to life in a new country, new educational system, and environment
without devoting and allocating appropriate and adequate support and programming. While
allegations of racism in Canadian university institutions have become public knowledge, the
discourse of denial and erasure still largely persists (Andrade, 2006).
According to Eisenkraft (2010), a professor of geography at Queen’s University who
holds a research chair in racism and equity points out that the backlash to reports of racialization
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and discrimination makes administration careful about the repercussions. Despite the outcries
and activities of violence against minority students, the programs and offices for equity or
international student services and support may be the first to be affected by financial cutbacks, or
may lack the will and power to actively pursue change or represent these students. In addition, a
law professor at the University of Ottawa, adds that in Canada “we have a tradition, a
mythology, that we’re race-less and racism-less, that we don’t have a problem. It’s rude to
inquire.” Instead, “universities should be taking the lead on this,” insists the professor, who has
served as mediator and adjudicator for many human rights cases (Eisenkraft, 2010). Furthermore,
Francis and Carol (1994) believe because Canadian universities have found it difficult to
effectively deal with the existence of racialization and oppression within the university, it has
been arguably impossible for change to be oriented and initiated. On a structural level, the
inability to think about and to accept change has allowed racialization to proliferate, manifest,
and to be reflected in a status quo teaching of a basically Eurocentric curriculum, allowed the
dearth and insufficiency in research and courses on racism, granted the absence of an anti-racist
pedagogy and favored the lack of resources to implement effective equity and anti-racism
policies and practices. Nevertheless, on an interpersonal level, it has allowed racialization to
make way for incidents of racial harassment and overt racism, create unequal power relations
between white majority and minority faculty and staff, constitute the polarization between white
students and students of color, and frustrate the resistance to social change processes designed to
eliminate racism (Francis & Carol, 1994).
International student concerns and challenges are relegated to the margins by processes of
democratic racism (Crosby, 2010). Although international students contribute vast financial
resources and expertise in the cultural and professional practices of other countries they are
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confronted by many challenges and obstacles. Apart from financial resources, international
students represent a relatively untapped source of expertise in educating Canadians regarding
cultural and professional practices in other countries (Arthur, 1997). Their "temporary" status as
a tenant to a foreign country for the duration of an academic program is a key factor in their
cross-cultural experience. International students are similar to local students, in that they have to
adjust to the demands of their academic program. However, this adjustment is more complex for
international students given the simultaneous demands of learning about roles and social customs
in a new culture (Arthur, 2004). Also, with the limited resources and research on international
student experiences, most Canadian universities are yet to go beyond the scopes of racialization
and foster ways to improve their system to better serve an equal, just, and diverse institution. In
universities, international students face several forms of challenges that range from a Eurocentric
curriculum that marginalizes and silences alternative worldviews through to language and accent
discrimination, stereotyping based on religion and country of origin, social exclusion and
marginalization, curricular discrimination, and physical abuse (Crosby, 2010).
Differential tuition fees serve as a gaping hallmark of division between insider and outsider.
International students are required to pay triple the amount of tuition fees that Canadian students
pay. In 2009/2010, the national average tuition fee rate for Canadian undergraduate students was
$4,747 while international undergrads paid $15,674 (Statistics Canada, 2009). Since then, there
has been a tremendous increase in tuition fees required from international students of color.
According to the 2018/2019 statistics Canada website, across Canada, the average tuition fees for
international undergraduate students rose 6.3% in 2018/2019 to $27,159. Two-thirds of
international students were studying at the undergraduate level. Of this group, 30% were enrolled
in business, management and public administration, with an average tuition fee of $26,395,
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which was slightly below the national average for all fields of study in 2018/2019. On the other
hand, 14% of international undergraduate students were enrolled full time in engineering, which
had above-average tuition fees of $30,742. Average tuition fees for international students in
graduate programs rose 1.0% to $16,497. Graduate tuition fees increased in every province
except Ontario (-2.4%). The decrease was driven by a restructuring of tuition fees at the
University of Toronto, with most international PhD students paying tuition fees equivalent to
those of domestic students. In Newfoundland and Labrador, the average tuition fees for
international graduate students increased by around 30%, the result of an equivalent increase in
tuition for new international students effective September 2018 (Statistics Canada, 2018).
This has drastically curtailed the ability of students from poor countries to study in
Canada and serves to limit access to countries that are more important to Canadian economic
interests. The higher fees are attributed to the necessity in providing additional campus services
for international students who do not contribute taxes to public programs (CASA, 2005).
Although improving in recent years, study permit and visa approval processes are still largely
subject to arbitrary decision-making informed by the global political realities of the day (Keung,
2010). For example, Muslim students are highly scrutinized and more likely to be denied access
to Canadian post-secondary education (Kaneira, 2003). On average, it takes about two-to-three
months to process a student visa from Nigeria, West Africa. Moreover, if granted access,
international students easily slide into the racialized construct of “foreigner,” much the same as
those categorized as “immigrants”; it is argued that these designations are usually invoked to
serve powerful white supremacist interests in society (Dei, 1996). Furthermore, as visitors to
Canada, international students are in a vulnerable and precarious position since their legal status
depends on Canadian immigration regulations
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George J. Sefa Dei, University of Toronto professor and former international student,
sees the problem as more than a conflict of values and morals, and one of racialized students
dealing with “institutional discrimination, racism and disempowered status in the host society”
(Dei, 1992, p.3). While international educators tell new international students of color that they
will complete all the stages of culture shock, Dei insists that, “for some, the crisis of adjustments
seems to have no end” (Dei, 1992, p.3). The reality of the violence structured within the
experience or notion of ‘culture shock’ is that it is an ongoing experience that never ends for
most international students of color. This drives them to focus on internalizing, adapting and
coping with their experience. International students of color also face challenges concerning
language and the classroom experience. Feeling marginalized and excluded in the classroom is
common among international students of color, compounded by being identified and positioned
as an English language learner, not as a functioning student of their discipline (HernandezRamdwar, 2009) (Beck, 2006). Accent reduction campaigns, aimed at modifying an international
student of color’s foreign accent so as to better prepare them for the Canadian classroom and
labour market, contribute to this marking of difference and sense of deficiency (Dei, 1992; Beck,
2006).
Exploration of difference and how that difference is experienced is a valuable process to
understand student experiences. For example, different interpretations of ‘international’ and
‘students’ is imperative if we are to understand the diversity of experience amongst international
students worldwide (King & Raghuram, 2013). Evidence suggests that the intersection of race
influences stereotype expressions, discrimination, prejudice, racial aggressions. Nevertheless, the
‘othering’ of migrant students by describing them as ‘international students’ reinforces these
systems of oppression (Moore-Berg & Karpinski, 2018). Winslow and Winslow (2014) define
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othering as, “a discursive process of separating We from Other as a means of constructing
hierarchies of power” (p. 1). In other words, othering involves a process of communication that
somehow distinguishes individuals as different in ways that maintain particular power relations
(Winslow & Winslow, 2014; Saltaga, 2017). Othering based on race (international student),
language barriers, Eurocentric dominated curriculum, international student visa application and
accessibilities, international student fees, limited academic and sports scholarships, limited
finances, labour market discrimination, and limitations on the number of international students
on sports teams, arrogantly alienates and mocks the possibilities of believing that Canadian
universities present an even and equitable environment that takes care of the needs and wellbeing
of International students. Perhaps the most intuitively appealing explanation for racial
differences in the perception of general campus climate is the existence of racial climate viewed
as noxious by racial minority students. Racial climate is composed of students’ observations of
their experience as racial minorities on campus. These include everything from students’
experiences with racism to the belief that the university is not doing enough to support diversity
(Reid & Radhakrishnan, 2003). Contemporary students of all races have reasons to perceive their
university climates unfavorably. For racial minority students, these negative perceptions of the
university environment or negative perceptions of university climate have been associated with
aversive outcomes such as poor academic performance (Pfeifer & Schneider, 1974) and lower
self-esteem (James, 1998). The question of whether race matters to students in university settings
has been supplanted by the question of how race matters.
Prior research strongly supports the idea that racial minority students tend to perceive
racial climate more negatively than their white peers (Pfeifer & Schneider, 1974). For example,
they report perceiving more racial discrimination and prejudice on campus than white students
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(Nettles, 1990; Nora & Cabrera, 1996). The experience of more racism on campus may have
contributed to the finding that racial minority students also perceived their universities as less
committed to policies and practices that fostered racial diversity or inclusion. Canada’s pride in
multiculturalism has influenced the academy and as a result, created a misleading color-blind
discourse and a misplaced notion that Canadian society is free of racism; in other words reestablishing Foucaults ideas that the speakers benefit has the privilege and ability to determine
the existence of racism in a given place or circumstance. Moreover, this practice of
multiculturalism in modern liberal democracies has been hampered by the lack of a clear
definition of ‘racism’ as well as confusion regarding the role of multiculturalism in addressing
disadvantage and combating racism (Clark, Kleiman, Spanierman, Isaac, & Poolokasingham,
2014; Berman, & Paradies, 2010; Dreyfus et al., 2014). First, international students are usually
welcomed on campus by those staffing the international office. For example, at UPEI the
international relations office is charged with this role. They are then initiated into Canadian
culture during a short orientation period usually for the first two weeks where they are
introduced to the notion of culture shock, the stages of cultural adjustment, and various coping
strategies. Much the same as cultural difference is viewed as an obstacle to be overcome,
dominated by a “fix the problem” mentality, culture shock is viewed as an international student
problem that they must overcome to function in Canadian society (Yershova, DeJaeghere, &
Mestenhauser, 2000). Furthermore, they cultivate coping strategies to adapt and manage the
obstacles and challenges that they face. Even though culture shock is a familiar term used to
define the disorientation of people who are introduced to a new culture, it is important to note
that this Western term has been used to mask and ignore the racialization processes of exclusion,
othering, shunning that international students experience. Ward argued that various attempts
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have been made to unpack the definition of culture shock: strain due to the effort required to
make necessary psychological adaptations; feeling of loss or deprivation in regard to friends,
status, profession and possessions; being rejected by/and or rejecting members of the new
culture; confusion in role, expectations and values; surprise, anxiety, even disgust and
indignation after becoming aware of cultural differences; and feelings of impotence due to not
being able to cope with new environment. The terms listed above have been used to define
culture shock; nevertheless, there remains no clear definition (as cited in Furham, 2012,).The
actual existence of this term is a symbolic representation of how racialization is not named but
masked and projected as something that should be accepted or embraced and a problem of the
newcomer which in itself is unselfconsciously racist. Once again, affirming Foucault’s ideas that
the universal intellectual has the power to command obedience. Also, confirms his ideas that
power and privilege circulate in language which influences the way we perceive and describe the
violence within racialization (Dreyfus et al, 2014).
Moving deeper into the experiences of black international students, Paul (2012) analyzed
the concerns raised by international students regarding the existence of racial discrimination.
According to Paul, the students’ narratives communicated that their deficiency and scarcity in
diversity and opportunities for cross-cultural learning in the university curriculum and the needs
of international students on campus were not competently addressed. Furthermore, how might an
ongoing colonizing processes intertwining with white privilege be brought under scrutiny as this
is rarely reflected within research on the experience of BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, People of
Color) (Smith, 2013). The parallel experiences of exclusion of Indigenous perspectives within a
Eurocentric curriculum are relevant to understanding how international students within Canada
may have common issues. To wit, Smith (2013) challenges Western ways of knowing and
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researching and calls for the restructuring of methodologies and for a new agenda in Indigenous
research. In other words, her work focuses on informing the nonindigenous researchers who may
be involved in research initiatives with Indigenous communities. In particular, what a
nonindigenous researcher needs to be aware of when researching with Indigenous peoples; how
nonindigenous researchers can improve their practices with Indigenous peoples; and, most
fundamentally, whether it is appropriate for nonindigenous researchers to be involved in research
with indigenous peoples (Smith, 2013). Similarly, international students are continuously
subjected to a Eurocentric curriculum that marginalizes and silences alternative worldviews (Dei,
1996). This is compounded by a lack of representation of faculty (and staff) positions by
racialized persons (Dei, 1992; Henry & Tator, 2009). Furthermore, the hiring and hiring patterns
of minority groups or individuals are affected by the intersection of racialization and gender in
post-secondary education (Spafford, Nygaard, Gregor, Boyd, 2006).
Engaging with coping strategies and several adaptive methods in a white space is not
thriving. In order to thrive we must engage in a process to go beyond conforming to the systems
and experiences of racialization. Nevertheless, that process may be highly subjective to the
individual or group. Majority of authors have focused on areas of research that idolizes coping
strategies and adaptive methods to cope with systems of oppression and power dynamics. To go
beyond the scope of coping is to destabilize the idealist traditional view that has plagued and
conceptualized racial matters as a product of racism (Bonilla, 1997). Tuck & Yang (2012) argue
that the easy adoption of decolonizing discourse by educational advocacy and scholarship,
evidenced by the increasing number of calls to “decolonize our schools,” or use “decolonizing
methods,” or, “decolonize student thinking”, turns decolonization into a metaphor. In this case, it
is important to examine decolonization beyond the scopes of a metaphor. In other words, it is
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possible to discuss liberation through decolonization on a personal, interpersonal and systemic
level. As Frantz Fanon (2004) stated “decolonization is always a violent event… decolonization
is quite simply the substitution of one “species” of mankind by another. The substitution is
unconditional, absolute, total, and seamless.” (pg 1). Hence, decolonization can be understood as
the uprising against or resistance towards the dominant power forms. This is not to say that we as
international students should raise arms or objects and throw stones at windows although, that
would earn us quicker attention. Nevertheless, we clamor for, and demand change because the
need for this change exists in a raw, repressed, and reckless state in the lives and consciousness
of colonized men and women (Fanon, 2004).
Liberation psychology can be traced back to the works of Martin-Baro (1991, 1994).
Central to Martin-Baro’s ideas and theories, he believed that psychology can play an important
role either in endorsing oppression or in empowering the process of liberation (Barrat, 2011). For
an individual or group, the fundamental and essential goal for liberation psychology is
problematization (i.e., understanding a particular issue faced by oppressed populations from their
own perspective) (Tate, Rivera, Brown, & Skaistis, 2013). Freire (1970) is credited as the
originator of the concept of problematization, focusing on the content of recovered historical
memory as a de-ideologization process for understanding our current situations or experiences.
De-ideologized knowledge resonates with people’s values and priorities around particular ways
of being so that any given issue that an oppressed group of individuals are experiencing in a
specific context can be used to promote their emancipation through empowered knowing.
Liberation psychology seeks to present problems in terms of conflicts between the lived
experience of these individuals and their beliefs about what should be (Martin-Baro, 1994;
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Freire, 1970; Tate, Rivera, Brown, & Skaistis, 2013) to create a tension that allows for
awareness.
Awareness is the awakening of critical concientization (i.e., critical consciousness),
which is the mobilization of consciousness aiming to produce historic knowledge about oneself
and about the groups to which one belongs, thereby producing a different understanding, and
giving sense to one’s temporal and spatial place in the society, and in one’s specific life or world.
(Tate, Rivera, Brown, & Skaistis, 2013; Montero, 2009). Concientization is a concept MartinBaro incorporated into his work from Freire’s ‘Pedagogy of the oppressed’ (Freire, 1970), and he
suggested that concientization “is not simply becoming aware of a certain fact, but rather it is a
process of change” (Martin-Baro, 1991, 22). Conscientization develops critical capacity allowing
consciousness to be liberated from the dominant conceptions given by society, and by people’s
lived experiences, perspectives, responding interests’ that are foreign to their living conditions
(Montero, 2009). Thus critical consciousness is a growing analysis, awareness, knowledge that
can be used to take action which will lead to reflections on outcomes and further critical
knowing. At this moment I need to open the idea that action is always taking place within a
particular context or sphere of possibilities – this potential action world in liberation psychology
terms is known as a ‘limit situation’, which was originally created by Karl Jaspers. Limit
situations are intersectional, dynamic, and characterized by challenges which provide the context
of oppression/liberation in preventing/opening up action possibilities (see Fuchs, Breyer, Mundt,
2013). Taken together, these liberation psychology concepts create a framework and a guide for
me to consider the lived experiences of black African men who are international students at the
University of Prince Edward Island.
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How people can cope or thrive despite racialization and also become empowered to shift
various forms of oppression is a key consideration for liberation psychology (Moane, 2011).
Liberation psychology requires, then, an analysis of the social conditions in which people live
their lives, an understanding of internalized oppression, and a set of practices or interventions
that will transform psychological and social patterns associated with oppression. It is grounded in
the specific experiences of the group or context in which it is developed, and thus the analysis
offered by a liberation psychology, and the processes and practices that facilitate liberation, will
vary from one context to the next (Moane, 2003). The impact of racialization has been
extensively examined from the perspective of genocides (Hinton, 2002) through to experience of
everyday racism (Essed, 1991) which can become internalized (Gilroy, 1993) and has been
critically assessed to defy neutrality (Fassin, 2011). The aim of social analysis is to identify the
social conditions associated with oppression and the ways in which these conditions are
structured in society as a whole (Moane, 2003).
According to Frantz Fanon (1963) decolonization is a historical process that can only be
understood and can only find significance and become self-coherent insofar as we can discern
the history-making movement which gives it form and substance. Yet, I consider decolonization
to be a day to day consciousness raising process that demands critical consciousness and actions
towards social transformation. Would Fanon support this emergent decolonization process as a
lived history?
Liberation psychology as defined by Montero (2009) must include the social
transformation of dominant structural and cultural institutions of a society toward more equitable
and sustainable arrangements that satisfy the basic needs of all people. Social transformation
must occur at all levels: personal, interpersonal, and system. It is essential for international
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students of color to first be aware that such violence exist. However, it is likely that they know it
and experience it, but maybe the key may be growing awareness of the systemic aspect and less
the internalized self-blaming ‘culture shock’ that is perpetuated by the student service’s
introduction to campus. Nevertheless, education will be essential and by education, I mean the
realization and awareness of the existence of systems of violence and oppression operating in the
university. This awareness and realization will be first and foremost a step towards transforming
the systems of violence in the University of Prince Edward Island. According to Donald (1993)
the assertion that education is the basic solution to the needs of black African international
students in diaspora is at the same time both undeniable and ambiguous.
Furthermore, it is important we consider Foucault’s (2014) ideas that power and privilege
circulates in language, which gets into a discursive aspect of racialization that has been ignored.
According to Braun & Clarke (2013) language and discourse are theorized as key to the
operation of power, which cultivates and produces meanings, categories and practices in society,
or enables them to flourish, instead of repressing pre-existing (or what we consider ‘natural’)
meanings, categories and practices. Racialization and white privilege continue to prevail in our
society because of our lack of attention and inaction to deconstruct the discourse of language that
has exercised power and dominance over certain groups. Furthermore, this discursive aspect of
racialization can be attributed to the progression of modern racialized concepts like
‘contemporary’ and ‘subtle’ forms of racism (Sue, et al., 2007; Solorzano, Ceja, & Yosso, 2000;
Dirlik, 2008; Dovidio, & Gaertner, 2017) that are yet not considered overt but still exert, inflict
and maintain the same level of trauma and violence to oppressed groups. In other words, racism
has mutated to partially hide itself from view perhaps not from the view of those who experience
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its effects but certainly from the view of those who practice what has come to be called “aversive
racism” (Dovidio & Gaertner, 2017)
The ability to promote wellness, resist oppression, and foster liberation is grounded in
psychological and political dynamics (Prilleltensky, 2008). According to Prilleltensky liberation
refers to the process of resisting oppressive forces. Nevertheless, as a state, liberation is a
condition in which oppressive forces no longer exert their dominion over a person or a group. In
contrast, liberation is not a magic wand that makes oppression go away but more, the oppressed
groups become able to problematize the limit situation and seek new or other ways to deal with
or react to the situations of oppression. In essence, the oppressive forces become more conscious
to us who are raising our awareness. Building on Fromm’s (1965) dual conception of ‘‘freedom
from’’ and ‘‘freedom to,’’ liberation is the process of overcoming internal and external sources
of oppression (freedom from), and pursuing wellness (freedom to). Liberation from social
oppression entails an intersectional space which can be understood through various themes of
oppression, for example, emancipation from class exploitation, gender domination, and ethnic
discrimination. Freedom from internal and psychological sources includes overcoming fears,
obsessions, or other psychological phenomena that interfere with a person’s subjective
experience of well-being. Liberation to pursue wellness, in turn, refers to the process of meeting
personal, relational, and collective needs (see Fromm 1965; Prilleltensky, 2008). How should
one respond to racial oppression? Conventional prescriptions of mainstream social psychological
science emphasize the idea of coping with oppression whether via emotional management
strategies that emphasize denial or disengagement; problem-focused strategies that emphasize
compensation, self-efficacy, or skills training; or collective strategies that emphasize emotional
support in ways that promote adaptation to, rather than transformation of, oppressive social
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structures (Phillips, Adams, & Salter, 2015). In contrast to mainstream perspectives on “coping”
with oppression, it is essential to propose a framework that moves beyond the alleviation of
negative states and/or ego restoration to actions that promote liberation. In other words, critical
consciousness, empowerment through partnerships and solidarity, and collective action serve as
critical components towards liberation (Phillips, Adams, & Salter, 2015; Freire, 1970;
Prilleltensky, 2008).
Furthermore, it is imperative to study how black African men thrive through the
perspective of liberation psychology so as to disengage the operations of systems of oppression
and focus on the practices of liberation, which students might create to thrive in their university
career. While existing literature has been preoccupied with investigating the ways students deal
with, adapt to and cope with racialization, this project seeks to go beyond that narrow focus to a
larger question of student thriving. In addition, the project was focused on a particular
subpopulation of international students considering racializing contexts intersecting with gender.
Through consideration of the strength of shared contexts of identities for a phenomenological
interpretative methodology, this project is focused on male identified black students from the
continent of Africa. As a black man who has travelled to and studied in Canada from the
continent of Africa, I share some commonalities with these students and in alignment, I am
studying within my identity status by exploring how black African men thrive as international
students.
Methods
Participants
Twelve black men ranging in age from twenty and thirty-seven years from the continent
of Africa participated in a semi-structured interview (see Appendix A) with the researcher who is
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also an international student at UPEI from Nigeria, West Africa. All twelve participants attended
UPEI as international students from the continent of Africa. Four of the twelve participants were
recent graduates from the previous graduating class of 2017, and the other eight participants
were students enrolled in several programs in the university at the time of the study. Participants
were recruited through one on one interactions and conversations and were given a participant
consent form (see Appendix A).
Materials
The interviews took place in UPEI Duffy research room 409 or in the participant’s home,
whichever was more convenient for the participant. The participant’s consent form, information
letter and recruitment notice (see Appendix A) and researcher’s conversation guide (see
Appendix B) were used as a semi-structured guide to aid the process of the research conversation
with the participants. A conversation guide (see Appendix B) was co-created by the researcher
and supervisor. The questions asked were broad with further probing questions to give
participants the opportunity to elaborate their experiences (see Appendix B) when the researcher
needed clarification or more information during the conversation. Two audio recording devices
were used during the time of the research conversation in-order to ensure data security and
audibility during recording and transcription.
Conversation guide Design (Appendix B)
The conversation guide was co-created between the researcher and the supervisor. The
supervisor met the researcher once a week to mentor, share ideas and guide the development and
navigation of the conversation guide. The researcher and supervisor produced the conversation
guide through reflection about processes that would be integral to answering the question of how
African men thrive. In addition, the conversation guide posed questions regarding their identity,
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assumptions that had been made surrounding their identity, impact of their experiences on their
confidence, sense of belonging, their understanding of differences between coping and thriving,
their reflections on the ideas of resilience and any sources of strength they found supportive or
helpful. These open ended questions were posed in a way that invited participants to control the
ideas and pacing of their thoughts and were not contriving to influence participants to think or to
respond a certain way. Also, the questions were asked in order to highlight the experiences of the
participants and enable them to establish and to navigate their own understanding of their
experiences; if that was part of their experience we wanted to hear how they understood forms of
their own thriving toward liberation.
Procedure
Participants were recruited through existing networks within the small international
student population with one on one interaction with the researcher. Participants who made verbal
agreements with the researcher were asked to contact the researcher or supervisor via email or
cell number before a specific deadline. As each participant contacted the researcher expressing
interest in the research project, individual meetings were set up to discuss the participant
information letter and sign the consent form (see Appendix B). After each participant signed the
consent form, a mutually convenient date and time for individual meetings was established by
both parties. In addition, the participants also, had the convenience of choosing another location
different from the research space provided (see Appendix A). All research conversations were
conducted by the honours student researcher and no other party was present at the time.
In the interview, participants were told about the purpose of the project, then the
information letter and consent forms were read and signed (see Appendix B). Each interview was
audio recorded to enable transcription afterwards. In all the interviews, the researcher used the
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researcher interview guide with the inclusion of probes to facilitate the participants to explore
and elaborate further on certain points. The researcher transcribed the audio recordings from the
conversation for further analysis.
Analysis
Drawing from the ideas of Edmund Husserl’s understanding of phenomenology (Husserl,
2012, 1962), and other researchers who have defined phenomenology as the study of lived
experiences and a philosophical method that aims to come to a deeper understanding of the
nature or meaning of our everyday experience (Van Manen, 1944, 2014; Magrini, 2012) the
lived experiences of the participants were at the forefront of the analytical process used to create
the results for this thesis paper. When focusing on the lived experiences of the participants,
interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) (Tuffour, 2017) was used to acknowledge an
ideographic focus on each participant’s unique experience. Furthermore, IPA is particularly
attractive because of its commitment to explore, describe, interpret, and situate the participant’s
sense making of their experiences. The main theoretical underpinnings of IPA: phenomenology,
hermeneutics and idiography will highlight their lived experiences (phenomenology), interpret or
define their lived experiences (hermeneutics) and analyze or examine the convergence and
divergence among the participant’s experiences of the phenomenon (Tuffour, 2017). In addition,
the researcher wanted to address each participant’s lived experience by analyzing individual
understandings before attempting to generate themes across the group of participants. The
researcher deemed it important to honor and understand the phenomenon of individual
experiences.
An interpretative analysis focused on going beyond a descriptive form of analysis, aimed
to apprehend the realities as expressed by the participants. Through curiosity and by approaching
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the interview data as holistic of the unique personal experience of the participant, the researcher
could unwind the patterns and gain a deeper understanding of the data. It included going beyond
what is obvious or known and understanding the reason and manner of the development of each
experience and producing a contextualized and grounded account of the data. In starting with a
double hermeneutic of the lived account and my interpretation of that account I understood
within my limitations what was the experience being shared with me.
Transcriptions were downloaded into Nvivo (2011), a qualitative analysis computer
software used for deep, large and small volume data coding and analysis. After downloading the
transcripts to Nvivo, the researcher began to familiarize with the transcripts and began initial
individual coding into ‘Nodes’ (coding are done through nodes in Nvivo). I will go into more
detail below but here I will explain how I used Nvivo. Each coding was given a name or theme
that represents an idea or could be conceptualized by the researcher. All transcripts were coded
individually to either new nodes or concepts or already existing node or concept. The Nvivo
software gives the researcher the access to code different participants or data under one node if
the researcher finds the concepts to be similar. After coding all individual transcripts and
creating an idiographic understanding of the life world of each participant, the researcher was
able to develop themes. Next I will give a detailed explanation of the process for analysis.
Analysis Strategy
This analysis involved five processes that were integral to understanding the data from a
theoretical level. The first process of analysis involved an initial and prefatory reading of the
transcripts. It was important to indulge in a comprehensive understanding of the data by studying
the transcripts rigorously and conscientiously in order to familiarize with the data.
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Second, the researcher began to code the data by taking note of the potential patterns and
dominant leads from the data. The coding process was broken down into two parts. The initial
coding process was primarily focused on coding, note taking, and individual theme development
whereby the researcher created individual thematic patterns for each participant. The second
phase included refining the initial codes and the coding system, connecting individual codes and
themes, establishing categories within codes, designating and characterizing those patterns and
categories that have been created across participants.
The third process involved establishing a pattern or underlying themes that were
emergent within the data. The process that was created from the themes and patterns revolved
around the conceptualization of the journey and experiences of black African men. This process
is an integral part that embraces and acknowledges the overall idea or concept of thriving for
black African men. The patterns or process included: identity, assumptions, adapting and
coping, awareness, realization, goal(s) and purpose(s), community, and pride.
After analyzing individual data, the themes listed above were emergent in each of the
transcripts; therefore, the researcher began the fourth process by searching for similarities and
differences among and across information provided by the participants. This process involves,
probing and seeking for applications, links or connections across themes and patterns that are
emergent within the data. Furthermore, creating overarching themes and patterns that are
emergent with the subthemes embedded within them. For each of the seven themes, individual
patterns were collapsed and merged among and between transcripts to create a thorough
representation of analysis between the participants.
The fifth process included recognizing and establishing these seven themes or patterns to
ascertain or discover what participants were saying about their experiences and how they
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navigated those experiences towards self-liberation or self-empowerment. In conversations with
my supervisor we later moved to examine commonalities and distinctions among participant’s
life worlds; themes relevant to the research question started to become understood and brought
into theoretical relationships. Upon additional examination and additional interactions with the
supervisor, the researcher wanted to know what these patterns meant in terms of describing how
black African men thrive at the university. Upon further probe, it was decided through reanalyzing each research conversations and individual data and asking further questions that these
seven themes or patterns could be broken down further.
In addition, the supervisor suggested that the researcher go through the data and analysis
to further search for missing leads, ideas, or un-coded portion or segments of transcript to
interrogate the emergent understanding. After going through all individual data, coding and
analysis, the researcher generated some new ideas; although, they showed similar characteristics
and patterns to the previous concepts. In other words, it solidified the analysis and results that
were obtained.
Furthermore, these five analytic processes were dominant within the conversation with
the participants; however, the peculiar features or components were fundamental to describing
and theorizing how black African men thrive at the University of Prince Edward Island, which
incorporates awareness, action and reflection. To summarize, when thematically analyzing their
individual experiences, all 12 participants had similar underlying themes. Although their
experiences were subjective, the researcher followed a pattern that acknowledged their
similarities through their identity and differences through the perception and understanding of
their experiences. Also, it was essential that the researcher interrogate the emergent
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understanding and check to ensure there was not misrepresentation of their experiences when
analyzing their data.
Through the analysis a model that explained the different processes involved in the
thriving experiences of African men was generated based on critical analysis that honored and
acknowledged the experiences of participants in this research. The results are presented with
extensive quotes from the participants where in order to conserve anonymity letters and asterisks
replace names or any identifier.
Results
The analysis showed five emergent themes linked together into a conscientization model
with the participant at the centre of their understanding of self in relation to their life world as an
international scholar at UPEI. Figure 1 is the conscientization process model that illustrates the
journey of experience for 12 black African men as international students at UPEI. At the centre
of Figure 1 is the idea of being an African man here at UPEI. The outer rings of Figure 1
illustrate the dynamic sets of themes emergent from participants’ insights and patterns of their
processes for thriving: Identity, Coping, Conscientization, Solidarity, and Pride. Each of these
main themes will be discussed below along with the subthemes and illustrative quotes. It is
important to note that these concepts are dynamic in their interaction depending on the limit
situation context.
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PRIDE
(Purpose,
Resilience, Action,
Accomplishment)

IDENTITY
(Perception,
Othering, and
Assumption)

SOLIDARITY
(Acceptance,
Community,
Actualization and
Transformation)

AFRICAN
MEN

CONSCIENTIZATION
(Awareness,
Knowledge and
Realization,)

COPING
(Recognition,
Learning,
Navigating,
Conforming)

Figure 1. The conscientization process. Note: the model will be influenced by context.
Although the research aim is to uncover the question, ‘how African men thrive’, it was
important to acknowledge the several processes and experiences involved in thriving. This
process or model involves:
Identity (Appendix E) (perception, othering, assumption): Participants in this research discussed
their experiences of othering, stereotypical assumptions and perception that created an identity
and shaped a new reality for them. Identity is essential to the process of thriving. In Canadian
society, black African men are perceived and assumed to be “violent,” “aggressive,” “dubious”
“inferior:”
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“So I feel like they have a perce... a perception about black people that we’re
aggressive... arrogant... is.. sometimes when we go to like basketball games the way we
cheer for the teams it’s just our culture. We might be loud but not aggressive” – C
Participant C and B talk about their experiences with assumptions by white colleagues or
individuals at UPEI:
“when people, when people are scared to ... talk to you... ah it appears that you... you
pose a threat to them in some way... you know, I-I think uhmm... for us, Africans are
been, have been seen as people whooooo arrrreeeeeeeee veryyyyyyy violent.”– B
Participant C talks about how he has been perceived in respect to his identity as a black man:
“I've been in a football game and just cause I was gonna go talk to the ref... he said he
was scared for his life... So I feel like they have a perce... a perception about black people
that we're aggressive” – C

“when we go to like basketball games the way we cheer for the teams it's just our culture.
We might be loud but not aggressive... So people interpret us the,... wrong way” – C
These perceptions may originate from typical stereotypical assumptions that are adopted
in our society to characterize the identity of black men. In other words, perceptions and
assumptions create and reinforce experiences of othering that contradict with the ‘self’ as
individuals or men from Africa. Participant O describes an encounter with his professor who told
him specifically that he may experience difficulties on campus and in his program because he is
black:
“the vibe there like the feeling there it’s like you’re not wanted actually even my… my
the last *** instructor I had that was like one of my favorites actually she… she told me
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she called me and we talked for like an hour outside she was like telling me that I want
you to know something that it’s going to be difficult for you in this program most
especially because you are black” – O
Participant O still unaware of the impact of his physical appearance on his experiences recalls
the encounter and advice from his instructor during our conversation.
Furthermore, participant E talks about their experiences of exclusion and othering in the
classroom and also in the program:
“I was taking business **** so it’s like a research class as well. and one of... a guy like
when they were trying to put us in groups he opened his mouth a white boy and said I
don’t wanna be in a group with any international person or African person they suck” - E
Identifying as black was oblivious and strange to some African men. During the course of
my research conversations, I realized that most African men did not identify themselves as
‘black men’ prior to their admission and entry to a white dominated campus. In essence, skin
color was not an emphasis for African men till they arrived at UPEI. Participant O shares his
realization:
“Well you never... know... You’re never... at least I’ll speak for myself... umm I wasn’t
aware that I was black until I got to UPEI” - O
Other participants shared similar stories of realizing that the stereotypical perceptions from the
campus environment and conflict of othering on campus were because they were black:
“When I came here people started to look at me differently… everyone would stare at me
and my friends so basically… I never knew I was black till I came to UPEI” – C
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This quote is very important because it highlights the case for most African men in UPEI,
an institution that claims to be diverse and advertises its diversity, yet students experience this as
deceptive to the reality when it comes to the integration and inclusion of students of color:
“we are in a school where one of their driving motors is diversity... diversity...!
diversity..., do they actually live up to this... I don’t know.” - O
The experience of othering was foreign to some African men partly because their previous
environments were homogenous. Moreover, they did not have to be conscious of the color of
their skin or have experienced discrimination, racial violence or othering based on their physical
appearance. They identified and embodied an image based on their being, beliefs and
understanding of who they are as a person or individual:
“So coming from Nigeria, surrounded by people who look exactly like you... people who
sound especially where I live you know we had a lot of Igbo people because I'm from the
Eastern part of Nigeria so these people spoke the same language I did... they cooked very
similar food that my mom cooked for our families... our family... and we went to Catholic
church... we had a few Muslims here and there but the environment was really ehhmm…
in some way very homogenous and it was a big community it was a big family. I never
looked at myself as a black person or a black man in Nigeria... *chuckles* I looked at
myself as Igbo and then a Nigerian. But when I got here... I quickly realized that emm...
people considered me as black so I had to embrace that identity” – O
Participant O talks about his perception of self and identity with his previous experience of
community and homogeneity in his home country Nigeria. He talked about his experiences of
othering when he came to UPEI and his immediate need to embrace his new identity as a black
man from Africa seeing he was considered different.
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In contrast, participant M questions the positioning of the role of stereotypes:
“Anybody can be anything at any time right you have to learn to... to relate to people as
first and foremost people before you even start to relate them as okay...” - M
In essence, he is pointing out that stereotyping leads to a great deal of violence that includes
othering, prejudice, discrimination, etc., as well as throwing emphasis on the power and
influence of stereotypes in shaping the perception of groups, and individuals to an extent where
perpetrators fail to notice the contrary; in other words, homogenizing certain individuals or
groups to one world view.
Experiences of othering, stereotypes, assumptions, and perception play a significant role
in shaping the identity of African men in this society. The power and privilege exerted within
contemporary forms of racism are covert, ambiguous and embedded into discourses. Culture
shock for example, is a familiar and polite Western phrase that conceals the violence of othering,
discrimination, etc., that immigrants experience:
“Well ehh *scuffs* coming into UPEI that was ehh well obviously the biggest culture
shock” - MB
Although cultural differences should be taken into consideration, experiences of
racialization are mitigated within the discourse of culture shock. UPEI students, staff and faculty
result to prejudice and stereotype that deprive African men from having equitable experiences:
“It’s not their fault that they can’t understand us we’re from different places totally but all
that I care about is the effort like I would put in the effort to understand as much as I
can... if I’m putting in that same effort I expect them as well please put... I know maybe
we might not be the best of friends but it’s life I’m a human being, you’re a human being
let there be that same amount of effort put in.... in order... and it’s just something about
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languages bro you know everyone can learn a language... everyone can learn an accent” –
EB
Although participant EB acknowledges the differences in culture, he shared his
frustration from experiences of feeling insignificant or lesser of a person when trying to foster
relationships on campus.
On the other hand, participant B talks about the experiences of inequality international
students face in Canadian institutions and also in UPEI, especially in competitive areas:
“I don’t mind paying international fees okay what I mind is being excluded from having
access to things like ehh equal opportunity for you know ehhm colleges like the nursing,
colleges like dentistry you know colleges of ehh high repute... okay the competition
should be fair it should be on a fair basis because if you put a higher restriction for
international it’s even more difficult for them because it’s more difficult to get here adapt
to the society adapt to the culture fund yourself okay... okay survive!” - B
It is arguable that the conflict of othering, stereotyping, and discrimination in the
Canadian society and in UPEI could be as a result of the level of exposure, knowledge, and
awareness about certain groups and cultures:
“I think it's still the you need to get the awareness out there like we have black medical
doctors... we have black surgeons’ so... we need to get the white people aware that the
black people are as educated as you are. Sometimes I feel like social media too gives the
wrong perception of Africa cause if you search Africa on the... or any African country on
the internet it shows you a forest the giraffes and also the... social media needs to be
updated to how these African countries are. In Africa we have so many resources... so
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many in... infrastructures and... the white man needs to be educated about how the black
people live…” - C
African men are enthusiastic about creating awareness regarding their experiences; however, the
university atmosphere is more ephemerally absorbed in that it undermines their solidarity,
exploits their expectations of inclusion, and creates a thin veneer of camaraderie held in place by
discomfort with confrontation.
In essence, most participants don’t only find it discouraging or intimidating to break out
of that silence and to create that awareness, they also find that they are easily dismissed or no
action is taken when they do so. Furthermore, it highlights how important this research is
towards guiding their experiences to a collective light, influencing, and contributing to the
changes they want to see in UPEI:
“Well… at our level, you know the... the university academia as a whole shields us from
certain experiences especially attending a school like UPEI... If we were say in the
university of Toronto... for instance, we'd be more active in sighting and speaking up
against things like institutional racism but we are in a school where one of their driving
motors is diversity... diversity...! diversity..., do they actually live up to this?... I don't
know” - O
Participant O talks about the apathetic atmosphere surrounding the university and its influences
on depriving certain individuals of the ability to confront issues of racialization on campus.
Amid hopes of engaging with the community around them, they are confronted by
stereotypes and assumptions that conceptualize their reality into feeling mediocre or inferior:
“most of my bad experiences came- you know there is nothing wrong if I try to make
friends with someone and they said no I can’t- be your friend. As opposed to somebody
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looking down on me, up until undermining my intelligence you know thats-thats worse
than anything in the universe. You know so, for me, that’s where I had all my bad
experiences... in school doing group projects” – B
The realization of a particular stereotyped ‘Identity’ is challenging for most African men.
Even though some may discern society’s perception of them as negative or positive, these men
are confronted with the personal, interpersonal and systemic violence of othering, stereotypes
and assumptions. In addition, identity is an integral quality that African men can recognize and
distinguish with their peers. These qualities help them recognize and navigate their experiences
towards coping. In addition, the goal was not to dwell on the concept, experiences, and
negativity of racism although, that cannot be ignored. Rather, the purpose is to acknowledge and
illuminate racialization as existent and sometimes integrated inconspicuously into the mode of
operations at UPEI and likely by virtue of other evidence at other Canadian universities. By
means of creating and engaging in dialogues with these African men, we were guided primarily
by the concepts and systems of liberation and empowerment.

Coping (Appendix E) (Recognition, Learning, Navigating, Conforming): Participants involved in
this project discussed coping as an important phase in their experiences and process towards
thriving. Coping refers to how African men navigate their personal, interpersonal and systemic
challenges and conflicts through the recognition of comprehensive patterns that shape their
experience; however, they develop several ways to manage those experiences. African men
discussed frequently how they allow, endure, and pacify experiences of racialization during
initial encounters. Based on their experiences, some participants described coping as:
“Ehmm... in my mind they’re two different things... you know coping... coping means...
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coping might entail you know ehmm conforming to the system you know so kind of
bending yourself to what is the dominant culture...” – O

“Coping is... Coping iiss... Letting the experience bother you, but accommodating it
because you have no choice. I’m coping with this, I’m-I’m -’m aware that it’s happening
to me. But, at the same time I allow it to bother me. But, I-I-I -I -I accommodate it.
Because I don’t have a choice.” - B
Some participants discussed coping as a phase of learning and integrating into a new
environment:
“for me personally it’s when I came here I was trying to cope with the situation just
trying to learn the situation and so I’ll try to make... just being convenient with
everything that was around me so if I find something offensive ill just try to put my
feelings towards... and just try to find why someone is reacting like that” – J
Other participants described coping experiences as a process of discovery, where they
realize and uncover certain limitations and differences that place them in an inferior position in
the society:
“You know... exactly... A lot has to be sacrificed when you... when you move to a
different place. Especially moving from what many describe as a third world country or a
developing country... whatever you choose to call it to a developed or a first world
country you know... you find out that your ehmm capability to speak the English
language or your command of the English language might not be up to par with what
society expects... You find out that you have an accent which might be impeding the flow
of the words from your tongue...” - O
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By discovering how their identity is being narrated in the Western society and academia,
some African men talked about coping as a method of unraveling their experiences:
“most people when they come they just trying to cope because you can’t just come when
you don’t know the situation you’re just trying to adapt and then when you see the good
and the bad you now know okay how can I achieve my goals am I going to do this or that
and then is there a way that I can be able to.. to succeed coping or thriving that’s when
you make a decision.” – J
Participant BO talks about the hardship and struggles of adapting into a new environment
without proper integration or support system:
“it was very challenging at first and you know, adapting to it, well the thing is...ahm, it’s
hard whenever you are in a new environment because there is a lot to learn, there is a lot
to adapt to, the weather, the food, the people you know the culture, there’s a lot to adapt
to.” – B
Participant C talks about his experiences of racialization in UPEI while participating in
competitive sports. For this participant the actions of spitting denigrate and are coupled with a
reference to enslavement:
“I've been spat on before on the soccer pitch… Cause basically football is a contact sports
and I think I collided with someone and he stood up he spat on me... A friend of his even
told me once he could buy me...” – C
Building on the one on one denigration is the group rumor process of smearing an
African student's reputation. Participant C discusses another common example of a derogatory or
racialized perception of black men that humiliates and diminishes the identity of black men on
campus:
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“I always use to have get together in our rooms and ehmm so many people had parties in
their room but any time like the black people gathered in one place.. we'd have like cops
coming to our door telling us to stop partying like... I've even had a... an RLA search me
for drugs before and... that was in Andrew... I was in a friend’s room.” – C
Participant C also talks about a common experience of discrimination and prejudice
experienced by most black students on campus:
“I've had exams before when I'm sitting with my friends like we are all black people at
the back they come they separate us before the exam starts... I wonder why they would do
that cause like in front of us we have like all white people sitting together same style as
we are sitting but they separate the black people” – C
In addition, participant E describes that he has had a challenging experience socializing with
other students in his department and often times, he has been called or given names by his peers:
“yeah its challenging and mostly challenging to ehh International students because it's
really hard to like try to mingle with people like I'm black and trying to get to have
friends that are white I don't really know how umm they tend to accommodate
people experience with them has not been great so far because the more you try to umm
know them some of them call you try to say oh he's a creep he's this he's that he get...
give you names and such stuff has occurred to me like more than two time so like I feel
everyone is the same thing so definitely everyone is different but that mentality is still in
me that everyone is the same.” - E
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Academic violence is driven by white supremacy on campus. Students of color are heavily
scrutinized and most often charged with academic dishonesty and incompetence. Their
performances are often met with prejudice amongst members of the faculty and staff.
Students also experience discrimination, prejudice, aggression and violence amongst
campus staff. Participant C also talked about a common experience other black men face while
using the UPEI athletics facility:
“we were about to play soccer and,.. I... I heard like some of the facilities were damaged
and we were not the only people that play soccer... like white people play soccer and all
but the supervisors came to just us the black people to tell us to stop damaging the
facilities so an example like that like it brings us down like,.. knowing like even if we
don't do this just cause we're black I don't know if It's cause we're black... I don't know
why they always pick on us” – C
Incidents like this were recounted by several participants and most times their complaints
are faced with denial by the perpetrators and dismissal by the institution. Participant R talks
about African men in the team being neglected dismissed when voicing issues of injustice and
discrimination.
“but you know we... nobody listens to us when we talk... nobody listens ... nobody cares
about us but if other people talk... they care about them and we kinda had a counselor this
year somebody we could talk to and stuff but nothing changed it was still the same
thing.” - R
Without an efficient support system and a functioning community, they face alienating
and disruptive challenges and as students they voice how this becomes an internal conflict that
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seems common among participants as this African man talks about in terms of the limitations
and challenges of being an international student in the university:
“You know because to be honest with you going to school, working part time and not
having an effective support system is difficult you know... it’s very difficult especially
when it has to... has to do with you know when your.... you don’t have your family
members close enough ehmm few times you have financial challenges because it’s not
always smooth... It’s never always a smooth journey right... yeah... so things like that...
the... they make things really difficult for... for individuals” – B
This indicates that international students face other challenges like financial difficulties, isolation
and loneliness.
Furthermore, some African men talked about conforming to their environment and with
their experiences in order to fit into the academic environment. Participant O talks about the
different level some African men conform to in respect to their experiences and in order to fit
into the society:
“racism is about power... there’s nothing I can do... I don’t have my own... I don’t have
my own shop... I don’t have my own gym... to hire myself... so when that happens what
can you do... you can only shake your head and move on... and ehmm you try to... present
your best self... that might be... involve... that might involve... being a honest, intelligent,
truthful, genuine, black person... or that might involve imitating... you know trying to
whiten yourself whiten your accent, whiten your circle of friends, *laughs* I don’t know
whiten your skin... whatever it takes... some people go to such extent just to you know fit
into the ehmmm” – O
Some participants also talked about whitening their names on their resumes during job
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applications in a continuous effort to get called for an interview. Participant EB talked about
whitening his accent and adopting several behaviors to enable him cope:
“these days I even fake the British accent sometimes like I fake the Canadian accent like I
just do stuff so people can understand me…” - H
International students face systemic barriers and limitations within the institution,
especially with opportunities regarding academic or athletics scholarships, accessibilities and
opportunities. Participant O talks about other limitations he has faced regarding accessibilities
and opportunities as an international student from West Africa:
“You know it...it.. it... it causes you to ask a lot of questions... You know you question
yourself, you question faith, you question God if you believe in God... I believe in God
so... Sometimes you question God... and especially an example will be when I was just
like you, like working on my research and I.. I applied to a number of scholarships and
most of them were open to only Canadian students and you know I still applied
anyways... *laughs* Obviously I wouldn’t get them cause I’m not eligible but emm... but
I still applied anyways and ehmm you.... you begin to ask yourself why.” - O
Participants acknowledged they engaged in several coping strategies when they first
arrived to UPEI which highlighted that coping was a prerequisite for thriving:
“Coping comes before thriving because you must find a way to... to adjust before you can
eventually grow and thrive and you know succeed” - O
“So I think it’s in phases. One comes before the other. Cause then I was coping with this.
At that time I was very frustrated. At that time I was very depressed.” - B
After several encounters and incidents, African men begin to cope by conforming,
accommodating, and adapting to their experiences. Coping refers to the fact that African men
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recognize their experiences of racializing violence, try to learn and navigate their experiences by
conforming and accommodating those experiences. Due to the lack of an effective support
system and community and also the constant denial and refusal by the institution to confront and
initiate change, African men engage in several coping mechanisms as they continuously work to
integrate themselves into their new environment. With time, African men mature in their
experiences through learning, accommodating their experiences, and they begin to reflect and to
engage in a conscientization process. Conscientization involves the emergent and necessary
awareness and knowledge required to move beyond coping toward thriving.

Conscientization (Appendix E) (Awareness, Knowledge, Realization,): Conscientization is not
just a process of awareness, but also a process of transformation and change. The process of
change in conscientization prompts an action of transformation for African men to move beyond
coping. For some African men, conscientization creates an awareness of ‘self’ and an
understanding of position, experiences, and limitations in the university. It entails a sense of
awareness about their place in the society, critical consciousness and knowledge about the ‘self’
(identity) and an understanding for transformation.
Through continuous confrontations with the university environment, faculty, staff and
colleagues, African men in this project seemed to gain an understanding to the patterns of
racialization that operate and lie within their experiences. They become aware of the existence of
racialization within their experiences and its method or patterns of operation on a personal,
interpersonal and systemic level. Participant D points out one of the common derogatory
questions most black men experience on campus:
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“I thought it as random question but there was a pattern to it everyone was like do you
play basketball I'm like no I know how to play but I don't play. Do you know... do you
play soccer... I'm like just for fun once in a while. And they kept asking me sports
questions I'm like what... where is this... where are these questions going? So like if it
was two people you'd think it's random questions but if it's like ten out of twelve people
you meet asking the same question” – D
Through a series of experiences, some African men become conscious of these subtle
racial patterns and begin to understand how their identity ‘black’ is perceived and characterized
on campus: Participant J talks about a common perception and assumption that black men are
intellectually inferior:
“Let’s say if someone is Asian they’ll say they’ll just say an assumption that he is
technical he has a technical ability he’s smart...where they can learn something from
them whereby from us they’ll say they can’t learn something from us we are here to take
we are not here to give so those assumptions kinda kill the relationships...” – J
With experiences like that of Participant J and more, most African men establish a sense
of awareness and knowledge of certain reoccurring experiences. At the point of critical
consciousness, most African men have become familiar with the perception of their self or
identity: Participant H talks about understanding how to navigate his self and identity when
encountering with racial experiences:
I’ve been to social gatherings just because oh yeah they’re maybe two or three black
people every white person wants to be seen around you they try to like maybe make their
“identity around you in that party thinking they’re gonna look cooler... some of them try
to start problems cause they know the stereotype oh yeah black people are aggressive so
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they wanna fight you like you know to cause up a roar or something like that to prove oh
yeah he’s really a black person... they come to you try to do like handshakes you might
not even be familiar with. Like I’ve been at the bar where someone comes to talk to me
telling me yeah men like you’re from Africa you’re black like I have so many black
friends... Like starts telling me stories and I just look to him I just tell him like can you
please walk away cause like I’m noticing what the person is doing.” – H
Experiences build maturity and the opportunity for reflection which can create a new
realization of the limit situation and potential for change. Participant African men build a critical
consciousness through their growing awareness of how their experiences are created within the
particular context of the university. Participant B talks about the relevance of consciousness with
his maturity and experiences in UPEI:
“well, in my maturity in staying here for up to 3-4 going into four years now, I’ve undersnow I’ve understood the relevance of you know making friends across but regardless of
what it is, I- you know how people perceive me, because it allows me to land. you know
it allows me to land so. In my place of work, in school I try to, I-I make-I make uhmm
consider efforts across but so... ahhh its challenging. In regards you both to do that, but
it’s something I find relevant so I do it.” – B
Participant R talks about the benefits of maturity to understanding his experiences and
knowing how to navigate his reactions:
“Welll.... with... with what I’ve been through each year I.... I kind of know what to expect
so I just say to myself you know I’m just gonna go I’m gonna do what I have to do
there... and I’m gonna go home” - R
Furthermore, some participants discussed realization and its importance to transforming their
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perceived image or identity. Participant O talks about his confidence to excel and break
boundaries as a black man:
“It has positively impacted me because I have seen black people go before me who have
been excellent at ehmm their studies, who have been leaders, who have lead ehmm great
causes and ehmm when I’m doing my school work and I encounter a reading that has to
do with... ehmmm black history or black intelligence or black success... It motivates me
to you know to try my best who knows I might... in my own small way you know do
something good for the society and ehmm consequently help myself by doing that. So it
has... it... it... it’s hard to shed off your skin color you know... so it has positively
impacted me for sure…” – O
Also, participant H talks about the significance of engaging in conversations regarding
his experiences. He uses the interview and conversations we had together as a reference on the
importance and kind of awareness it creates. He also talked about how the conversation has
helped him engage in conscious thoughts of thriving.
“Bro yeah... you see there are things you’ve said here now like honestly me personally as
a black person I’ve never really thought of it. Like I do stuff everyday but I don’t tell
myself I wanna like thrive to be the best... I just tell myself *** you need to be the best
person you can be as a black man but now having this conversation you see like it puts
you in your thoughts you try to think to give your opinion to the best people can…” - H
There was discussion regarding the realization of lack of awareness towards the dearth of
or an ineffective support system for black and also other international students on campus.
Participant B emphasizes on the importance of having an effective support system for
international students:
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“That’s one thing because you know there is really no ahhh, nothing that is important as
an effective support system.” – B
Also, some African men realized the lack of resources, accessibilities and opportunities
on campus despite the amount of fees and work ethic they contribute to the university. When
capable black students perform lower than their white counterparts, we blame it on lack of
preparation, knowledge, or inability to perform. The pressure and systemic discrimination that
inhibit their ability to perform is often neglected. Participant O uses one of Martin Luther King
Jr’s famous speech to sheds more light on his awareness regarding unequal and uneven resources
and opportunities available for international students at UPEI:
“To put it... to put it simply a... an environment where… and I know they say this every
time but how much of it is put into action... Well what I was going to say is an
environment where everybody has equal opportunity you understand... everyman is
ehmm not judged by the color of their skin or I should say every person... is not judged
by the color of their skin but by the content of their character according to Martin Luther
King....” – O
Through iterative conscientization processes of awareness, reflection, and forms of action
they understand and gain knowledge of the patterns and systems of racialization that operate
within their experiences. Action and engaging with the environment creates even further
reflection and knowledge as African men understand the barriers and challenges that they face.
Participants realized the challenges of discrimination and racialization that functions in personal,
interpersonal and systemic levels. In our research conversations, participants reflected on the
significance that some of these challenges were systemic and institutionalized as a result of the
inaccessible cultural knowledge that is presented in the university, the underrepresentation of
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Black, Indigenous and other minority groups on campus, and the lack of adequate resources and
support systems for international students.
Other challenges involved experiencing racism due to the existence and navigation of
power and privilege. Participant H shares his experiences with the lack of care, provision and
support as a black man from Africa in the UPEI’s soccer team:
“if you go look at the UPEI team today honestly there’s only like one black person on the
team… just one black person why… so many international students down here... black
Africans when you talk to them they’re like I just don’t want to go they won’t offer me
anything bro... I was on that team two years my ***** stayed on the team for four years...
he talked to the director... they never gave him like a single dollar... he even asked for a
job bro.. that things are really hard... so now won’t you feel like oh yeah they’re
basically... not *stutters* like they’ve created this environment in the way that as a black
man you might not be able to strive...” – H
When participants engage in reflection about their experiences they become even more
conscious of the limit situation which creates further awareness and knowledge for potential
changes. Participants share their insights into the social perceptions and constructs that surrounds
their identity. Also, most African men begin to get a sense of their limitations and differences
that are accompanied with being black in a white society. Most participants including participant
B shares his experiences with in-class groups:
“And even when you are doing group… I’ve, I’ve experienced… Oh my god, when I’m
doing group work when they ask when is group work it is a lot difficult for me, because,
there is like three or four Canadians and I am the only **** I’m the only black person.
And, I’m not it’s hard for them to carry me along You know to international, that’s not
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because, there’s not enough of them, and I don’t think people here ahh, are well exposed
about or well informed about the African culture the African identity so... getting
accepted into the system ahhh... it’s going to be a challenge because they don’t perceive
you in a positive light.” – B
Concientization embodies a realization of self that African men find extremely relevant
when navigating their environment, confrontations or relationships with the other. Participant J
talks about feeling a sense of belongingness in areas where he has been perceived based on
stereotypes to show strength or value:
“I feel like you know I’ll say in my own experience I feel like I have I’ve felt a sense of
belonging in areas whereby people assume that you have your strength that’s your
strength so let’s say if it’s Sports it’s in the gym you know you can find buddies that just
ohh okay because they have like this stereotype oh black guys are more physical built and
then so people are they are willing to just because they know that you can give that you
can show them other things so that’s what I felt the sense of belonging” – J
While some participants discussed feeling a sense of belongingness in areas where their white
colleagues perceived them as relevant, other participants talked about experiencing othering, and
exclusion especially in areas of intellect. Participant D talks about experiencing exclusion when
asked to join or work in groups:
“Yeah... so basically he’s trying to avoid me being in his team maybe he thinks I’m
gonna drag down the team orr... he’s gonna do all the work... I don’t really know what...
what’s his thinking behind that but clearly he doesn’t wanna be on a team with me. So
being... like maybe you’ll say condition ehh.. how would I put this now.... in pidgin, na
condition make crayfish bend (the person is where they are ‘often unsuccessful’ because
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of the circumstances they’ve been through).” – D
Participant J also talks about his experiences in areas he was perceived to be relevant versus
areas he was perceived to have no relevance or value:
“but then if there’s something let’s say I’m trying to make like let’s say I’m trying to
make business partners okay let’s say guys let’s see down and want to do something like
that and then in their way they just think ehhh maybe he’s lazy he’s not intelligent he’s
not what does he have to offer he doesn’t have the money to put on this capital so all
those kind of things will just kindoff lay you back so" – J
In addition, with the knowledge of the perceived self, some African men work to be
better or to be a better representation in order to re-write the narrative. In other words, to fix the
distorted self or image that the other has created:
“I would... Honestly from every situation I try to learn from it so every stuff that
happened at that point I made sure that I was gonna take the positive stuff away from it
and not just negative cause if I ponder upon the negative aspects it's definitely gonna
bring me down and like I told you like I do it for the culture so I wanna be a good
example for other black men as well” – H
Critical consciousness of self, identity, experiences and environment, creates awareness
and knowledge that enables African men to engage in a process of transformation. It is also a
process and a phase of understanding their perceived identity. Although maturity in experiences
enables them to gain that understanding and knowledge, awareness is also integral in
disengaging prejudice that clouds their identity.
In other words, with the awareness and knowledge that they have gained so far, most
African men begin to engage and resolve with the conflict of their perceived identity. When
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African men engage in a conscientization to resolve the conflict between their perceived identity
and their self, they engage in a process of coming together or solidarity.

Solidarity (Appendix E) (Acceptance, community, Actualization and Transformation): Solidarity
is unification or coming together based on mutual interest. Most African men share common
backgrounds and experiences that connects them together. Solidarity embodies a sense of safety
and security that comes with shared experiences with other black men, acceptance of self,
adoption of mechanisms, actualization of community and transformation of self. Most African
men in my research engage in an internal search for a better self. In the process of solidarity
African men draw strength by coming together.
Solidarity is important because it leads to the development of a community and creates a
support system for African men. A community is essential for African men to progress and go
beyond coping. Some of their reasons for settling with coping initially was not only because of
the lack of awareness and knowledge about their experiences and expectations but also due to the
lack of community and support system available to them at UPEI. Although a community does
not dissolve the immediate systemic barriers and challenges that they face, it empowers them to
navigate their personal and interpersonal challenges.
Participant C describes solidarity as a major component of thriving. The most fascinating
thing about it is the thought of protection and goodwill for the next African man:
“Yeah... So thriving would help us move past situations I've been in... thriving is relevant
cause I don't wan... one thing about black.. we all call ourselves bro we see each other we
shake each other even if we don't know each other we have a sense of like feeling for
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each other so the relevance of the thriving Isn't like it's to make sure my bro the next
person beside me doesn't experience the same...” – C
Furthermore, some African men discussed the importance of establishing and engaging in
a process of solidarity. For participant B for example, it was necessary for him to engage with his
fellow black men as he pointed out that he did not feel accepted. Although he later went on to
say that in his maturity attending the university for a while, he has been able to establish an
understanding as to why it was difficult for him.
“Well, well, for a while it made meee... it made me stay away from ... you know trying
to… ahh… make friends across but I just stayed basically with Nigerians. Ah, my
inclination was just I mean, was stay with Nigerians because, ahh, it was difficult for me
to understand why it was like that at first because of course naively I just thought that
they were... they didn’t- they didn’t appreciate us enough, that’s the way I felt, until I
realized that when people are not used to something it’s hard for them to accept it, you
know so that’s what the case is, I feel they are not used to having, you know, people of
color around, and they are not exposed enough, so it’s hard for them to accept and
appreciate what, what-what what’s , you know , what’s available to them you know.” - B
Participant L talks about his realization of the importance of solidarity. Emphasizing on
how important it was for him to build and surround himself with a community of other Africans.
In addition, he discussed how solidarity and community has empowered him to move beyond
coping, giving him a sense of belongingness, safety and security.
“I only go for like my friends party like the overtime party and basically most of the
people that are there like i’m friends with so I don’t have to fake what i’m like i’m... I
don’t have to fake that oh like i’m not supposed to be here like I know i’m supposed to be
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here like this is my i’m cool with all these people these are my friends and i’m here to
have fun which is the most important part and I like going to the gym I pay for the gym
as long as you’re interested like you’ll be fine like...” - L
Based on shared context, black men from Africa experience feeling safe and secure when
they are around each other. They emphasized on the importance of solidarity as an assurance for
safety and security. Even as strangers to one another for example, most black men acknowledge
each other with a familiar nod as a gesture of safety. Participant D talks about feeling safe and
welcomed around fellow black men:
“You see me at every social gathering. I always go with a friend *laughs* that’s one
thing even if I’m invited to a party I don’t.... I don’t like going alone cause.... you never
can tell especially if a white person invites me. I don’t know how many black people are
going to be there so when I go with a black person or I’m... I meet a black person first
thing I speak pidgin to them we’re like how far? Once they interact I know okay we are
safe... We are safe... It gives me a... a feeling of safety when I’m with... when I’m with
someone of the same skin. I’m not tryna say this white people wanna kill me or
something I’m just like... it’s home... It’s a warm feeling.” – D
The established community serves as a solid foundation and a support system for most
African men to drive and assist themselves towards actualizing or accomplishing their goals.
When faced with exclusion in his class project, participant D talks about how he and other
African men who had similar experiences formed a group together and succeeded in the project.
It was an enlightening moment for him as they developed strength and support within each other:
“So when you see that these people are not planning on picking you this semester I had a
project we are two teams of black people cause there's five of us in the class we didn't
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even want to ask them we are like we are doing our stuff ourselves we are going to
succeed ourselves” - D
The solidarity work most African men engage in is built on the foundation of resilience
through the feeling of safety and security. There is an inherent or a definite assurance and
guarantee of support and safety when African men are together. With the knowledge that white
privilege and racialization can occur at any time, being around each other acts as a defense
system and a source of strength. Moreover, this is why most black men from Africa acknowledge
themselves most often with a nod or a greeting whenever they cross paths. The nod or greeting
mobilizes a function that initiates black unification or solidarity.
Solidarity is vital to the experiences of African men. It empowers them to initiate and
institute acceptance. Participants establish acceptance that enables them to settle with the conflict
of contradictions surrounding their self and identity. It is necessary for African men to settle the
contradictions that surround their identity in order for them to move beyond coping. Participant P
talks about accepting his self and identity despite the contradictory racial assumptions that he
experiences:
“I know that I am not bad the assumption may be there but it is not who I am so that is
the way I picture myself” – P
Nevertheless, this process includes reforming, distinguishing and accepting the identity of
‘a black man’. In this case, that identity is what they want it to be, not what the other has
assumed based on a stereotype.
“yes I was able to flow with them by revealing my true identity who I am...” – P
Through self-acceptance, some African men gain confidence in their identity. Participant
EB talks about gaining confidence in accepting himself as a black man despite his experiences
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and how he is perceived by the other:
“I say ohh yeah I don’t care what people think, but basically in the sense that I’m putting
it like I care how I dress most importantly as a black man... so like being... like honestly
like my confidence is not 100% yet but every day it keeps on pushing like I... I and my
twin brother talk sometimes I tell him men you’re a black boy like work out be confident
you’re handsome... like I see it as I’m black I can be great as much as any other person...
I personally try to put confidence into myself every day in whatever I do... It might just
be helping someone I have to be really confident like some people might be like why do
you do it but in everything I do I’m just like yes I’m a black man *chuckles* like I need
to be great... so like that... constant mindset, like I believe mindset is the key to whatever
you do... if your mindset... if you don’t put your mindset to be on a good part like you can
never be confident not just as a black man but as a human being too.” – H
Also, through engaging in the process of solidarity, other participants have established a
sense of belongingness through their community especially in areas where they have felt
excluded. Participant J talks about group experiences and feeling excluded in his class group. He
found strength and resilience in partnering with fellow African men who had similar
experiences:
“Yeahh.. ehh... I’d say not a whole lot cause you at the end of the day it’s just you realize
it’s a system right there are some people who control the situation there are some people
who can able to help you and there are some people who have more influence than you
have so just have to find what’s convenient for your grades and everything so just for
example in that class I tried to be resilient talk to the professor and say oh this guys are
not texting me when that meeting in the group they just they have created a group on
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Facebook and they didn’t add me all those kind of things but then you know it was three
against one so it was.... the odds were just against me so I just knew okay if I have to pass
I’ll just… I just went to the Prof next thing I said okay I’ll do by myself” - J
In addition, participant R talks about the importance of solidarity and how it is for him
especially at the UPEI soccer team.
“Even though I go through tough times when I go there and like this... this past year it
was just me and **** that were the only black people there so it was even harder because
I just had to be with him most of the time. If I wanted to talk to someone it would be him
like that’s it... I... there was nobody else you know so yeah I just... I when he doesn’t
come to practice It’s... it’s hard because I don’t talk to anybody I just go do my thing and
then I finish I take my stuff and I go to my car and I come back to rez (residence) you
know go eat and come back. I just... again... I just... I have a mission so I... I’m just taking
on the line and making sure I get it done.” – R
With the ability to reform and accept the identity of a black man, African men begin to engage
more with their own people in order to build a sense of community. By engaging with
themselves, they become more comfortable and there is a level of comfort that comes with being
around other African men:
“I'm most comfortable in like I speak pidgin with my friends like I don't need to stress oh
yeah they might not understand me they might understand me or whatever and Like it’s
just something like you feel more free but now that’s also thriving too” – H
Furthermore, these men engage into a deeper self-conscious process to actualize their real
self and become one with their identity. In this case, their efforts are towards decolonizing the
perception of the other about them and embracing their self:
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“you know trying to hide who you are is another thing. when you get to a place and
you’re trying to copy people is not good it is better you be yourself and ehh if there is
anything you need to correct so when you look at the way they eat the way they talk the
way they do things in the initial time the first time it may it may look so it may feel
somehow that you’re not understanding what they’re doing but as time goes on when you
look at the first and second time the third time you will be able to do what exactly what
they’re doing and that give you confidence that what they’re doing that is the same thing
you’re doing” – P
Participants were clear they do not neglect the racialized behavior of the other but learn
from their racializing and strive to educate them better in hopes of re-writing the narrative of
their perceived identity. Their efforts are towards oneness and building a community with the
other. To do this, it is practical and reasonable to move and see beyond racialization. To build a
better society, and community where everyone has an authentic connection through a culture of
engagement:
“so being black in campus it's an opportunity for me to prove to them that black people
are not as violent as what they think you understand. so in academic Excellence is to
prove to them that black people are intelligent in my friendship in my interaction the way
I speak the way I behave to also it will also show... my comportment in class in the
lecture rooms the way I ask questions it must also portray that this black people are not
what they think they are. they are respected they are not as arrogant and they are well
trained do you understand... so that’s” – P
In addition, most African men continuously engage in a process of self-actualization to
liberate their identity in essence, to re-write the story of a perceived stereotype. To build this
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authentic connection with the other, they have to settle the conflict that they have experienced
with the other internally. The motive to settle that conflict, becomes a purpose that drives most
African men to become practical. In this case, they are practical towards dismantling the systems
of oppression and perceptions that oppress them to prove to the other that there is more than just
a stereotypical black man:
“I think in some ways you know trying to achieve just like you achieve what nobody else
has done in our own university not because we want the recognition but because we want
to do it to tell ourselves that we can achieve this and also for maybe one or two people
looking for inspiration to say this guy did this and they basically are coming from a very
similar situation that I am coming from and I can also mix up... whatever gems you can
leave behind leave it because you're also getting gems from the people that have gone
before you” – O
Solidarity is very integral to the experiences of African men. It assures in them a feeling
of safety and security. With the lack of adequate support systems, a sense of community, and
experiences of personal, interpersonal and systemic violence that African men experience at
UPEI, solidarity is a form of assurance and community that they are not alone, a . In other words,
solidarity becomes a process that works to transform the initial passive identity of coping and
conforming to a more active identity that shows character, resilience and purpose. At this point,
African men look within themselves and their community. In essence, they find their pride in
solidarity.

Pride (Appendix E) (Purpose, Resilience, Action, Accomplishment): Pride embodies a sense or
form of purpose; however, through reflection and introspection, it is the result of a community
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that represents an accomplished feeling of belonging. For most African men it is a reflection of
purpose, a presence through resilience, an act for justice and a symbol of accomplishment. As a
result, pride is a source of strength and support that enables some African men to progress
towards thriving. For other African men, it is thriving despite and in the face of violence.
African men in this project seemed to have developed confidence in their identity and
ability to focus on their goals and purpose. Although this is a continuous and ongoing process,
they cultivate a resilient mentality that acts to honor their purpose. In order to actualize that
purpose, some African men in this research reflect upon their experiences and journey through
the process of solidarity. Through that reflection, they are able to seek out ways to accomplish
their purpose. A reoccurring theme for this process to be achieved was through resilience. At this
point, most African men are familiar with the functionality of the institution; however, for some
the sense of pride may come from actualizing their goals and purpose becomes the main focus:
“I think the goal for... for... for me personally is to eventually thrive you know. Look at
my environment, look at what is being thrown at me, look at what I'm throwing out at my
environment and from there you know... because the goal... why I left Nigeria to Canada
is to succeed you know have a better life for myself, my friends and my family... that...
that is... that is the goal so eventually I should be able to find a way to you know use the
tools around me to achieve that end...” – O
Actualizing their goals and reaching their full potential is not an easy process. Most
African men are still faced with the difficulties of being an international student and being black
in a white dominated society. Difficulties such as the high cost of living, discrimination in
classrooms and workplaces, exclusion from resources, lack of an adequate support system,
othering, shunning, prejudice, violence, and a myriad of aggressions. Becoming conscious and
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engaging with other students does not magically make the racialization go away. For the most
part, they are more exposed to it because they have come out of their shells to embrace and fit
into their new community. Such conflicts are part of the process that makes their journey more
difficult yet illuminates understanding.
However, to go beyond that conflict, the bigger picture has to come into play. That is the
purpose beyond fulfilling their basic needs and living in this society. For some, the spectre of
shame and disappointment gives them courage and fuels their urge to continue striving. For
others, the future and life is bigger than what they have seen and experienced in UPEI:
“Sometimes I... I.. feel like giving up but then... the way I was raised it's just that... it's
like.... It's just another obstacle you... you don't let all this things get to you... They're not
the ones paying your fees they're not the ones feeding you, they're not the ones doing
anything for you, they're not the ones that brought you here you know I remi... I... I'm
here because I wanna be successful and take care of my family not my... not just the
family I made but my mom, my aunts, I wanna help them and stuffs like that so.. like
when I'm going through tough times like that and I'm thinking about stuffs like that I just
remember my family I'm like you know what It's not worth it I'm just gonna go through”
-R
The university has a significant role to play in the thriving process of African men. While
some African men may have established a support system from their community, it is essential
that the university also provide them with the essential tools and resources they need in order to
thrive. In essence, African men look to the university to provide them with equal and equitable
tools and resources to aid their work towards actualization.
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“So these things you have to you know adapt but if you remain at that level, is progress
being made? I don't think so... you now have to you know you know when you've
adapted, you know when you've shed some of your... of that skin off, you now have to
look at your environment and then lift yourself up you know... thrive...if you want to be a
writer you should be able to use the ehmm English department you know and gain as
much skill as it is required to become a prolific writer... If you want to be an engineer, if
you want to be a doctor, your society should be able to freely you know disperse this...
the tools you need to get to that level that you see yourself” - O
Black African men as international students are highly underserved in the university.
They are excluded from accessing most of the social, financial, and academic resources or
privilege that local students access. Nevertheless, there was discussion around the fact that some
African men take pride in their identity. In other words, no longer seeing themselves as flaws or
inferior but confident in their self and identity.
“anytime people ask me I say I do it for the culture now like oh yeah the African pla...
like the African family but like the black family in general like every day like my... I use
my tag as a black man to like live my basic life. Like whatever I do, I do it oh yeah like
I'm a black man doing this cause like if I don't put that in my mind, it might be wrong to
some people they're like oh yeah we are all human beings but if I don't do that then
people might just... It's still gonna be like the oh yeah the white person is still over me but
like I put it as oh yeah I need to be better than I am so like they can say oh yeah he's a
black man that is doing this... So like that's just like it's everyday mehn like the identity...
the identity has to stand out.” - H
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With the confidence and trust these African men have developed around their identity,
they see and use their identity as an opportunity and a source to achieve a goal. The opportunities
and undertaking to uplift their identity and place in the society is also an effort to encourage and
set a positive example for other African men to come. Participant L talks about getting an intern
position at the PEI house of legislative:
“I used my identity as being a black person to get myself into a position which was in.. in
the ehhm house of legislative...” – L
Also, participant E credits his work ethic and achievement as the only black student from Africa
enrolled in his program at UPEI:
“... I feel good actually and.. yeahh I don’t know how to put it but I feel good actually to
be the only black person that means I worked hard to get there” - E
At this point, most African men have each other’s best interests at heart. They also work
to carry their community along for example, those that have been at UPEI longer tend to guide
and support the new comer students with settling in. Gradually, they share their experiences with
them in hopes that they gain more academic support, social support, and a sense of belonging.
Participant O talks about gaining a sense of purpose:
“I know what I’m here for *chuckles* I know what I’m not here to be liked or be loved
I’m here to get an education I’m here to succeed I’m here to make a better life for my
family, my friends, and I’m here to make a better life for myself... So if you don’t like me
there’s no problem I don’t like you too... and then as long as you’re not interfering with
the supply of the tools I need to achieve my goal I have zero problems with you... so. I
think I draw strength from the fact that I have a family in Nigeria, I have friends here to
support me and they’re also good people here... You meet absolutely fantastic white
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people who are knowledgeable, who are willing to supply resources to... to you know
support you in becoming your best self so when you see those people who are not you
know quick to ask you if the... if you’ve fought with a lion or if you ride elephants or how
you learnt to speak English, like when you encounter this people who are genuinely
interested and genuinely want to you know help your progress and your ... your success
you are... you are elated in some way and it serves as fuel because you know that perhaps
what you’re doing might be the right thing and you keep going.” – O
Although the violence and racialization is still immanent, the focus and drive to reach
their goal has to prevail. For most African men, racialization, violence, and discrimination
should not limit or stop them from achieving their goal. In fact, some of them believe that it will
be embarrassing to go back to their home countries without an achievement because of
racialization. However, that mentality drives and shapes them to neglect and pacify their
experiences to a fault, but gives them the courage to look forward to a better experience once
their journey is concluded with the institution.
Participant H discusses how important it is for black people on campus to strive and be
resilient towards focusing on achieving their goals and portraying a more positive and liberating
identity to change the narrative:
“I did leave the team but I went to a different team and me being on that... me going to a
different team pushed me higher so I told myself like no matter what I'm going to keep on
pushing myself like bro.. believe me every person I meet I tell them forget like all the
insults people give you forget all the racial abuses the number one priority is that like we
keep on pushing ourselves till the end--Cause at the end of the day you can't say ohh yeah
I wasn't successful because they racially abused me.. Like even your... your friends will
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laugh at you and be like come on men like... me I tell every black person bro,, do it for
the culture like push yourself cause like if tomorrow me and you end up being
billionaires in PEI, on the headlines it's gonna be first black boys.. you see like now they
identifying that black people can be great and stuff like that…” H
It is exciting to see African men engage beyond coping through solidarity. Although in
their experiences, the university does not provide adequate resources to efficiently integrate and
support them in their growth process, they still strive within their own abilities to support each
other. With purpose and resilience, they act towards accomplishment.
Participant D talks about making endeavors to gain control over his own outcome:
“but when you’re like you accept that in all these situations I need to succeed cause… we
are here.... we are here to succeed. There were like nahhh this guy doesn’t want to help
me I’ll find someone else. Do you understand? This ehmm I’m not understanding this
guy maybe I’LL read another textbook. There’s ... you just have to... It... it... it takes
constant effort but you have to realise mehn you have to help yourself. You have to do
something to help yourself and seeing that you’re not at eh like fingers are not equal you
have to try to position yourself in the position where you’re at an advantage not a
disadvantage.” – D
The most beautiful thing about the experiences of the African men in my research is the
actualization of a community. It is a brotherhood that inspires a purpose and drive to be
successful. It is inspiring to see these African men draw strength from the success of each other
in a difficult and challenging community like UPEI. Participant H talks about gaining happiness
in seeing his fellow black men thrive and accomplish their goals:
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“My friend the other day just got into the Dean’s list and was giving like two thousand
dollars.. like that's great and he's black he's African.. he's from Nigeria so like that makes
me like happy to see that black men in fact you know what African men are striving...
like I know people of different countries like they're some ***** boys down here.. men I
believe every African country has a representative down here and they're people that..
always striving to push it like I'm sure you might know him ** like he started like a food
like it's like emm the food bank drive so he did like some stuffs at the UPEI.. at UPEI for
squash so people will donate and because of that he got recognized by like emm sport
emm sport PEI.. stuff like that just makes you really happy” – H
The ability to develop the resilience to keep moving forward regardless of the challenges
and repercussions is really admirable. African men who have shown such resilience have created
a monumental path for other African men and international students in general to follow.
Participant C talks about his experiences of thriving:
“I've surrounded myself with good friends... not all white people are racist and... I've
surrounda... surrounded myself with good people and I've educated some of the white
people who are less educated about black people... ermm I'm in a society where black
people try to mix with white people these days we just don't stay by ourselves... we play
football with the white people... we party with the white people... so we... we discuss a lot
we talk and… that's the way we are thriving...” – C
This shows that racism has to be confronted from a personal, interpersonal and system level.
Regardless of the group, a lack of awareness about racializing processes is part of the problem,
however, it is important to destabilizes structures of racialization through education and
awareness. Most importantly, creating awareness towards the systemic structures of oppression.
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These quotes that are used throughout this project are very strong in indicating what
African men experience in their efforts to move beyond coping. African men showed how
important solidarity is towards building resilience and moving towards a purpose. Despite
experiences of racialization, they draw strength and support through their community and focus
most on their goals and purpose. For some of them, racialization should not be a determinant for
their success; although violent and disruptive to their growth and achievements, it is a distraction
and shouldn’t be given much attention. In addition, they see an imperative for them to find pride
in not just their self but also to find hope in their abilities and identity as a community. By
sharing experiences, transcending knowledge and finding their purpose, together African men
engage in a constant and continuous process of thriving in the face of violence.

Defining How African Men Thrive
It was relevant for us to research and establish dialogue that goes beyond the scopes of coping in
order to create a voice of strength and empowerment for African men, international students, and
minority groups in Canadian post-secondary. Through analyzing the research conversations three
key processes emerged to reflect how black African men thrive: 1) conscientization, 2) grappling
with othering, and 3) working within a deep understanding of their limit situation.
First, black African men thrive through a concientization process - gaining and spreading
awareness through knowledge and experiences, utilizing their experiences into an actionorientation process, and reflecting on these actions to create further awareness:
(Conscientization = Awareness (knowledge/ experiences) + Action (solidarity) + Reflection):
“but in thriving, you... you... you... you let’s say someone makes that kind of joke
towards you... you take it well enough yeah you understand that okay this is a joke he’s
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had a moment and that’s fine and then later on you can... you can... you can... meet like
people around and like start teaching them, educating the person who’ve made that rude
comment” – M
Participant M, talks about his ability to understand racial perpetrators, decipher and confront
racial actions that are targeted towards him. Participant H also talks about the gaining selfawareness and resilience to initiate action and exceed expectations.
“if I want to thrive bro I’d go outside everyday talk to white people like I don’t care like
you need to know that I’m also a human being regardless I’m black. In order for me to
thrive in the society get to know people because knowing people is key and if you decide
to cope you might not want to know people you might just be like yeah I’d let these white
people do their stuff... have my education and leave then what’s the experience in that..
but in order to gain that experience we need to try pass…” - H
Second, African men thrive through a complex process of encountering experiences of othering
(racialization experiences) that forces them to deal with that knowledge in a variety of ways that
range from coping with the mental/physical aspects (problem focused and emotion focused) to
eventual solidarity work with other students who are similarly affected:
“for me personally it’s when I came here I was trying to cope with the situation just
trying to learn the situation and so I’ll try to make... just being convenient with
everything that was around me so if I find something offensive I’ll just try to put my
feelings towards... and just try to find why someone is reacting like that” - J
Participant J talks about his initial experiences and his early reactions to experiences of
racialization in UPEI. On the other hand, Participant D talks about the essence and strength of
solidarity and community with fellow African students:
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“So somehow I found out I thrive better when I met people like from Nigeria instead of
hanging out with the so... white people I st... I st..... I cho... I chose to hang out with black
people and I found... I found it more homey like people were more open to talk to me and
feel warm around me” – D
Third, they thrive by a deep understanding of their limit situation, which in this case are
structural and discursive disadvantages or obstacles that inhibit individuals or groups from
reaching their goal or achieving their potentials. To create this level of insight, they work
through several concientization processes. As a result of their expanding scope of analysis and
knowledge, they experience realization and act to honor their purpose (but prioritize their focus
on actions that lead them to accomplishing their goals and purpose):
“I would say you know you have to... first of all you need to know you know as a black
man coming you know to UPEI or PEI you know you need to first think and know where
you’re actually coming from. You need to know the situation of your background you
know you need to know... you need to know oh you have such wonderful opportunity to
study abroad you know you shouldn’t let that you know opportunity pass you by you
know you shouldn’t... you should always like okay *takes a breath* this is where I’m
coming from you know I need to make you know I need to make my family proud, I need
to make them think okay the... the money they’re currently spending on me it’s not gonna
go on... It’s not gonna like I’m not gonna lavish it, I’m not gonna waste this opportunity.”
-K
Participant J talks about the value of understanding his experiences and maturing from a phase of
coping to a phase he described as thriving. Also, participant O talks about finding his purpose
and rationale; in other words, using that purpose and rationale as a tool to fuel his efforts to
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thrive:
“I think the goal for... for... for me personally is to eventually thrive you know. Look at
my environment, look at what is being thrown at me, look at what I’m throwing out at my
environment and from there you know... because the goal... why I left Nigeria to Canada
is to succeed you know have a better life for myself, my friends and my family... that...
that is... that is the goal so eventually I should be able to find a way to you know use the
tools around me to achieve that end...” - O

General Discussion
This research project, in its focus, goes further than other research projects in that it goes
beyond the scopes of coping towards revealing and demonstrating the journey, experiences and,
the conscious process African men engage on a personal, interpersonal, and, systemic level. It
also highlights the systems and operations of oppression and violence in a Canadian postsecondary institution. In essence, it engages in the process that goes beyond adaptation and
coping in exploration of liberation and decolonizing systems of oppression. Furthermore, this
study examines how the experiences of participants align within a liberation psychology
approach that illuminates not only why but how black African men at UPEI find strength and
hope in the face of racialization violence. In working with their experiences, we readily see how
a concientization model is involved in the thriving process for black African men as international
students.
Even though research has examined both coping and resisting racialization, virtually none
have placed the student’s thriving in the center of the analysis. More research is needed into how
people come to feel part of the shift to empowerment. This paper aims to do that by discovering
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how black African men thrive as international students in a predominantly white western society
at the University of Prince Edward Island. This area of interest is valuable to explore because it
exposes how oppression operates through the lens of liberation psychology (Moane, 2011). As a
result, this research project created a space for African men to discuss their perceptions and
navigate their experiences as scholars at a small Canadian university, UPEI. The broad questions
translated into a theory about how black African men thrive at the UPEI.
Furthermore, the conscientization model showed the struggles and challenges of African
men on multiple levels. It also showed how African men acquire an identity when they come into
a white populated, dominated space. “As color is the most obvious outward manifestation of race
it has been made the criterion by which men are judged, irrespective of their social or
educational attainments” (Fanon 1970, p.118). Nevertheless, the conscientization model takes
into consideration the shift from a passive identity to an active identity through a conscious
reflection on their experiences. It also showed that thriving is not necessarily achieved at once,
but is engaged continuously through critical consciousness, solidarity, and pride. The model will
be discussed in full below.
Identity:
The identity ‘black man’ can be an acquired identity that some African men are
confronted with based on the assumptions and expectations of what a black man should be, or
how a black man should react in a white society. It encompasses an unconscious bias based of
the physical manifestations of these African men. A common experience is the assumption that
black African men are aggressive, for example, “Why do you have to be so loud/animated? Just
calm down.” Most times, assuming that the black individual or group is being aggressive or is an
animal and from a personal experience, it is degrading. It implies that people of color should
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assimilate to dominant culture and abolish their cultural practices or behaviors (Sue, Capodilupo,
and colleagues, 2007). Bonilla (2004) indicates that the events and consequences of racialization
are not the result of individual racism but of the formation and crystallization of racial
domination into a racial structure. These racial structures unfold from a network of racialized
practices and relations that shape the life chances of the various races at all levels (Bonilla,
Lewis, & Embrick, 2004), therefore, creating an action that is collectively normal for one culture
and race to obtain and maintain superiority over the others.
Nevertheless, to scrutinize this white supremacy is to consider the “frames of reference
within which the black man has had to place himself. His metaphysics, or less pretentiously, his
customs and the sources on which they were based, were wiped out because they were in conflict
with a colonizing force that he did not know and that imposed itself on him” (Fanon, 1970,
p.110). In retrospect, some African men in my research revealed that they did not identify
themselves as black men prior to arrivals and encounter at UPEI. Some identified several
reasons, including growing up in a homogenous environment and also not being in a position
where race was a determinant of behavior, opportunities, accessibility and success. However,
encountering stereotypical assumptions and experiencing institutional racism made life more
difficult and brought a black identity – perhaps not fully but something they had to accept and
live by in the context of UPEI.
Looking at the initial experiences or orientation of these black African men into the
university, you will find that the most common practice is that they are usually welcomed on
campus by those staffing the UPEI international relations office. They are then initiated into
Canadian culture during a short orientation period usually for the first two weeks where they are
introduced to the notion of culture shock, the stages of cultural adjustment, and various coping
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strategies. Much the same as cultural difference is viewed as an obstacle to be overcome,
dominated by a “fix the problem” mentality, culture shock is viewed as an international student
problem that they must overcome to function in Canadian society (Yershova, DeJaeghere, &
Mestenhauser, 2000). Placing Foucault’s (2014) ideas into perspective, we can identify the
influence of oppressor power through discourse in the university’s orientation process or
program for these black African men, whereby, the Speakers benefit arises in the form of the
universal intellectual who speaks for humanity. In the case of institutionalized white supremacy,
the speaker usually affirms to us through the tone of prophecy that the future will surely be better
and that we are making our way toward equity. The speaker therefore establishes themselves as
the spokesman for conscience and consciousness occupying the privileged spot whereby their
sermon on oppression and promises of a new order are pleasurable to pronounce and easy to
accept (Dreyfus et al., 2014).
Although the two weeks’ orientation exists to introduce student to the campus climate, it
does not fully encapsulate a structure that will ease the process of integration for international
students. However, it fails to identify and challenge the different personal barriers, interpersonal
barriers, systemic barriers and bias policies that these black African men will experience as
international students. Nevertheless, the process of integration becomes more difficult because of
the lack awareness, accessibility, community and an effective support system. In universities,
international students face several forms of challenges that range from a Eurocentric curriculum
that marginalizes and silences alternative worldviews through to language and accent
discrimination, stereotyping based on religion and country of origin, social exclusion and
marginalization, curricular discrimination, and physical abuse (Crosby, 2010), as well as
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difficulty of being accepted by the larger community. Confronted with othering and exclusion,
they are puzzled, frightened and mostly alone.
It is very important to consider the intersection and the various perceptions or
interpretations of ‘international’ and ‘students’ if we are to understand the diversity of
experience amongst international students worldwide (King & Raghuram, 2013). Research by
Moore-Berg and Karpinski (2018) suggests that the intersection of race influences stereotype
expressions, discrimination, prejudice, racial aggressions. Nevertheless, describing migrant
students as ‘international students’ reinforces these systems of oppression through ‘othering’ and
several institutional barriers. It is arguable that international students are subject to barriers that
limit their identity, potential and experiences on campus and in the Canadian society. Crosby
(2010) reinforces that the needs of international students have been relegated by process of
democratic racism.
Coping:
How should one respond to racial oppression? Conventional prescriptions of mainstream
social psychological science emphasize the idea of coping with oppression whether via
emotional management strategies that emphasize denial or disengagement; problem-focused
strategies that emphasize compensation, self-efficacy, or skills training; or collective strategies
that emphasize emotional support in ways that promote adaptation to, rather than transformation
of, oppressive social structures (Phillips, Adams, & Salter, 2015). In the process of coping,
African men employ several adaptive methods and develop a passive behavior towards their
experiences. Coping is a learning phase where most African men engage with their experiences,
learn certain characteristics and behaviors that add to or shape their experiences. Furthermore, by
working to understand and navigate their personal, interpersonal and the system space, they
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conform by adapting and accommodating their experiences to the existing systems and way of
life.
Even though coping is an assured state by the institution, it can also be considered a step
forward for some black African men. However, for others, the issue with coping is that it can be
reinforced within interpersonal and systemic forces and policies such that it conceals the
necessary tools required to go beyond and suppresses or represses the efforts of that individual.
Racialization and white privilege continue to prevail in our society because of our lack of
attention and inaction to deconstruct the discourse of language that has exercised power and
dominance over certain groups (Braun & Clarke, 2013). The Western society for example, has
glorified coping as a measure of success and achievement. Although it shows progress in the
experiences of African men, it only points out the gap and lack of support system provided for
international students. Also, it highlights the falsehood in advertisement and promises made by
these university representatives and the university itself. Furthermore, it shows how unprepared
and incapable the university is in accommodating and catering for these students when they
arrive on campus. Black African students are similar to local students, in that they have to adjust
to the demands of their academic program. However, this adjustment is more complex for
international students given the simultaneous demands of learning about roles and social customs
in a new culture (Arthur, 2004).
The international student fees, for example, is a complex adjustment for most black
African men considering challenges such as the difference and difficulties in foreign exchange
between countries, which creates more financial barriers for some students than others.
Differential tuition fees serve as a gaping hallmark of division between insider and outsider.
International students are required to pay triple the amount of tuition fees that Canadian students
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pay. In addition, some students find it difficult to maintain payments due to the differences in the
international currency exchange rate between countries and their inability to find credible jobs.
Also, black African men and other international students are limited to working only 20 hours a
week, which is not enough to maintain their living conditions or meet up with their bills in those
circumstances. In retrospect to some experiences that black African men have shared, there are
cases that some black African men have been kicked out of school for not meeting up with
payments, and the university has refused to give others supporting paperwork required by
immigration Canada due to similar issues. Other cases of maltreatment exist within the
institution and black African men are in the forefront of it all. Although, some may suggest that
the university is abiding by its regulations, I believe and suggest some alternative measure that
can be just and equitable for these students. In the conclusion section of this paper, I recommend
some measures that can be taken in order to provide more support and advocacy for these
students.
Although improving in recent years, study permit and visa approval processes are still
largely subject to arbitrary decision-making informed by the global political realities of the day
(Keung, 2010). For example, Muslim students are highlighly scrutinized and more likely to be
denied access in Canada post-secondary education. On the other hand, international students
from African have to meet immense immigration obligations, perequisites and extreme financial
requirements inorder to gain approval or access into Canada post-secondary education. Also,
International students are subjects to immigration laws and policies that restrict their ability to
access equal and equitable opportunities and rights. For instance, international students are only
permitted to work twenty hours a week with no access to student’s loans or favourable job
opportunities. There are limited scholarships targeted at international students and for most
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opportunites are only accessible to permanent resident holders or citizens. Furthermore, as
visitors to Canada, international students are in a vulnerable and precarious position since their
legal status depends on Canadian immigration regulations.
Black African men are often subject to exclusion and othering due to language barriers
and also experience reoccurring academic dishonesty due to racial discrimination, prejudice and
unconscious bias. In addition, black African students also experience limited accessibility to the
workforce and scholarships in academic and sports programs. These personal, interpersonal and
systemic challenges black African men experience and cope with on campus goes to a great
extent to show the negligence and disregard from the university. Also it goes to show how the
university is the new face of capitalism that admits these students primarily because of the
financial benefits they attract or contribute.
International students also face challenges concerning language and the classroom
experience. Feeling marginalized in the classroom is common among international students,
compounded by being identified and positioned as an English language learner, not as a
functioning student of their discipline (Hernandez-Ramdwar, 2009; Beck, 2006). Accent
reduction campaigns, aimed at modifying a student’s foreign accent so as to better prepare them
for the Canadian classroom and labour market, contribute to this marking of difference and sense
of deficiency (Dei, 1992; Beck, 2006). The reality of the violence structured within the
experience or notion of ‘culture shock’ is that it is an ongoing experience that never ends for
most international students. This drives them to focus on internalizing, adapting and coping with
experiences of racialization; however, it is important for black African men to gain critical
consciousness or conscientization regarding their experiences and navigating the white space.
The Conscientization Process:
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How people can cope or thrive despite racialization and also become empowered to shift
various forms of oppression is a key consideration for liberation psychology (Moane, 2011).
Conscientization or critical consciousness is a major component to understanding the ways black
African men interact with their experiences in order to progress beyond coping or implement
change. In addition, conscientization highlights the different interpersonal and institutional
violence black African men experience and also reveals some further discursive aspects of
racialization in the Western society or institutions.
It is arguable that racialization and white privilege continue to prevail in our society
because of our lack of attention and inaction to deconstruct the discourse of language that has
exercised power and dominance over certain groups. Howbeit, this discursive aspect of
racialization can be attributed to the progression of modern racialized concepts like
‘contemporary’ and ‘subtle’ forms of racism (Sue, et al., 2007; Solorzano, Ceja, & Yosso, 2000;
Dirlik, 2008; Dovidio, & Gaertner, 2017) that are yet not considered overt but still exert, inflict
and maintain the same level of trauma and violence to oppressed groups. In other words, racism
has mutated to partially hide itself from view perhaps not from the view of those who experience
its effects but certainly from the view of those who practice what has come to be called “aversive
racism” (Dovidio, & Gaertner, 2017). Nonetheless, as black African men engage with their
experiences, it is important that they grow awareness of the systemic aspect of racialization or
oppression and less the internalized self-blaming ‘culture shock’ which is perpetuated by student
service’s introduction to campus.
Even as most black African men start to realize the patterns of racialization that operates
and intersects with their experiences through confrontations and conscious engagement with
their experiences, the awareness from their experiences embodies the awakening of critical
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concientization (i.e., critical consciousness), which is the mobilization of consciousness aiming
to produce historic knowledge about oneself and about the groups to which one belongs, thereby
producing a different understanding, and giving sense to one’s temporal and spatial place in the
society and in one’s specific life or world (Tate, Rivera, Brown, & Skaistis, 2013, Montero,
2009). This stage in the experience of a black African man is very crucial because it can either
make or break them. Conscientization generates the ability for them to develop critical capacity
allowing consciousness to be liberated from the dominant conceptions given by society, and by
people’s life worlds, responding interests that are foreign to one’s living conditions (Montero,
2009).
Be that as it may, most black African men always engage with their experiences and
employ steps to understand their perceived identity and navigate the white space. Moreover,
there are two possibilities to this; they can either embrace this acquired identity and use it as a
strength to build a community or, they can be further overwhelmed with the feeling of
disorientation, helplessness and inferiority. Studies have found that racial minorities tend to
perceive racial climate more negatively than their white peers (Reid & Radhakrishnan, 2003;
Pfeifer & Schneider, 1974; James, 1998). For racial minority students, these negative perceptions
of the university environment or negative perceptions of university climate have been associated
with aversive outcomes such as poor academic performance and lower self-esteem. As a
consequence, driving most African men to internalize their experiences and conflicts, which has
led them to feel isolated, unwanted or feel like an outcast. Some black African men have
reported transferring to other colleges and universities for a better life and education.
Maturity, as some African men described through knowledge gained from their
experiences, is an essential tool in the conscientization process. The awareness African men
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acquire is based to a great extent on continuous engagement with personal, interpersonal and
systemic forces that accumulates overtime. There is a revelation of an identity that helps them to
establish and navigate the narrative of their identity, which occurs as a result of their maturity. In
essence, they can work to distinguish their own narrative from the perception of the other. This
process takes a lot of conscious work, effort and mental prowess however, it also creates an
opening or an opportunity for solidarity work with other students who are similarly affected.
Solidarity:
In the process of solidarity, black African men become more conscious with navigating
the white space and understanding their limit situations, which is the inevitable antinomies or
challenges which prevents them from progressing as usual (see Fuchs, Breyer, Mundt, 2013).
Solidarity encapsulates the concept of realization that triggers the coming together of black
African men with shared common interest, mutuality or shared experiences to unify towards a
common goal or action. Also, it is important to point out that there are other individuals or
bodies that also engage in solidarity with black African men. These allies are supporting cast to
the transformation and empowerment of black African men. Furthermore, African men identified
that they develop strength and resilience when they engage in solidarity work. By way of
solidarity, they accept their identity and work to transform or change the narrative regarding their
perceived identity. Some African men discussed the importance of solidarity as finding
community and support especially in the face of adversity. Also, there is an actualization of self
that distorts the feeling of disorientation, bewilderment and inferiority.
I cannot emphasize enough the importance of solidarity in the transition or transformation
of African men. Most African men come from a society where they are told, disciplined and
directed on what to do. There is a certain level of displacement when that information or
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guidance is no longer there. Keep in mind that majority of African men enrolling into the
university are within the ages of 15-18. Without guidance and an effective support system they
may lose a sense of belongingness and begin to feel like an outcast. That is why we may find
cases of low attendance in class or low performance, or even drop out.
Nevertheless, with the support of a community, African men gain a sense of belonging
that improves their confidence. Furthermore, they undertake a process of transformation from a
passive identity to an active identity that drives them to become more determined and involved.
Moreover, in contrast to mainstream perspectives on “coping” with oppression, it is essential to
propose a framework that moves beyond the alleviation of negative states and/or ego restoration
to actions that promote liberation for black African men. In other words, critical consciousness,
empowerment through partnerships and a collective action through solidarity can serve as critical
components towards liberation (Phillips, Adams, & Salter, 2015; Freire, 1970; Prilleltensky,
2008).
Solidarity, in particular, is essential to the process of transforming and uplifting African
men to progress beyond coping. Through mutuality and solidarity work experiences are shared,
knowledge and support is transferred and an act of giving back is developed within the
community. As a community, these men are empowered to confront and show resilience together
that enables them to take active measure towards confronting experiences of racialization. It is
very important to establish that solidarity empowers most African men to accept and gain control
over their identity. The process of thriving begins with solidarity. However, in midst of violence,
accomplishing their goals and purpose becomes more crucial and valuable.
Pride:
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As a state, it is important to consider liberation as a condition in which oppressive forces
no longer exert their dominion over a person or a group. Even though liberation is not a magic
wand that makes oppression go away, but more the oppressed groups become able to
problematize the limit situation and seek new or other ways to deal with or react to the situations
of oppression. In essence, the oppressive forces become more conscious to us who are raising
our awareness (Prilleltensky, 2008). Although racialization and privilege is embedded deep into
the institution, the main focus for black African men develops into gathering the necessary tools
in order to actualize their goals and purpose. The focus on their goals and purpose becomes the
stepping stone and the continuous process of thriving. Pride is a sense of accomplishment that is
established either through the work of solidarity or the fulfillment of their goals and purpose.
Be it as it may, black African men learn to embrace and navigate their identity and begin
to look forward to, share and celebrate their accomplishments with each other through the
strength of solidarity. Building on Fromm’s (1965) dual conception of ‘‘freedom from’’ and
‘‘freedom to,’’ black African men engage in freedom from internal and psychological sources,
which includes overcoming fears, obsessions, or other psychological phenomena that interfere
with their subjective experience of well-being. Although still experiencing adversity, they work
to maintain a solid work ethic and positive identity in the direction of accomplishing their goals
and purpose. As a community, there is exhilaration and courage in seeing the accomplishments
of you fellow African men. Also, they are empowered by the possibility of those
accomplishments and knowledge of the existence of a community and a foundation to rely on.
Moreover, this entire chain of process that sterns from an acquired identity to having
pride in that identity, has two extremes. First, African men tend to be passive towards their
experiences. In this case, they tend to suppress and overlook their feelings and experiences.
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Although still facing those limitations, their purpose, goals and knowledge through solidarity
work enables them to move from a passive identity to a more active identity. Second, with the
active identity, they come together as a community where they can share their experiences and
experience support from each other. In other words, gaining a sense of freedom from internal and
psychological sources, which includes overcoming fears, obsessions, or other psychological
phenomena that interfere with a person’s subjective experience of well-being. Liberation to
pursue wellness, in turn, refers to the process of meeting personal, relational, and collective
needs (see Fromm 1965; Prilleltensky, 2008).
In order to expand focus from racialization and prejudice towards examining the
institutionalizational normalcy of whiteness and the integral components that underline its
progressive dominance, it is important to examine cultural competence as the new face of racism
or contemporary racism (Solomona, Portelli, Daniel, & Campbell, 2005; Pon, 2009).
Furthermore, the new face of racism in the Canadian society may not be defined as overt;
however, unknown to its perpetrators it still bears and manifests similar violence as any overt
form of racism. While not using racist or derogatory languages, Pon (2009), believes that cultural
competence resembles new racism by otherizing non-whites and deploying modernist and
absolutist views of culture, without using racialist language. In other words, cultural competency
bears a striking resemblance to contemporary racism in the sense that, cultural competency, like
new or contemporary racism, operates by essentializing culture, while “othering” non-whites
without using racialist language (Pon, 2009).
Also, discourse, or language, plays a significant role in the production and maintenance of
prejudice and racism (Dijk, 1997). As contemporary racism takes a covert form, its mode of
operation though discourse and language has been salient in Western culture. Terms such as
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culture shock perpetuate a myriad of micro-aggressions and other forms of victim blaming that
reveal the sort of violence and oppression perpetrators impose on black and people of color or
minority groups. Contemporary racism may have modified somewhat to make it easier for white
privilege and supremacy to continue unabated through Eurocentric traditions that dominate and
operate within the education and broader systems of power. Indeed, that this term is widely used
as a supportive tool is a powerful discursive symbolic representation of how racialization is not
named but masked and projected onto the other to leave the Western culture and way of life
unrestrained and just as willfully colonial as any other smear. Although several scholars continue
to use the term ‘micro’ and ‘macro’ to classify racial violence (see Solorzano, Ceja, & Yosso,
2000; Pierce, Carew, Pierce- Gonzalez, & Willis, 1978; Houshmand, Spanierman, & Tafarodi,
2014; Sue, Capodilupo, Torino, Bucceri, Holder, Nadal, Esquilin, 2007; Perez, & Solorzano
2015), the term ‘micro’ does not fully encapsulate or epitomize the experiences of violence
minority groups experience. Even though it covers the idea of covert and contemporary racism, it
often translates into the belief that racism no longer matters and those who continually point
racism out are troublemakers “playing the race card” (Beeman, 2015).
Coloniality, Eurocentric education and dominance has not only reinforced othering but
has also influenced and indoctrinated many to become incompetent towards their own privilege
and over their relations with minority groups. In essence, this is referred to in liberation
psychology as the oppressor’s problems. By way of systemic analogy in a prison there are two
roles constrained by the limit situation – jailer and prisoner. Granted there is a different limit
situation for both but they are both limited by the violent structures. Furthermore, the limitations
of critical consciousness on whites in that their capacity for thinking broadly is diminished by
their caucasity. Solomona and colleagues revealed that white supremacy was often constructed in
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academic institutions and everyday life of multiracial institutions as neutral and non-existent;
however, as whites occupy positions of power and authority in these institutions, they
conceptualize their worlds and views in ways that favor their positions, and as a result,
emotionally and academically crippling the efforts of the racial other (Solomon, Portelli, Daniel,
& Campbell, 2005)
Although the international student population continues to experience tremendous
growth, this seems to have little to no impact on the discriminatory practices enabled and
reinforced through dominant Euro-Canadian identity politics and practices (Crosby, 2010). The
University of Prince Edward Island invests a lot of resources to attract and admit international
students from several parts of the world to their alma mater. Overall, in 2018 alone, the
enrollment of international students at UPEI has increased by more than 15 percent over the
previous year. Furthermore, international student enrollment rose 15.5 percent this year after a 13
percent increase last year (CBC/Radio-Canada, 2018). At the University of Prince Edward Island
(UPEI), international students comprise approximately 26 percent of the student population
(Randy McAndrew, 2018). It is no longer foreign that black African men and other international
students offer tremendous financial benefits to the university; however, it begs the question is
UPEI ready and well equipped to accommodate and cater for their needs? Most would argue that
the office of the ‘international student services’ exists within the institution and on campus and
work to cater for these needs, support and create a community for black African men and other
international students. As it is, the international student office is highly under equipped with
limited programs, funding and staff. Besides, there is a lack of diverse representation amongst
staff to actually understand most international student’s problems and challenges let alone know
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how to communicate to their needs. Hence, the needs of some international students are
prioritized and others are treated as mediocre.

Conclusion
The present research pointed out the conscientization process involved in the thriving
aspect of African men in UPEI. Several areas are important and intricate when thinking about the
implications of the present study. This was an opportunity for African men to talk about their
experiences of racialization on a personal, interpersonal and systemic or institutionalized level.
An area that has barely been explored most especially in the university where diversity is the
driving force. These African men had the opportunity to explore their experiences from a
liberation standpoint. In other words, exploring the systems of oppression and through liberation,
empowering themselves to engage in thoughts and actions that would enable them to thrive and
flourish.
Future research needs to consider diversifying the scope of the research to cover African
women as well and, in a broader range, international students. Several universities have
undertaken studies in which the perceptions of students are surveyed. At least three universities,
York, Western, and Windsor, have studied race relations from the student perspective and their
complaints focus largely around issues of curriculum and faculty hiring. None of these studies,
however, examined other structural or academic factors which might constrain the well-being
and educational achievements of minority students as cited by Ramcharan (1991), “An
Attitudinal Study of Visible Minority Students at the University of “Windsor” University of
Windsor.
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Racism exists and persists in Canadian post-secondary education. In light of several
incidents of racialized discrimination at Ryerson University in Toronto, the university
commissioned a Task Force on Anti-Racism which released a 107-page report in January, 2019
(Ryerson, 2019). This has been followed by the Canadian Federation of Students (CFS)-Ontario
Task Force on Campus Racism releasing their final report in late March, 2010 (CFS-Ontario,
2010). However, allegations of racism continue to be met with resistance and denial, reflected in
the overwhelming majority of reader comments in two Toronto Star articles (Brown, 2010), a
National Post article outlining opposition to the Ryerson report (Mawji, 2010), as well as the
hate mail and death threats that followed the CFS-Ontario Task Force announcement (CFS,
2009).
The findings that African men at UPEI have reported struggling with their identity upon
the realization of their ethnicity bears several implications for international students in Prince
Edward Island. First, policies should be developed with the aim of informing new students about
the stereotypes that they may face. Minority students have complained that the campus is often a
hostile environment. Many universities have received student complaints of racial harassment
from fellow students, technical and administrative staff, and faculty. At York University, a group
of Black students claiming that they had been harassed by security guards staged a protest at the
president’s door. The university responded quickly by agreeing to hire another staff member at
its Centre for Race and Ethic Relations and to provide training to the guards. Also, students at a
number of campuses have complained of harassment in the residences, cafeterias, and other
public places on campus. Graffiti smeared on washroom walls and other surfaces are often racist
in content. Racial minority students react to this form of racial hatred by forming racially and
ethnically based student associations, claiming particular space in public places (such as the
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“Black Table” in the cafeteria) and generally socializing mainly with each other (Frances, &
Carol, 1994).
The few universities that recognized the existence of a racial problem on campus and the
corresponding need for a response policy or procedure were motivated not by institutional
introspection but by the occurrence of some nagging racial crisis. For example, at York
University, a committee on race and ethnic relations was finally established only because a
woman graduate student in residence was consistently subjected to racial harassment. The
student was first told by the manager of the residence that she was too sensitive. When she
persisted and complained to her department, little was done other than to give her a hearing.
Concluding that the university was not prepared to deal with the issue, she mobilized her fellow
students of colour. Student pressure finally led to the creation of a committee to look into the
complaint. This committee was split in its view of the issue and its report, however it awkwardly
split into a majority and a minority section, which was rejected and another committee had to be
established (York, 1989).
When dealing with complaints from the minority faculty, administrators frequently take a
“neutral” or “objective” stance. However, to adopt such a position is to ignore the inequalities
that people experience as a direct result of their racial and/or gender identities (Ng, 1994; Fish,
1994). On the other hand, an anti-racist approach explicitly acknowledges that “we are all
gendered, racialized and differently constructed subjects who do not participate in interactional
relations as equals” (Ng, 1994:44) A recommendation would be centered aroung an orientation
and integration program that goes beyond the regular weeks’ orientation should be implemented
for international students and also local students combined. Some universities have made some
preliminary efforts to introduce new programs that specifically focus on anti-racist and equity
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issues. According to Frances (1994) York University has introduced a Certificate Program in
Anti-Racist Research and Practice, the University of Ottawa’s Faculty of Law has implemented
an Affirmative Action Programme, a new graduate programme in ethnic and plural studies has
been introduced at the University of Toronto, and Dalhousie University has created a Chair in
Black Canadian Studies. Furthermore, at the level of policy, many universities have developed
statements or general policies which note that harassment and discrimination will not be
tolerated on campuses. At the level of practice, three basic approaches have been taken.
First, some universities have established a center or committee, such as York’s Centre for
Race and Ethnic Relations, the University of Windsor’s Office of Race Relations, and the
University of Toronto’s Advisory Committee on Race Relations and Anti-Racist Initiatives.
These agencies generally lack real power, are constrained by small budgets and are essentially
marginalized and removed from the main decision-making of the university. They are sometimes
required to deal with the grievances of students against professors, and harassment from fellow
students or staff, develop public educational procedures for the academic community, and
generally to act as a resource for the academic community and to represent the important
decision-making areas of the university, such as hiring, promotion, or curriculum content, and
their power is therefore extremely limited.
Second, some universities have appointed special advisors to the president who are often
members of racial minorities themselves. They are often overworked because they continue
some of their teaching activity and are overburdened by the emotional demands of the job.
Although constantly faced with the pain of others in the university community, they find
themselves powerless to effect real change in the system. They are high burn-out, tokenistic
positions. In one case, the officer resigned after less than two years, declaring himself totally
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frustrated. In another, the racial minority appointee only agreed to stay on when he was offered
perks such as more sabbatical time.
Third, some universities have struck special committees whose mandate is to identify
barriers to racial minority members of the academic community and make recommendations.
Recent examples included Queen’s University, whose committee created a very comprehensive
report, as did a similar group at the University of Toronto. Although some recommendations can
be implemented with little effort, such as the hiring of an African Studies specialist at the
University of Toronto, most have little chance of implementation because of financial and other
constraints
Moreover, this orientation should foster a conscious identity with a positive regard for the
self where students can embrace their differences rather than question it. An implication for
educating local students, faculty and staff to have a more harmonious community. Implementing
an anti-racism educational framework into the institution is a necessary step towards confronting
and challenging racism. It is a framework that is able to “identify, challenge and change the
values, structures and behaviours that perpetuate systemic racism and other forms of societal
oppressions” (Dei & Calliste, 2000, p.21). Anti-racism education is the best equipped,
conceptually, theoretically, and pragmatically, to analyze discriminatory processes and articulate
resistance to racialized discrimination. Given that the present research was conducted in a
community that is smaller and more rural, future research should investigate the experiences of
African men in urban cities such as Montreal, Toronto or Vancouver.
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Reflexivity in my Research Experience and Journey
In retrospect, I realized that as I grew in my project, I matured and grew deeper in
consciousness. Although experiencing difficulties and challenges especially with finding
supporting data for my literature review, I was in control. Reflecting on my journey, I do not
have any regrets and I appreciate every step, challenge, doubt and shame I experience in the
course of this project. As an international student from Nigeria West Africa, I came to study at
the University of Prince Edward Island in the month of January, 2014. I had only been to Kenya
and Dubai, which is to say that I was nott versatile in travelling. Prior to my arrival to UPEI in
January, I had spent 3 months in Mississauga, Ontario at a college mostly populated by Asians
and a handful of Africans who enrolled for college and Master’s degree thereafter. Since I was
not well travelled, I kept up with the pace of the ‘western society’ mostly through TV shows and
movies. Once in a while I would watch documentaries and all that fun stuff too. I watched a lot
of high school and college movies and could not wait to leave my country and experience what I
saw on TV. The American dream, the land of sugar and honey where everything is always good
and right and life is lived the right way. There were so many fun things to look up to studying
abroad and at the same time, every movie always had a happy ending. Thing is, I never paid
attention to the sublime messages that those movies or shows carried, for example, the
stereotypes, prejudice, discrimination, sexual assault etc. We were always told that the way of
life was better and it was lived the right way. Then I was wowed by the way of life in the
Western world, how good things were even though someone was a victim, and how they always
had a happy ending.
Fast forward to my first day in UPEI, I was first disappointed by the size of the airport
and the bad muddy roads due to the snow and storms. I always had the picture of bigger and
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better but things were not looking likely. It was not looking like the college movies I used to
watch back home. Moreover, in all fairness, it was no where close to Mississauga in terms of
infrastructure or lifestyle. However, I was overwhelmed by the excitement of seeing snow for the
first time and starting my university career. Even though it did not seem like the cliché cities
from the movies it was still something to be excited for. I got a lift from the airport by an
international student representative and was taken to the office to get my registration and
accessibilities sorted. Afterwards, I was taken to my dorm room where I was lucky to be
neighbors with a set of twin brothers from Nigeria, West Africa.
I did not know them or anyone prior to coming here and after introducing ourselves, we
found out we attended neighboring high schools as well. Although our individual schools were
known to be rivals and competitors, I was more excited to call them my friends. We were in
separate rooms but shared the same washroom, so we went out to get some cleaning materials
and groceries as well. It was easy for us to become friends at sight because we shared
commonalities and similar identity. In other words, we were comfortable with each other and
there was no skepticism. Also, the boys were enthusiastic about attending a nearby house party
that night and decided to bring me along. A voice in my head was screaming in excitement,
WELCOME TO COLLEGE.
The night of the party was my first night on the island and I was already invited to my
first party. Songs of joy ran through my heart and I thought things could only get better or go
uphill from there. Ninety percent of the party, was populated by black people and there was a
handful of white people there as well. What did I know then? I was more excited to be at the
party and have a good time. At the party I met a lot of people and exchanged contacts as well.
Life couldn’t get any better.
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Although I was excited to make new friends, I was more curious to meet the white
people. I mean my journey to the university is not close to complete if I do not have white
friends. In clarity, it would be nice to make or have a diverse group of friends. One of the twin
was more outgoing and had a couple white people he spoke to on a regular basis so to me that
was a good starting point. At first I tried the eye contact thing but it was not really efficient
because at some point it became awkward and creepy. I tried saying hi and picking up
conversations but things were awkward here. At this point things were not looking like the
college movies anymore. There were no parties, events or gatherings to bring diverse people
together. It did not take me long to grasp that the system and way of life here was different from
that back home. What works back home would not necessarily work here.
It was easier to become friends with other international students especially Africans and
Nigerians to be most specific. Also, as we increased in numbers, we grew closer together. I
stuck to my own people most of the time because I could not figure out how things worked here
at that point. My fellow Africans and I shared the same table in the meal hall. As we grew in
numbers, we added more tables and chairs, and always had a good time eating together at the
meal hall. There was so much laughter and jo,y sometimes drama, but it was always a good time.
It did not take long for us to be known in residence and our spot was always secured whenever
we got there.
It was not easy for me to make white friends when I came. It took me a while but I
figured out that the only time they were friendly was when they were drunk. Outside of a
drinking environment meant they were entirely different creatures and we became strangers
again. The eye contact thing became more awkward and saying ‘hi’ was intimidating as well
because they act like strangers. With time, I was custom to their pattern of behavior but could not
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do anything about it. I felt out of place while staying in residence but my fellow African students
made it comfortable and worthwhile.
The environment was not welcoming and sometimes I felt as if we were being targeted.
We would be in the lounge playing video games or chatting and we would be given a verbal
report for being loud. Once upon a time the cops or security was called on us and he asked if we
were doing drugs. The way they looked at us was primitive. It just did not feel like they wanted
us to be there in all fairness. There were good days and good people who were open minded and
willing to communicate or share experiences but those days and people were rare. Although I felt
out of place for the most part, my fellow African men made it an exciting experience and I had to
focus on my goal, which is, succeeding in my studies.
During my first semester, I took calculus, family science (online course), inquiry studies
and into to Business. Calculus was difficult at that time because I had no prior orientation to how
the system and teachings work here. I made long term friends in my business class who were not
African because I performed really well during presentations and my group emerged as one of
the highest in class. I had a similar experience in inquiry studies with my presentation as well
this time my group emerged the highest in the entire class. Things were pretty rough in calculus
but life was not that bad at the same time. With time and experience, I began to adjust with the
system here and cope with the way of life. I mean nothing was happening apart from school and
I felt out of place if I was not with my own people or people that genuinely wanted me there. It
did not take long to start coping to get by with each day and that became my reality.
I was coping with the weather, school, culture, people, food and life in general. I
understood that people from here were distant and skeptical not just because they do not know
who you are or what to expect but also because of the perception or information they have about
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you. I was curious to know why people would only be welcoming and friendly when they were
drunk but distant when they were sober. I began asking questions and having conversations
about it with some white friends from class. Oddly enough, they were not conscious of that
distant and skeptical part of their behavior but blame it on various reasons.
Some of them are that way because they were not used to seeing people of color around
and now they do, they don’t know how to react or what to expect. Some say they think we are
aggressive and loud that is why they feel intimidated by us. Some say it’s difficult to be friends
with someone you do not know and people have ulterior motives. They all had different reasons
and criteria to back up their claims and actions and I could not make sense of it all. I mean there
is no community in UPEI and if you do not know someone then get to know them. However, you
have to respect people and their culture; that is the way of life here and it is something you adapt
to and ca not necessarily change. I accepted the system and adapted to it and it did not take long
until I eventually become a part of the problem.
I became more passive about what goes on in my environment and focused more on
doing the necessary things I had or needed to do in order to get by the day, semester, year etc. I
just went with the flow and did not let any of that distract or disturb me from achieving my goals
for being here. I realized that when living here, you do not have to force or rush anything, you
just let it flow and happen with time. The friendship and community thing was not working so I
focused on my myself. I stopped trying to make eye contacts and stopped trying to say hi. I had a
couple acquaintances from class and a couple people from the gym. I realized that people were
more attracted towards you when you were relevant or serving a purpose to them.
My friend was popular at the gym because he was huge and strong so people always
wanted to work out with us or share tips. My other friend was very good at basketball so he was
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always chosen first during pick-up games. When I realized the correlation I decided to apply it to
myself. I am a good talker so I started interacting more. After I performed well in my
presentations people began looking at me and wanting to associate with me. It was not difficult
for me to find or fit into the class group anymore. I just kept the idea at the back of my mind that
as long as I do not force it or stress about it, things will flow. Moreover, there are people who are
always not going to be welcoming towards you. Nevertheless, I did not let that limit me from
doing the necessary things I needed to do.
I worked at a seafood plant in the summer of 2017 with other African men and I
experienced a lot of unfair treatment and harassment. As if waking up at 2am in the morning and
driving forty-five minutes to work was not good enough, we were yelled upon most times while
others were given a free pass. Other times we were given the more difficult task or worked more
than the other staff members. At the end of the day it was a job and we were paid. We would
complain and talk amongst ourselves but there was nothing more we thought we could do. So we
had to endure and overlook all the micro-aggression and just focus on the money. There is
nothing wrong with working at a fish plant if you’re treated properly and the right way. I had a
lovely experience working as a dish washer at a sea food restaurant. It was not the ideal job I had
hoped for while/when coming to Canada but the community at that workplace was welcoming.
Although the jobs may not be ideal, if the environment is welcoming it becomes a healthy
and comfortable community. International students are treated differently at their workplace,
which makes the working condition even more stressful. Most of my friends have complained to
me several times that they had to whiten their names in their CV so they can get through to the
interview stage and hopefully get the job thereafter. It’s difficult to thrive in an environment
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where you feel like an outcast or marginalized. It takes a lot of mental energy to find your niche
and build a community of your own in order to thrive.
They say you do not really know how something feels till you experience it. I
encountered two distinct events that revived my consciousness and provided an opportunity for
me to embark on this research journey. My first encounter was when I went to the Queen
Elizabeth hospital with two of my friends that were also African men to apply for a volunteer
position. That day was an extreme highlight towards my journey today. When we got to the front
desk of the hospital, a lady at the front desk attended to us. I remember she was very polite and
welcoming, which was very nice. We all exchanged greetings and she asked us if we played
sports. I mean, there was three of us black gentlemen who were over 6ft tall so that makes us
eligible. When she asked, my eyes lit up and I was excited to mention all the sporting games I
indulge in, but before I could utter a word, my friend shoved me out and took the words right out
of my mouth. He told her no, we do not play sports we are just here for school.
This lady insisted calmly with her welcoming tone, no I think you boys must play sports,
you must play basketball do you attend Holland college? My friend replied her again no we do
not attend Holland College; we are students at the University of Prince Edward Island. He
introduced us as if we just met her for the first time and told her our significant programs at the
university. The lady paused for a second in doubt and made the sporting reference again. That
conversation turned debate lasted for over 15 minutes and our purpose for being there derailed.
We finally convinced her we were black students that did not play basketball or any other sports
and handed in our resumes. On our way out my friend reminded us about the incident and told us
to be conscious of the narrative we follow or make for ourselves.
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At that moment I realized that even though the lady was nice, the narrative of her
questions were due to the perception of her curiosity or knowledge of what black men are or do
when they come on the island. This may be based on her past or present experiences from other
black men or a perception born from the stomach of media representation of black people.
Although these may seem as possible ideas to guide my thoughts on similar encounters;
nevertheless, it is really sad to see how narrow minded people are. As a black man, I am not
given an opportunity to choose or write my own narrative rather, I am forced to live through the
narrative of the other. I am not expected to behave like a man instead, I am expected to behave
like a ‘black man or be the black man’.
Faced with this narrative from the other, the black man bears the responsibility of that
narrative by the other, whilst being responsible for the narrative of his body, race, and ancestors.
For most African men including myself, color prejudice is something we find utterly foreign. It
takes a lot of mental energy to understand the reason behind this foreign experience and to wrap
oneself around it all. My second experience was not more intense than the first one. It was as if
the first experience was preparing me for this day. My friends and I were suspended for a year
from the gym due to an incident that occurred mainly between the staff and I. We have had
several micro-aggressive encounters with the staff and people from the gym but this day I was
the center of it all.
For the first time coming into the gym to play soccer with my friends (fellow African
men), I saw a campus security patrolling the scene, but at that time it meant nothing. I did not
pay much attention to it because I was more excited for the soccer game I was about to play. We
chose teams and started playing. Couple minutes into the game a staff present that day came in
and asked us to put on shoes. This was a rare encounter but we obeyed his command and did not
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argue. When he left the scene, some of us took our shoes off again and continued playing. The
security guard kept patrolling the premises. Two other international students walked in with a
soccer ball in their hand. Some of us knew who they were and asked them if they wanted to play
with us. They said no that they were fine so we kept on playing.
They walked out and came back to the scene with the staff later and the staff asked us to
move and make space for them to play. It was an open gym and we were high in numbers and
playing the same sport they were there to play. We approached them and asked them if they
wanted to play with us again and they said no that they were fine and did not know what was
going on. The staff left with disappointment in his face and we continued playing. He came back
again and told us to stop playing because some of us disobeyed him and took off our shoes. I
approached him calmly and asked him what the problem was. I told him that we feel like we
were being targeted. Suddenly he told me to back off and shoved me.
I did not retaliate or act aggressively towards him in any way. I was more shocked that he
shoved me by the chest. My friends gathered towards him in anger that he did that and while
some people were angry some tried to calm the situation. He left again and the security guard
walked in. The security guard immediately told us to leave the gym without even making an
effort to ask questions or listen to our own side of the story (apparently he was friends with the
staff). He said he had gone to school with the staff and trusts his decision. He said his decision
was final and if we wanted to be heard we should take it up the following day but at that moment
we had to leave the gym facility. After much talks we all left and went on our various activities.
The following day I went to the gym for a workout session and my identification card
was not working. I went down to the front desk and found the staff from the incident, his boss
and another staff present. I told them that my card was not working and his boss served me a
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one-year ban notice from the gym facility. I was in awe at that moment and did not know when I
told the boss that if I was going to be suspended then he too had to be suspended because he
shoved me. The boss said that they have been having series of complaints about ‘us’ in the
facility. I tried reasoning with him but he said it had been coming and they had a video
surveillance video that showed the incident. I asked that he review it and play it for me. I was
confident that I was not wrong so I was not scared or intimidated by that.
A couple familiar faces gathered the scene and the cops came to take me away from the
premises. The boss said we have been destroying things and causing problems. He said other
students and staff have laid complaints about us. Furthermore, he said people are intimidated by
us and scared of hanging or playing with us in the gym. At that moment I broke down in tears
and started asking why. I did not know what to do, say or who to talk to at that time as tears
rolled down my eyes. Some familiar faces were present then and immediately made efforts to
console me while I cried. The guards were there to see me off the premises as I left thereafter.
The next morning some of my friends and I received an email confirming our termination
and ban from the gym facility for a year. Oddly enough, some of the African men who were
suspended were not present at the day of the incident. There goes the generalization again. They
suspended almost every black student that was registered for the soccer sessions for that semester
not because they were present on the day of the incident. We did not know what to do or who to
talk to for all we know we would never win the case. Fortunately, a fellow African man and a
close friend of ours advised not to do act aggressively or out of place because that was what they
expected of us. We composed an email letter and sent it out to the sporting director but that was a
dead end. We approached the student affairs staff members and they were devastated by the case
and took it upon themselves to get us a fair hearing.
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That experience pioneered the conversation I had with my supervisor/mentor when I
started seeking tutelage on an honours project. Why is this topic important? It is important
because it creates a platform for other African men like myself to share and acknowledge our
experiences. It creates an opportunity to engage in the work and process of reflection, solidarity
and empowerment. Although it acknowledges individual experiences, it also opens up a different
conversation about thriving and shows us (black African men and other international students)
that there is hope. What makes this research more interesting and unique is that it shows a
different side by focusing on the thriving and flourishing aspects of African men. Unfortunately,
this research has never been done in Canada and research in the United States focused on
racialization or coping mechanisms and not thriving. It is a break through research for African
men, international students and myself in general to share our experiences with the world and
show people what thriving means to us and how we thrive as well.
It was easier to narrow my focus down on just African men because we share a similar
identity and it would be much more convenient and easier for them to be more transparent and
willing to talk. Once I got the green light to begin research conversations, it was not difficult to
find people to talk to. Although the timing of the conversations, which was during the Christmas
break may have been a bit off for some people due to travels, I was still able to reach out to
twelve participants during that break. I had to prepare mentally for the research conversations. At
first, I was a bit skeptical about holding conversations with other African men due to familiarity.
I wasn’t sure if knowing them on a personal level would make me my conversation biased or
maybe they’ll take me for granted or joke. I asked my supervisor if she wanted to be there, but
she explained that it’d be better if I was the only one present in order to have a deeper
conversation and understanding about their experience.
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She encouraged me a lot and guided me through formulating the research questions and
practicing the conversations beforehand. For the purpose of this research, and for what I was
most afraid of, I had to detach myself from this research. That involved removing or deleting
every pre-existing knowledge I had about the topic and using my experience to guide the
conversation without looking for expected results. This is to say that, I had to approach the
research conversations with a new an open mind. Although I may share similar identity or
experiences, I did not want my case to be the lead or director for other African men in this
research. In all fairness, this was the most difficult part of the research and it was really difficult
to manage that side of things.
Nevertheless, my first conversation was really engaging and interesting. The African
man I conversed with, showed great enthusiasm for the research work I was doing. He gave a lot
of insights of his experiences and gave an in-depth response towards all the questions. That
conversation gave me the confidence to engage in eleven more conversations with other African
men. During those conversations, I tried my best not to have any expectations towards their
response. It was difficult because although all participants were African men, they may have
similar experiences but a different perspective and a different way of navigating their
experiences. That I had to understand and make adjustments as I spoke to more African men.
I wasn’t really surprised about their experiences, but was more interested in
understanding their mindset towards each phase of their experiences. I wanted to understand how
they navigated their experiences and why, and also pay attention to the unique ability that
experiences provided. The first four African men I spoke to individually had similar patterns but
the fifth one caught me off guard. His experiences are not far from the other African men but is
unique in the sense that his approach towards them were different. That caught me off guard
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because I was trying to make sense of it during the conversation and made endless efforts to
familiarize his experiences with others. That was a learning curve for me because it got me back
on track on my expectations from my participants.
After each conversation I had a minute or more of reflection where I quickly jot down the
main insights from the conversation. It wasn’t easy to remember it all that is why they were all
fully recorded for transcription; however, I jotted down important information I could remember
and also used the question guide to map my thoughts. It was a really good practice because it
kept me on track on the development of my conversations. I could see patterns of similarities and
differences amongst each participant and it was exciting. After all conversations were done, I had
to transcribe for coding and analysis.
During the course of my research, especially while conversing with other African men
(participants), I realized that the pattern to my questions already put my participants in a category
that most of them didn’t even notice or think about. This was something I realized through the
course of my interviews. I began my conversation with a probing questions that did not entirely
open up a complete and fair dialogue but compelled my participants into an idea that I created
for them. In other words, I didn’t feel like I began a journey of conversation with my
participants; I felt they met me half way with the structure of my introductory question. My
intention was not to probe or create an identity for them but to open up a table and discussion
where they explore and consciously take the lead. By probing them with an Identity, I believe
that it did not give them the opportunity to develop that criteria for themselves. Rather than
guiding them through a series of questions, the structure of my questions set a premise or
directed their responses i.e. it is more like answering the question before asking it.
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Although transcription seemed to be the most challenging part and the longest part of this
project, coding and analysis were the opposite. I used the NVIVO software app to code all my
transcribed data. The research questions and pattern or mode of the conversations played a major
key towards understanding the actual transcribed data. Moreover, I conducted the conversations
and transcribing them was like living through that moment again. Hearing their voices while
typing their own words made more sense and gave more meaning to the conversation. Instead of
separating myself from their experiences this time, I experienced It and lived it though their
words.
While coding through individual conversation, I highlighted important conversations that
I thought was useful to this research. The bits of conversations I highlighted were then coded
into several nodes depending on how similar or different the statements where. After coding an
entire conversation from top to bottom, I immediately wrote a reflection piece about that
conversation. The reflection piece had to be a thorough breakdown of each participant’s
experience, concepts, ideas, differences and similarities. To accomplish this section, I had to
mentally become the participant in order to see and feel their experiences through their words. I
would usually begin my reflection piece by thoroughly reading each conversation from the
beginning and gradually reflecting through the conversation till the end. It was the most
important part of my work in coding because it shaped the progress and themes that guided my
analysis.
I met with my supervisor/mentor once every week to share insights and findings. Our
weekly meetings were really beneficial because she guided me through my thoughts and findings
and made sure I stayed consistent with my work. We brain stormed ideas and concepts together
and she provided certain guides, articles and books that would guide and support this research
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project. After coding and reflecting on six conversations, we scheduled a meeting to analyze
those conversations and we came up with concrete ideas that shaped into themes to acknowledge
and clarify their individual experiences.
It took way longer than expected to finish this project or at least, to get to this stage. I had
all the ideas in my head but was lost with words in front of my keyboard or paper with pen in
hand. I could describe my project in details to anyone and everyone that showed interest but
could not find my words on the page of a paper. I was anxious partly with the idea of perfection
and overwhelmed with the responsibility of honoring the stories and experiences of those
African men that participated in this project. Specifically, I developed fear in my ability and
capability to sufficiently effectively share their experiences.
During the early stages of the research, my supervisor told me that I might experience
difficulties due to the experiences I shared with my research topic and my participants. At that
time, I was in doubt because I could not foresee the possibilities of that happening. However,
that led me to build an immediate and unconscious wall of denial that blinded me from the fact.
As a result, I neglected that aspect and rendered myself even more vulnerable in the future.
In my immaturity in research, I lacked discipline. Although, weekly meetings with my
supervisor provided accountability and guidance, I still lacked discipline and maturity. It is fair
to state that there were other factors deferring me from my research project. In the initial stages
of my research, I was working and volunteering my time in several other community project. I
also started a project of mine to promote diversity and inclusion in the community by advocating
for equitable and just representation of minority groups in the community. I was drowned with so
much commitments and work to initiate growth and empower my community that I relapsed in
my project.
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With time, it became really difficult to fit my project in my schedule. The little time I had
was not enough to make an effective progress. I had to start afresh every time I revisited my
project. Be it known that my supervisor showed great support, understanding and encouragement
in my time of doubt and fear. Even though I had all the support and resources I needed to engage
with my project, I found it difficult to assess the process and production of my paper. Also, I was
immature to a fault in the sense that my vision, understanding, knowledge and experiences with
the work of liberation was slim and confined.
Nevertheless, my supervisor provided more guidance, clarity and also recommended
some liberation psychology books and authors to study on. Reflecting on my journey so far,
liberation work is intimidating. In other words, it takes a different level of consciousness,
discipline, maturity, guidance, exposure, composure and trust to be able to embark on this
journey or project. Although it took a while to realize or understand that part of my dilemma was
due to my lack of consciousness; however, with my realization, I focused more on
conscientization work.
Furthermore, transcribing all research conversation was a major obstacle. Again, my
research immaturity and lack of proper time management made it even more difficult and
frustrating. With time I responded to the guidance of my supervisor and gained the will to make
progress. I was able to finish my transcriptions and began the next stage of coding. Coding was
really interesting because I shared similar experiences with the men in this project. We had a
deeper connection that went beyond participant and researcher that made it more enlightening
and inspiring to engage with their words.
However, the real task came from my analysis. Although I was excited and enthusiastic
to see the finished product, the real mental work was about to begin. I was way behind schedule
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and the closer I got to completing the phases of this project, the farther it seemed. I knew I was
lacking something but could not identify nor explain what it was. Gradually I developed the fear
of failure and almost gave up when I could not finish my analysis on time. Pushing my project
away made it more difficult for me to understand the support and encouragement of my
supervisor.
I was so excited to get to the finished line, excited for the work and publication but lost
my way to the journey and process. Progressively, I began to shy away even more; it came to the
point that I would do the work in my head and through my imagination but couldn't find the
courage actually to put it on paper. Although I had the support system to make it work, I was
overwhelmed with the disappointment that I let my supervisor and my fellow African men down.
At this point, I was overwhelmed with the fear of failure and did not even realize it. That
unforeseen fear deprived me of accomplishing the goals and tasks of my project on time.
Gradually, through the constant support of my supervisor, close friends and family, I
engaged in self-reflection and reminded myself of the value and responsibility that the research
encompasses. In addition, I was able to regain strength to continue my analysis most especially
because I did not want to disappoint or let my participants down. In my analysis I became more
intimate with my participants. Although I had personal relations and shared similar experiences,
I realized how different our perceptions and understanding were towards describing and
navigating our experiences. That realization was exciting and I had to respect and honor their
experiences accordingly. Furthermore, I reconvened with my supervisor and through my
reflection of the analysis we were able establish a model to showcase the journey and
experiences involve in thriving for African men.
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At this point I started to grow and mature in my project. The night I completed my
analysis, a great burden left my shoulders and at that moment, I realized that my approach was
not ideal. I was so focused on the possibilities and opportunities that I lost control of the journey.
Finally, my supervisors advise and mentoring began to take shape in my work. I started to
acknowledge and embrace my research journey. As I began my results section, I encountered
several difficulties and challenges that frustrated my work and progress.
Although I made progress, I felt stuck in that I was well due to have finished the project
but the finish line seemed far from reach. Sometimes, I would shy away from conversations that
related to my research and was intimidated to speak about my progress even with my supervisor.
The beautiful thing about it all was that she could identify the problem and made endeavors to
connect with me, but at this stage I was devastated by the fear of disappointment. The burden
grew bigger on my shoulders, there were a lot of people depending on me to finish this project; a
lot of people waiting for me to share their stories and acknowledge their experience but I felt
unworthy.
Multiple times I felt like giving up on the project; but this time, I was able to take some
time off to reflect on my journey. It seemed as if I had forgotten my values and the reasons and
experiences that fueled the motivation and idea behind the project in the first place. I had to take
myself away from the project to find my way back into it. Even though it took me a while, even
though I experienced shame in my failure to finish the project on time, I stayed the course and
remained true to myself. I began this project because just like myself, a lot of students including
African men experience a great deal of racialization and violence but little is done to confront or
implement change. The system is so privileged yet flawed and blind in tackling several issues of
oppression and injustice.
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Appendices
Appendix A
Participant Consent form: How black African men thrive as international students
I consent to participate in this research about the thriving and liberation stories of black men who
are international students from Africa and who are dealing with feeling racialized.
I understand that approximately 10 students will be invited to the research.
I understand that the research conversation will be analyzed for key themes to illustrate common
ideas.
I understand that my participation involves completion of an in person conversation with a
researcher that will be recorded for transcription. I understand that all researchers and assistants
sign a confidentiality agreement (Declaration of Non-Disclosure and Confidentiality). The
recording will be destroyed after the transcription and no identifying information will be used in
the final report. I understand that during the report writing a different name will be used each
time a quote is used. In this way, my anonymity is protected. I understand that my transcription
may be further analyzed within the next five years for projects examining international student
experiences.
I understand that my participation may serve as a benefit to me directly through having a
conversation about my experiences in a supportive and engaging environment. I may also benefit
by advancing knowledge about male identified or students of color in general who have
experienced opportunities to thrive or possibilities to change systemic racialization on campus. I
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may also benefit should my contributions influence changes in the academic and campus system.
I may also benefit should my contributions influence changes in the academic and campus
system. I understand that there are no known risks for completing these conversations.
I have read and understood the material about this study in the Information Letter, and
understand that:
1. My participation in the study is entirely voluntary
2. I may discontinue my participation at any time without any adverse consequence;
3. My responses will be kept confidential (except where the researcher is required by law to
report) and no identifying information will be gathered. No one will have access to
individual responses other than the researches.
4. Once all data have been submitted, and identifiers removed, I will no longer have the
opportunity to request that my data be removed from the study;
5. I have freedom not to answer any question included in the research;
6. I understand that my continuing with the study indicates consent. I receive a copy of the
signed and dated consent form
7. I understand that I can contact the UPEI Research Ethics Board at (902) 620-5104, or by
email at reb@upei.ca if I have any concerns about the ethical conduct of this study. This
research has been approved by the UPEI ethics review board file #6007467.

Appendix A
Participant information letter
You are invited to participate in a research project about the thriving experiences of African men
who are students at UPEI by Ohaegbu Ikechukwu Daniel under the supervision of Dr. Colleen
MacQuarrie in the Department of Psychology at the University of Prince Edward Island. This
study is being conducted to fulfill the requirements of Psychology 4900: Honours Thesis. This
research has been approved by the UPEI ethics review board file #6007467.
The aim of this project is to explore the thriving and liberation aspects of individuals who have
experienced racism in the subtle or overt forms. We are interested in also comparing the findings
of this project to experiences in other studies. Presently, there is a need to explore the
understanding and thriving and liberation in cases of racism. As one of approximately 10
participants, you will be asked about your encounters with discrimination, racism and microaggression and will also be asked about several ways you have thrived in/with such situations
surrounding you. You are invited to complete the research conversations with us after which we
will combine your conversation with other participants into a summary report. To ensure
anonymity no one will be identifiable in the written materials. We assure your anonymity when
writing the report, by using discontinuous identities so that a different name appears every time a
quote is used. All researchers and assistants sign a confidentiality agreement (Declaration of
Non-Disclosure and Confidentiality)
Participation in this project will take approximately 45 minutes of your time, and your
participation in the project will pose no harm to you. Ohaegbu Ikechukwu Daniel and his
research supervisor, Dr. Colleen MacQuarrie have a private research room in Duffy room 409 on
the UPEI campus.
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Appendix B
Conversation guide: How black African men thrive as international students
1. How did you come to be studying here at UPEI? (Tell me a little bit about yourself)
a. Where are you from? When did you travel here? How old are you?
2. Have there been any assumptions that you have experienced relating to your identity as a
black man?
a. If yes, what happened and how did you feel and react to the situation?
3. How do you see the difference between coping and thriving? What would thriving here
look like?
4. How has your identity as a black man positively/negatively impacted your confidence on
campus?
a. Able to be a leader on campus? How so/how not?
b. Ever had to rebuild confidence? How?
5. Tell me about your sense of belongingness here (in social gatherings or classrooms)?
a. How were you able to flourish either in class or at social gatherings on campus
among your peers?
b. If yes, at what situations have you experienced belongingness? If no, at what
situation did you experience feeling like an outcast or unwanted?
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c. Explore coping versus thriving as relevant to your experience
6. Have you had to show resilience due to your experiences at UPEI? If yes, how? How
not?
a. What have been your sources of strength and support?
7. Is there anything else you would like to talk about today?

Appendix C
Analysis of individual participants: How Black African men thrive as international students
Participant B
My conversation with B was very enlightening in so many ways. As an African man from
Nigeria, West Africa, he came to UPEI in the summer of 2014 having knowledge about the
university through a recruitment agent that was affiliated to UPEI. His experience coming in to
Canada and UPEI was challenging because he did not have an effective support system here in
the university. Factors such as: being away from home, lack of an effective support system,
cultural and environmental differences all played a role in making life difficult for B here at
UPEI. Moreover, he suffered a devastating loss as well when his mother passed away months
after his arrival in PEI. Furthermore, things were happening so fast and B was face with either
giving up or continuing his journey as a university student. Regardless of the difficulties and
challenges, quitting was not an option as B sought out a positive environment by being around
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the African church and people of his own kind. Soon after that things became a bit easier for him
and he began to adapt to the circumstances and the Canadian way of life. B hasn’t experienced
any assumptions that contradicts his identity as a black man directly but realizes that there is a
sense of skepticism or uncertainty that Canadians have about him or about people of color. So it
takes a while for them to get used to him however, as he was adjusting to their environment, they
were adjusting to him. He had an expectation that he will be welcomed or that coming to Canada
will be welcoming and but the excitement of meeting new people and people from a different
race turned into a disappointment when their reception was uncertain and skeptical towards him.
The classroom dynamics and relationships were challenging for him as well. Especially during
group sessions, He would often feel left out or isolated from the discussions and contributions.
He was given a low grade due to his lack of performance in the group but immediately explained
his case to his professor. According to him, he was lucky that the professor was international as
well, which made it easier for her to understand his situation. He explained that people here are
often not open minded most likely due to the size and the growing state of diversity. Also people
here are not well informed about the Africa or its people. His numerous failed attempts to make
friends with white people drove him to stick to himself, Nigerians and basically not rely on
anyone for anything. Due to his maturity from staying in Canada for over 3 years, he now
understands that being relevant was his own way to survive and thrive in this society. For B
Coping is accommodating the racial experiences and letting it bother you. On the other hand,
thriving is knowing that it exists and not letting it bother you because you have evolved past that
stage. To him, coping comes before thriving in the sense that you need to have coped with a
situation in order for you to thrive. Trying to make white or Canadian friends was really difficult
because they think you want to take from them and have nothing to offer in return. However,
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they neglect you when they see that you have nothing to contribute and in contrast they welcome
you when you are relevant to them. That realization was the turning point of his life and it drove
him to be more vocal and outgoing as a student and individual. His confidence was never
affected because he never felt less of a person and knowing he is a black man even made it better
because he is proud of being black. Also, knowing the perception people had of him as a black
man made it easier for him to use that to his advantage and work harder towards achieving his
goal. With time, he learnt that with being relevant, you have to exercise your confidence in
authority in order not to be taken for granted and to get things done. Being left out of group
works and social gatherings has negatively impacted his confidence because when you thought
they were your friends but don’t include you in their gatherings. His leadership role has not been
affected in any way because he believes being a leader and acquiring a position is politics solely
based on numbers and popularity. However, he was able to become the African student society
president and he believes leading his own people because they can understand themselves better.
Having access to the school amenities and an opportunity to participate is enough to give a sense
of belonging. However, B believes you need to own yourself and create an environment of
belonging for yourself because there is nobody out there that can do it for you. In this case, you
don’t have to depend on anyone for your happiness or success. Most of his bad experiences came
from group projects when people try to him or his intelligence. He has shown resilience by being
relevant, getting more involved, making his presence known and focusing on achieving his goals.
He never really showed resilience at first because he thought he’d come off as rude or offensive
which is a really interesting dynamic to who he was and how much he has grown his confidence
to cope and thrive in this society. His source of strength is money, goal drive, independent,
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ambitious, the Nigerian families he met when he first got here. His motto to be goal oriented,
driven and independent has made it possible for him to thrive in the UPEI community.

Participant C
Participant C is a unique African man, my conversation with him was heartwarming and unique.
I felt and gained a different presence and insight from talking to him. He hails from Nigeria,
West Africa and he chose UPEI because he heard it was a good school and the community was
friendly. I started off our conversation by directing the question of `identity` when based on
previous conversations with other African men. When asked if he identified as black prior to
coming to UPEI, he said ‘when I came here people started looking at me differently asked me
questions about my culture… everyone would stare at me…. I never really knew I was black till
I came to UPEI’ Most African men, C for example, do not Identify as ‘black’ until they come to
UPEI and resume or acquire an identity based on the physical differences they have with the
other or host culture. In church for example, people approached him and his twin asking series of
questions (based on assumptions) and then, he took it as curiosity rather than racism from the
white people at church. In other words, he gained awareness about his physical difference and
acquired an identity ‘black’ when he started living with white people. When people make
assumptions or have downward perception about his country, continent, or physical differences,
C provides them with evidence in order to educate them. I think perception is the key thing for C.
This is because he believes that they have an opposite and negative perception about us that we
don’t have of ourselves. This can stem from misunderstanding or misinterpretation as well. A
major example from our conversation is during basketball games; we are loud when we cheer for
the team, which is how most sports games are and fans should be also, it is part of our culture
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and being as well, we are passionate and enthusiastic most of the time especially sports lovers.
However, we might be loud not aggressive, and if they perceive us as being aggressive because
we are loud then they’ve misinterpreted us immensely. Knowing who C is, the experiences he
shared in our conversation is really difficult to contain. I remember one where he rushed towards
the referee in our game to confront him for a call we thought was biased and the referee tried to
defend himself and said he was scared and threatened for his life. He got suspended the entire
season and our team eventually got the boot from the league. According to C, the other thinks we
are arrogant, aggressive, they think low of us. In the midst of it all C believes they’re not well
educated about black people and the continent of Africa. I was surprised when he also mentioned
that a mutual friend of ours was surprised that we knew American/Canadian songs. Even though
she was surprised C reacted by letting her know that we have access to music and media,
educating their minds and creating that awareness. After talking about his experiences with
assumptions, I asked him how he felt and reacted to it all. He took a moment and told me he had
been spat on previously while playing soccer. I wasn’t present at the time of the incident because
I travelled but as a member of the team and a friend, I heard about it and was fumed with anger
and disappointment. It is insulting to spit on another being, it shows pure hate and it is
distasteful. Football or soccer as it is known here is a contact sport, so C collided with an
opponent (white) and the opponent stood up and spat on him. I like to think that every action has
an originator I don’t know what the origin of the incident may be but the action was distasteful.
Furthermore, a friend of his also told C he would buy him and all this happened in the soccer
pitch. To point it out that the discrimination, prejudice and micro-aggression we experience
especially in soccer is really sad. C was aggressive towards the incident on the soccer pitch ‘I
was like I’m not gonna let this happen to me’ but was held back and consoled by his teammates.
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But the incidents, questions and assumptions in church, he says that he cannot confront that in an
aggressive manner. Rather he will laugh about it and try to educate them more. I was fascinated
when C said, ‘I felt more intimidated when I came here at first’. That was new to me. I never
really thought about it that way. I mean I was curious to know if I was the problem or if I was
doing things wrong because they didn’t or wouldn’t associate with me at first. ‘They made like I
and my friends… feel so little to them’. Just like C, most African men are not aware and have
not experienced racism. And just like him, you feel anger and overwhelmed with the curiosity of
it actually happening. You feel sad and become emotional and I loved when C pointed out that
when most white people try to cloud their mind with not being racist, ‘but when things like this
happen like you see the inner them come out’. I was talking to a professor one day and I told him
that as long as you see me as ‘black’ you would always have a perception or notion behind your
mind no matter how hard you try to subdue it. which is true, because some people may have your
best interest at heart but still see and interact with you based on your condition and a day will
come when they will judge you or react based on that condition or perceptive lens they see you
through. We move on to a different conversation by discussing the differences between coping
and thriving. According to C, coping is when you know there is racism and you are aware that
you can experience it at any time but you keep on living and elevating your mental strength. To
him, thriving means creating the necessary awareness and getting people to know about it and
getting past it. his definition and perception of coping and thriving is different from other African
men because he emphasizes awareness and living past it. however, based on his experiences, I
asked him how he felt he has lived past racism and he said, ‘I’ve surrounded myself with good
friends… with good people… I’ve educated some of the white people wo are less educated about
black people…’ Above it all, he pointed out that he is thriving because we are in a society where
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black people try to interact and associate with white people in different areas and activities. So
that interaction and mixture of black and white and also educating people is important for
thriving. After his elaboration on coping and thriving, I asked him about the impact of his
identity as a black man on his confidence. Positively, he applauds his parents for imprinting selfbelief in him and his siblings. Also, it is ‘mentally imputed in our heads from kids that no matter
the oppression we should always try to stay firm’. The highlight of it all is that his confidence as
a black man comes from his achievements either in school or sports and not being intimidated. In
contrast some of the facilities in the gym was broken and the supervisors confronted just the
black people and told them to stop damaging the facilities. According to C, that ‘brings us down’
and black people are not the only people that use the facility so why confront only one group of
people. Furthermore, ‘knowing like even if we don’t do this just cause we’re black… I don’t
know if it’s cause we’re black… they wouldn’t talk to people who play basketball… dodgeball…
but every time we play soccer that’s the only time they come to talk to us… they’ll be like stop
damaging the facilities’. I have noticed and experienced this behavior in UPEI and it is highly
unfair to international students or African men in general. C also pointed out that anytime black
people gathered in one place ‘we’d have like cops coming to our door telling us to stop partying’
but that wasn’t the case for other students. He has had an RLA search him for drugs in his
friend’s room and the cops as well searched them for drugs. Negative experiences like that
tarnish the image of black men in UPEI and undermine their confidence. C rebuilds and
reinforces his confidence by educating or confronting the situation. With his confidence comes
his sense of belonging. After feeling targeted by a set of people, rules or systems that have been
set up by the university, he faces other challenges in classrooms and in social gatherings. During
exams for example and I share similar experiences too especially during exams. He says; ‘I’m
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sitting with my friends like we are all black people at the back they come they separate us before
the exam starts… I wonder why they would do that cause in front of us we have like all white
people sitting together same style as we are sitting but they separate the black people.’
Personally, I don’t mind being separated from my fellow black man but if you’re going to do so
you have to be consistent with it and not just because you feel two black people sitting together
will do more harm than two white people sitting together. It undermines our image I know I did
really bad in my first year chemistry exam because of that. It happened to me at the gym and the
anxiety and pressure alone threw me off. Nevertheless, he applauds some professors for taking
out time to understand African students ‘just very few occasions where we feel like we are
intimidated or discriminated.’ I asked him if he felt a sense of belongingness with his peers in
classrooms he said ‘white people are also intimidated of the black people… some of the white
students hardly come to talk to black people… they are mostly on their side and we on our
side…’ That is one of the challenges I faced during my first year. It was difficult to interact or
socialize with white people. in social gatherings, he had a negative experience at a party where
he didn’t know the girl he was dancing with had a boyfriend and her boyfriend came ‘and he was
like this party is not for people like you.’ I was stunned and lost for words at that point in our
conversation. His friend went into tears’. C believes the size of PEI and the level of exposure
islanders have may be a factor behind their actions. He doubts the possibility of that happening
in a bigger city where there is more diversity and exposure. From his experiences, he believes
that thriving is relevant when we make awareness, education about the black community a
priority. Personally I think the highlight of our conversation was when he said ‘it’s basically
making sure what happens to me doesn’t happen to the next person.’ On the other hand, coping
is relevant because it makes you aware of your situation and you get the knowledge of the
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existence of racism but at the same time showing perseverance ‘keep your head up and show
them the other way… and like just get past it.’ he had showed resilience by confronting the
situation, educating them and doing the opposite of their expectations, perception and
assumptions. Finally, the source of his strength and support has been his family, religion and
friends.

Participant H
My conversation with participant H lasted for over an hour. For the most part the conversation
guided itself. I believe strongly that at some point we were giving each other insights and trying
to encourage each other on several topics relating to thriving as an African man. The
conversation was so rich in details because H was thorough and passionate about the subject
matter. Also it was an emotional but in-depth conversation too. He came to study in UPEI in the
fall of 2013. His parents were very keen on taking him to the States to study because of the vast
opportunities over there. Along the line, a lady connected his family to UPEI as a safer and more
welcoming option than studying in the States. According to H, ‘the perception that Canada is
safer than the United States in all sense’. So coming into UPEI, he experienced what he describes
as ‘so many assumptions relating to the fact that you’re a black man.’ However, the interesting
part about it all is that H believes that those assumptions are not only based on his blackness but
also the fact that he is a black man from Africa. When participant H distinguished between those
two aspects, it opened up a new chapter of identity and perception for me. Although this may be
a fact to some but to others it is all the same. There is a huge difference in experience, perception
and understanding between a black man from Africa and a black man from somewhere else. The
categorization, generalization and reaction by the other does not seem to distinguish this fact to
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the other, every black man fits the same category. However, as a black man from Africa
participant H founds those assumptions that were directed his was as not only disrespectful but
ridiculous and Ludicrous. While trying to build a relationship with the other, it was surprising
that people would ask him if he lived in hut houses or rode elephants. According to him, ‘I was
shocked that people would think like that…’. Still on the topic of assumptions with H, he states
that ‘anytime people ask me I say I do it for the culture’ stating that he uses his identity or ‘tag’
as an African man in his everyday life. Using that mindset as a mental energy or force to show
resilience and also not to feel inferior. He always strives to present his best self or put himself in
a position to excel so, at the end of the day he can use his success and accomplishments to uplift
his identity. Leading to our conversation about other assumptions, participant H recalled an
experience he had while walking into a field hockey game. Other spectators from the game
started steering at him and there was this uncomfortable stare and whisper by the other.
According to him, ‘it basically seemed like I was an attraction… so everyone was like looking at
me like whispering I felt so uncomfortable and I had to leave’. He goes further to say ‘I’m not
saying those people were racist but like, it’s just something that makes a black…. When you feel
uncomfortable because of your race I feel like that can lead to racism.’ In my opinion, this was
an enlightening moment and also the highlight of our conversation. Racism comes in many ways
and forms and people don’t realize that. For H, feeling uncomfortable under your own skin
because of the reaction of others was dreadful. Even while having conversations with people,
they may start apologizing to you because they think you will become aggressive. This are all
based on their understanding or perception of the reactions and actions of ‘black men’ not the
actual understanding of the person standing or sitting in front of them regardless of color or sex.
Participant H goes on to say ‘I just feel like what people need to understand is like other than the
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fact that how I started by saying yeah I would like to live by my identity everyday as a black
man, they need to also know that we are also human beings too.’ It was a deep conversation and
emotional conversation and at this point I began to think yes we are more than just black people.
Like my thoughts were all over the place. As a man from a ‘third world country’ it is expected of
me to be this narrowed minded and uncivil because yes the ‘third world country is
underdeveloped and lack intellect.’ But to my greatest surprised it is people from the ‘first world
country that act that way’ I began to think of how many African men or international students
must be mentally exhausted from similar experiences. Like this form of misinformation is the
reason the world we know today is what it is. Through my conversations and personal
experiences, I have come to understand that not only me but other African men are passive
towards experiences like this. Some African men don’t actively confront situations like that
initially because they don’t want to be perceived as what they are already perceived as. It’s like
when they actively confront uncomfortable situations, they may be perceived as coming off
aggressive or ‘killing the mood or vibe’ so to avoid that they just go along with the joke and
become passive about it. Participant believes that in this case it can go both ways and according
to him, ‘I just feel like what people need to understand is like other than the fact that how I
started by saying yeah I would like to live by my identity everyday as a black man, they need to
also know that we are also human beings too.’ in contrast, he also states that ‘Sometimes if you
just keep quiet people will realize them... their mistakes themselves. Either way, it also has to
depend on the person or the scenario hypothetically, taking the best possible actions or measures
to ensure your comfort. Based on the actions, differences and implications, there are some days
where he rages over racial situations and there are some days where he tries to use positivity to
overshadow negativity. In other words, putting himself in the best possible situations to thrive.
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Also a statement he made, which I think is a source of strength and resiliency for him is when he
says ‘I wanna be a good example for other black men as well, I wanna be that kind of guy that
black men are like yeah like we should be more like... people call me **** so we'd be like more
like **** the way he's handling the situation we don't need to be as aggressive as they want us to
be’. I believe that is a source of strength for him as a black man to continue to present his best
self. Based on the stereotypes of black men in relationships, H found it difficult to develop a
relationship with a former friend because she felt like he’ll leave her and go back home after
school. H believes they might have made a great couple till date but due to her perception and
stereotyping, it was impossible for them to start or maintain a relationship. H believes it is a
factor to why there are little to no interracial couples in the university specifically dating to men
from Africa. H was a soccer player for UPEI and it didn’t take him long to voice his frustrations
towards the sports program at UPEI. The African men on the team although under informed,
were treated poorly and unfairly. Despite their sacrifices and endeavors on the team, they were
and still have been neglected in so many ways and areas. However, after his second year on the
team, participant H had enough and quit the team while participant C stayed on to complete his
four years with the team. In completing his four years, he mentioned that participant C was not
awarded any form of scholarships or awards and played little to no games for the university.
Even when he approached the director in search of a job, to support himself, he was neglected
and never offered or given one on campus. Instead, he pays the necessary fees to continue his
stay with the team and the university. Moreover, H with his passion to play professional soccer,
showed great resilience and strength by leaving the team to join the Holland college men’s team
where he offered many opportunities and grew as an African man and also a soccer player. This
is not only the story of participants H or C but also the story of other black African men who
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have made efforts to join the sports program in UPEI. I have to say it is shameful, disrespectful
and frustrating. H continues to show his resilience by putting himself in the best possible position
to excel. Because win or lose, he believes his identity will also be the fundamental factor for
judgement. Through our conversation, he also draws strength from the success stories and
experiences of other African men who are his friends and are thriving in their various endeavors.
Through that you can sense a form of growth and empowerment amongst black men. Bringing
them together as a community. Moving on, H states that coping is settling for something,
positive or negative. On the other hand, thriving to him means breaking and moving beyond
those boundaries in other to actualize yourself or fulfill your goal. Through his definition you can
see that H has adapted this model of thriving to actualize his goal of being a professional soccer
player and living in this society. He urges every black person to ‘break past that boundary and be
free… cause if you keep coping… you might decide to stay in your house everyday’. He further
states that by doing that one is ‘being secluded… like you’re hiding… is also known as coping…
but if I want to thrive bro I’d go outside everyday talk to white people like you need to know that
I’m also a human being regardless I’m black’. His confidence has been positively impacted by
his series of engagement with shows on TV that uplift fellow black men like him. Also his
decision projects his identity in the way he dresses and portrays himself. Although he believes
his confidence is still a work in progress, and he continues to work on its growth every day. He
continuously uplifts himself and other people around him for instance his twin brother. H has a
sense of community, which you can tell from our conversation that he always thinks about
himself and his fellow black men as well. He believes that whatever we are doing as black
people, we should always be positive and always strive to represent our best self. He and his
fellow African men have experienced discrimination and unfair treatment while using the gym
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facility in various occasions. He has also experienced some form of discrimination at the kids
camp where he works. But in the midst of it all, he believes it is not totally their fault for exerting
such behaviors, however, the media and their upbringing has a major role to play towards those
behaviors. Also, he believes that there are systems and peoples that are set up in the society to
continuously frustrate the efforts that have been committed to enforce change. According to him,
it is best we keep fighting issues like racism and inequality in order to eventually have the
freedom to thrive. Communication was another point that was brought up in our conversation.
This is also a frustration other African men face that drives some of them towards developing a
Canadian accent just to adjust and fit into their society. H accepts that regardless of every
situation that there has to be a form of adjustment especially in terms of languages and
communication. However, he doesn’t care about the differences rather, he cares and urges the
other to put similar effort into trying to understand him as well. He says ‘It's not their fault that
they can't understand us we're from different places totally but all that I care about is the effort
like I would put in the effort to understand as much as I can... if I'm putting in that same effort I
expect them as well please put... I know maybe we might not be the best of friends but It's life
I'm a human being, you're a human being let there be that same amount of effort put in.’ it’s
frustrating to continuously make efforts to repeat yourself in clarity and the other party is
reluctant in doing the same. Although adjusting to a new environment is always a necessity, H
believes that ‘despite the fact that you still have to adjust you can always thrive.’ He believes that
people have to continuously adjust until they eventually break through and begin to excel.
Although he has white friends, majority of his friends are black and he tries to avoid going to
social gatherings that make him uncomfortable. There are social gatherings where the white
people want to be seen around you and the topic of discussion is centered around you as well.
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I’ve been in those situations too and it is funny to an extent because people may walk up to him
saying oh I know a black person or my uncles’ wife’s brother is from Kenya. The point is the
conversation doesn’t have to be about my physical identity or background. Situations like that
gets tiring for H and he tries as much as possible to avoid those situations and differences.
Basically stating the fact that my identity or origin should not be the point of discussion or
closure all the time. Lastly, his friends, black and white has been his source of strength and
support. Also his resilient mentality to achieve his goal and full potential has been a driving for
him as well. Looking back at history and the liberation of black men from slavery also, looking
to the future to those who may look up to him, H’s mentality to be resilient continues to
strengthen him each day.

Participant E
Participant E is an African man from Lagos, Nigeria. He applied to UPEI in hopes of getting a
straight admission into nursing but got admitted into sciences instead. During our conversation,
he mentioned that the process of admitting international students into the nursing program was
frustrating and challenging. Why after getting all A’s in your results from home, you still come
here and have to go through a one-year science program before being admitted without any
certainty that you may actually be admitted, while students who graduated from high schools
here get a straight admission into the program. That unfair advantage really frustrated him and
now giving him an extra year to spend in the university as well. According to him, nursing is
really challenging and other international students because ‘it is really hard to mingle’ and he
doesn’t really know how to as well. This is because the more you try to know them, they start
calling you names like ‘creep’ etc. and he has experienced that numerous times, which makes it
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difficult for him to establish relationships in UPEI. Moreover, there are only two international
students in his nursing department class (one male, one female). Amidst all the difficulties and
challenges with lectures, communication and relationships, he is proud to be the only male black
student in his department. The challenges he has faced in developing relationships remind me of
a saying ‘You can take someone away from Nigeria but you can’t take Nigeria away from the
person’. The differences in culture came as a surprise to him and caused several dilemmas and
negative experiences towards developing a relationship. When trying to make friends or
associate with host culture, he is often misunderstood and feels different about his situation and
person. Just like other black African men, he has experienced some assumptions relating to his
identity as a black man and his country of origin (NIGERIA). While some of the assumptions
have speared from his interaction in UPEI, he experienced an encounter at his work place that
almost cost him his job, and also that of his friends. According to him, his encounter with his
boss is ‘one of the reason why he tends not to be outspoken anymore’. He was trying to make
friends at his workplace and was easily misunderstood and reported; however, his boss
threatened to dismiss him and his friends (African men) even though they were not part of it. He
felt bad about it and feels bad sometimes that stuffs like that do happen but just like other
African men, he ‘overlooked’ experiences like that, ‘suppressing’ it as past events and moving
on. This form of passive action of ‘overlooking and suppressing’ has been a major pattern and
theme for the African men I’ve spoken to. Just like E said and I’m thinking now that it could/is
similar to those other African men, that coming from Africa, they may have never been exposed
to a white person except from projections from the media and other outlets. Even he admits in
our conversation that ‘he doesn’t know what it feels like to be oppressed by skin color’. So,
basically there is no prior orientation and knowledge on those situations and how to deal with
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them, however exposing young African men to devastating personal, interpersonal, and systemic
oppression. E was really sad about his experience and isolated himself from people including his
friends for a while. In retrospect, when I asked him about his identity as a black man, he says that
he sees himself as who he is but when he came here he had to differentiate himself from the
other races by claiming or accepting the identity of a ‘black man’. Thriving to him is the journey
he is on right now, working towards accomplishing his goals in order to assist and pay his
parents back for the love and support they’ve shown him. Although he gets sick sometimes, he
has to cope with that and encourage himself to overcome those circumstances. He didn’t really
have any definite definition for coping other than coping with the weather and lectures.
Sometimes, he doesn’t think he belongs in the classroom because he doesn’t understand it most
of the time, which makes it boring for him. He labelled his group experience as a ‘funny
experience’. They were asked to choose a group and before he could realize what was going on
everyone already chose themselves and he was the only one left out. It was embarrassing for him
that day because he didn’t want to seem like he was forcing himself into a group of people that
didn’t want him there. From the start of his program he has always been alone and that has been
really challenging for him because he has no one to share problems with or talk to especially
when most people are not even welcoming. He has to deal with the work load alone, which
makes it more difficult than it should be. He had a similar experience with participant D, when a
friend told him to text her and when he did she didn’t reply him. Even when they see each other
in class, she wouldn’t be welcoming. Being a black man in the nursing department has positively
impacted his confidence on campus. Also, having positive feedback from people including the
patients he works with and knowing that he is capable of impacting others and his community
back home when he’s done, gives him better confidence and something to fight for. He has not
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actually felt that his identity has impacted his confidence negatively except for this one
experience with his instructor. He was accused of plagiarism and after explaining things to the
instructor she wasn’t convinced to pardon him. The case was taken to the Dean, which the Dean
understood and requested he was pardoned. After talking to the Dean the instructor refused to
pardon him and gave him a zero instead, which almost made him fail. In contrast, other students
were overlooked when they forgot to bring an important tool to their clinical setting even though
he brought his. It is unfair to see these different standards in treatment and being the only black
male student in that department it makes it even more difficult and challenging of an experience.
He doesn’t feel wanted in the department and even a different clinical instructor told him that it’s
going to be difficult for him in this program most especially because he is black. She told him to
remain focus and do the right thing and at that moment he felt like she was being honest and
transparent to him. He tends to suppress and overlook these feelings and experiences and
according to him ‘life goes on’ and he feels that the nursing department are not welcoming
international students because of their application and intake process. Also, he doesn’t feel like
he belongs in social gatherings as well because when he makes attempt to talk or dance with
people in parties or clubs they run away from him and make him feel like a ‘monster’. He is not
the only one who has experienced such and even when you try to talk they give you names.
When I asked him how he felt about such experiences, he laughed again and said life goes on. I
probed him further and asked how he saw the relevance of coping vs thriving to his experience.
He said that coping has been relevant to his experiences when he reflects on his past experiences
(negative and positive) and works on getting better or doing things better so experiences don’t
repeat themselves. In contrast, thriving is his ability to keep doing better and getting better until
he graduates from UPEI. This is really different from what other African men described to him
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and I was fascinated his drive and mentality. He explained that things were strange to him at first
because he was new to the system and curriculum and the there was no prior or proper
transitioning process. When he explains things like ‘using APA is new to me’ his instructor
would say ‘mistakes are not welcomed in the nursing department’, which to me is harsh. He’s
actually improving in terms of getting to know people, talking more and getting more involved
with groups and teams. Although he is still having troubles with names because he is used to
tribal names. His source of strength has been his parents for sponsoring his education and stay in
Canada, his Nigerian friends support him socially as well, some of his lecturers as well, the
library and help centers have been resourceful. Lastly, his identity as a black man has been a
good strength and support and knowing that he wants to represent his country in a positive
manner everywhere he goes.
Participant D
In the delayed attempt to travel to the US for studies, participant D ended up in UPEI, Canada
where he is currently studying Computer Science. According to him, there is a cultural difference
between Nigeria and Canada and his uncertainty to whether he would be the only black person in
the university made him anxious as well. Coming into a place where he knew no one, people told
him he would have to answer some ‘under-educated questions’. While expecting to experience
those assumptions, it turned out that people here were friendly instead. Due to that aspect, it was
easy for him to make friends but as time went by, he realized that those friends were rather
acquaintances because they wouldn’t invite him to hang out with them. Even when they did, they
would not be expecting him to honor the invitation and when he was present, things were
awkward between them. Nevertheless, he found out he war thriving better and the atmosphere
was transparent and homey when he hung out with his fellow black people. Moreover, he
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experienced those assumptions ‘under-educated questions’ from random drunk guys at his
resident area. The questions did not come as a surprise to him, therefore, making it easier for him
to find the humor in his replies and enjoy the foolery of the moment. He never experienced
assumptions regarding his intellectuality because, whenever he walks into a new environment he
likes to showcase his intellectual prowess and confidence. At first he thought the assumptions
came as random questions but with time, he realized that there was a pattern to the questions
asked and how they were asked. Furthermore, he has experienced several forms of
discrimination in his computer science faculty especially when he reached out to his fellow
classmates for assistance. He would send several messages in need of assistance but would not
get a reply and when he confronted the individuals they would often tell him to send another
message or tell him they were busy. His lingering hope to get assistance from his peers became a
chess of frustration. During our conversation, I realized that there was a pattern to the way
African men were treated especially in areas where they showed weaknesses. According to J, the
reason they never replied his messages or make effort to assist him was because they thought he
didn’t have anything to offer or any input to bring towards the assignment. They thought he
wanted them to do the assignment for him or let him copy from them not knowing that he wanted
help to learn things he didn’t understand. Finally, he got the help he needed for the assignment
through a Nigerian friend who was a year higher than him in the department and understood his
struggles as well. Another interesting aspect to what he considered discrimination was when they
would get good marks but tell him otherwise or lead him on to believe they would help him and
end up disappointing him. This particular individual was top of his class so everyone looked at
him for help and assistance, however D found out that he favored his keen and helped them with
assignments and problems, but wouldn’t help him nor his friends. According to him, coping is
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when you’re managing a situation and thriving is when you’re living above the situation. He
used his computer science experience to exemplify his definitions. For instance, he was coping
with assignments in his first year, trying different things and using a ‘trial by error’ approach
towards his assignments. In summary he was studying harder but not smarter. However, things
changed when his friend explained some problems to him, which push him a step further towards
thriving. Things became clearer and problems became easier to solve. So to him coping is when
you manage the situation and thriving is when you’re aware of everything happening and you
have the keys to survive. ‘Keys to survive’ was a new analogy in all my conversations and I was
curious to know what that meant. According to him, ‘keys to survive’ included; speaking to the
fellow black people that were there before him or ahead of him in the department, understanding
their experiences and working through their strengths. J blames his perception on racism on ‘how
he was trained to think’ because ‘anything that doesn’t go your way coming from the white man’
it’s easily referred to as racism. However, he does not completely agree with such perception but
admits that ‘it’s a form of discrimination done quietly’. When asked to expand more on that, he
made to a class scenario whereby they were asked to pair up in groups and a white student he
asked did not want to be in the same group as him. Earlier on the guy already had said he was in
a group and when the professor asked for students without groups he raised his hand. At this
moment D realized that this guy did not want him to be in his group maybe because he thinks J
would drag the team down or let him do all the work. At this point J fell back to his own people,
and the black students in the class came together and worked on the project together and
emerged with the highest grade for that project. At this point he believes he thrived and he put
himself and his fellow African men in a position whereby the other students would want to work
with them. In this case just like the other participants, they became relevant. Nevertheless, J does
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not entirely blame them for their discriminatory actions because he believes it’s the same
everywhere especially back home where they have different tribes and experience favoritism
based on tribe and class. According to D, his confidence on campus has not really been affected
because after first year a lot of things changed his friend that was a class above him told him that
when you’re a minority in Canada, you are now in a position of advantage. In this case being an
international student, you have a platform to ask more questions and gain more access to your
professor and faculties that can help and guide your experience. In contrast, his identity as a
black man has negatively impacted his confidence in general as well because he has experienced
a feeling of rejection and being unwanted. Feeling unwanted in by a group or rejected when
trying to build a relationship takes a toll on your confidence as an individual. Just like previous
participant B, D sees the cultural differences and with that the objective becomes clearer. His
ability to be a leader is focused more on leading his own people and bringing other cultures
together and showing them that we are all one and united. He admits that some white people are
really open to interact and willing to spend time with him and socialize as well. Furthermore, he
has never had to rebuild his confidence because according to him ‘it was never bashed like that’.
In social gatherings, D feels safer when he goes out with his fellow African men or ‘someone of
the same skin’ especially when a white person invites him. He feels more comfortable with his
own people around because it gives him a warm and homey feeling. In classrooms, he always
tries to exercise his confidence and be more outspoken in class and in conversations as well. An
important point I couldn’t skip about our conversation is when D admits that it takes an active
effort to move from the coping level to thriving because if you let these racial experiences touch
your confidence, you’re going to cope instead of thriving. When you let it get to you, you
become bias and attach everything that happens to you to your experience and end up developing
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a mentality that can break your progress of thriving. According to D, you have to find other
options and put yourself in a position where you’re at an advantage not a disadvantage. D
believes that coping comes before thriving and if you can cope, you’ll be able to thrive. Thriving
entails working smarter instead of harder according to him, which has so much to do with
gathering information about your where you are and what you do or want to do. His source of
strength has been his sister, his curiosity and his ability to be vocal and express himself. In
summary, participant D had a lot of social support or inquired from his fellow black men that
were here before him and that helped transition his experience from coping to thriving.

Participant J
My conversation with participant J was calming and I gathered a lot of essential information
from him that somewhat correlated with that of participant B as well. In our conversation, J
didn’t know what to expect although his parents told him that Canada wasn’t as bad as Germany
or Russia. He also was open towards any experience because his dad told him that Canada is not
his home and he may experience racism however, it is not as bad as other places. He felt
different when he came here because he appeared different. People here were surprised that he
could speak English. Moreover, it was a surprise to Canadians and other people that a man from
Africa could speak English. They had assumptions of what Africa and the people of Africa
without a concrete evidence or understanding of Africa and its people. Most of the assumptions
were as a result of differences in culture. Most times the assumptions come from
misinterpretation of African men and their behaviors. According to J, they are fast to make
assumptions and misinterpret African men rather than just learning our culture. He doesn’t react
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abruptly or immediately to the situation but analysis but analyzes it first and gauges it based on
the approach of the other race towards him. In this case, if the person is open minded or
understanding vs closed minded and jumping into conclusion. For him coping means just trying
to fit in and thriving means trying to excel. At first he was coping when he first came, just
learning the situation and trying to understand why someone reacts the way they do or did. As
time goes by, he began to thrive because he knew what he wanted, he focused more on his goals
and his reason for coming to Canada. Just like participant B, J felt a sense of belonging in areas
where he showed strength and was relevant. He felt like an outcast mostly in class group projects
where he was excluded from the group but showed resilience by talking to the professor and
working on his projects by himself. His source of strength and support has been his parents and
his ambition to succeed in life. also, as a Christian he looks to God as a source of strength to
guide him through the path to success.

Participant K
Participant K hails from the Eastern part of Nigeria, West Africa. He came to UPEI in the
summer of 2013 and graduated with a Sociology degree in 2017. ‘It’s been a very interesting
experience’ K says. He believes that Charlottetown is a very small Island that is making strives
and efforts towards diversifying the community. According to him, he hasn’t really encountered
racism here in PEI because people tend to be polite. He says ‘there might be racist but you know
they won’t well like show it out… they might hide from the fact that… people will judge me in
the society if I tend to be racist towards this person’. It makes a lot of sense to me as to why K
shares that perspective. Normally the island is seen to be a friendly and safe community so
people tend to live up to that expectation even though it may not be totally genuine. His identity
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as a black man draws many attentions especially in classrooms. When I asked if he had
experienced any assumptions based on his identity, he says ‘definitely of course you know due to
the fact that you know as a black man… living in a white society… obviously your attention you
know… you’ll be focused on’. He had this experience mostly in classroom where he found
himself as the only black man in some of his classes; he says, ‘people would want to look at
you… because you’re like the only person different from… the rest of the group’. Due to
situations like that, he felt different from others. his identity as a black man became an identifier
and a main focus to who he is as a person or an individual. Travelling from Nigeria to study in
UPEI, Canada was a new experience for him. He says ‘it was a kind of a new experience to me
you know coming from… a different part of the world’. He admits that the differences in culture
however, lead him to experience culture shock and also the challenges of repeatedly repeating
oneself cause of his accent just for them to understand what he’s saying. It has been the case that
most international students or African men develop the ‘Canadian accent’ just so the host culture
can understand them without them having to repeat themselves several times. K is different in
that case; he prefers to repeat himself until he develops an understanding rather than developing
a Canadian accent. He says ‘I’m not the kind of person you know I like to… stick to my mother
tongue… if you don’t understand what I’m saying I try and repeat myself’. That statement he
made opened up a new chapter of resilience, strength and strong identity. We tend to lose some
of ourselves when we come here in the hopes of fitting into a different culture, community or
environment. I applaud the like of participant K for holding on to their individuality because that
is a major strength on its own. Also, he believes that repeating himself to people has nothing to
do with racism and the people he repeats himself to are not racist as well. He believes people
have to accept the fact that Canada is a diverse country where you can see and meet people from
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various corners of the earth. I tried to reflect on my previous conversation with other African
men based on the topic of assumptions with K and he says; ‘there are people out there that would
have that assumption you know if you’re black you tend to play one sports’. He understands the
basis of those assumptions but haven’t come across or experienced such things on his own. He
believes the community is beginning to accept the black community or diversity in general so
things are becoming better and more open. I was curious to know why his experiences were
different from other African men I conversed with. He says ‘in that aspect you have to be very
careful how to handle people… how to talk to people… especially people from a different
culture’. Which makes a lot of sense, understanding or knowing how to deal or interact with
people from a different culture who share more differences than similarities especially in
physical appearances will be a good start. However, he added ‘in my own case the way I handle
situations like that… I tend to like stay on my own… and sometimes you know mix with my
own group’. In that case isolation and falling back to your own people or kind is a means that has
been adopted by several African men who study in UPEI. Staying by yourself is one way to
avoid facing or experiencing most of some of the racialization that others experience. Also,
staying with your own people or other men from Africa, that way you don’t feel different or
experience racialization. That way you share similar concepts and understanding which makes it
easier. I don’t fully agree with this means because I believe being in another society is an
opportunity to break those discrepancies and differences. An opportunity to break that dived and
awkwardness and develop together. Although the difficulty of it is what may drive people away
but the possibility is hope for a better tomorrow. His definition of coping and thriving were
unique in the sense that the way he conceptualized them was outstanding. He believes that if you
step outside your comfort zone you can make it and begin to thrive. Stepping out of the comfort
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zone for him meant doing the necessary things and striving hard to achieve your goals and
purpose. However, it is not an easy or fast road to take but you would be able to ‘cope
immediately’ before you eventually thrive. The unique thing about his definition of both terms is
that he believes that as a black man from African your mindset and mentality has to be firm.
Your mentality will be a driving force for you to stay, survive and succeed in this society. First,
he believes you need to know where you’re coming from, your goals and purpose and eventually
where you are going to or where you want to be in the nearest future. K believes it’s easy to cope
here in UPEI due to the available assistance provided, the friends that very much become family
and a part of your everyday life that don’t make you feel isolated. In other words, the support
system from friends and different resources makes it easier to cope and eventually thrive. Also
coming and thriving to him work hand in hand and are not really different from the other. I asked
him about the impact of his identity to his confidence and for him, his perception of people and
the support system he has set up for himself gives him confident. He says ‘I’m a very reserved
person… I trust people until they prove me wrong… I see myself like everyone else… I see
everyone as you know one global citizen’. Also, ‘a black man… like me coming... like thousands
of miles all the way from Africa down... to the North American Society that's a... that's a very
huge ehmm accomplishment for myself first of all you know and getting you know an under...
you know and... getting a degree from a Canadian University too that’s... that's a very huge
accomplishment’. That’s a huge step and a different way of thinking that gives him and his
fellow African men confidence to succeed in this society. He says that as a minority in this
society, dis success and that of other African men serves as a pool of motivation for him to
continue to do more for himself. When asked if he felt a sense of belonging he mentioned being
left out especially during group works and presentations in class. he says ‘there will be a time
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whereby the prof. would be like okay make a random group… you’d have to wait after this set of
people and if there’s anyone left… you’d be like the last person to stick in, in the group’. K and
other African men I had conversations with have shared similar frustrations and disappointments
pertaining this same issue. It is a really bad and difficult thing to experience. Feeling unwanted
or not good enough to be a part of something is not fair to anyone. K experienced feeling
‘depressed’, ‘marginalized’, unwanted ‘not accepted in the society’, which is really bad. He says
‘you feel ohh I wish the professor created the group… instead of saying select your own group’.
I feel this is a major aspect professor especially should look into because as a third and fourth
year student, African men may have been used to this experience and maybe figure out a way to
handle or overcome it. But such experience may be overwhelmingly sad for a first and second
year student from Africa. I say this because most African men I spoke to indicated their first two
years to be the most challenging to handle. Coping and thriving has been relevant to his
experiences in the sense that while coping though a difficult situation getting a ‘a helping hand’
and an efficient support system will enable you to cope through those difficult situations or
struggles. Lastly, his source of strength and support has been his belief in God, ‘understanding
the fact that life could be worse’, being grateful, staying positive, goal, purpose, and his support
system to me has been a resourceful tool towards his experiences here at UPEI.

Participant M
My conversation with participant M was sincerely different from the rest of the conversation. His
way of reasoning, perceptions and understanding of his experiences was unique. He uses several
analogies, examples and abstract scenarios to share his experiences with me. Overall, it was a
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lovely and interesting conversation. As a black man from Nigeria West Africa, M believes that
we really don’t know or experience racism because we are not affected by it in. Even watching
through the media, the white people are portrayed in a positive light and blacks in a negative
light. So, racism does not always come to mind when coming into this society. Coming to UPEI
was a big culture shock for M. According to him, he based his ideas and knowledge of a western
society and also college through watching several movies. But was mostly disappointed when
things did not go as he envisioned in those movies. Some of his initial challenges were as a result
of understanding how things and people work or function in this society. After some failed
deadlines, he later got help from his professor who explained how the academic system works in
UPEI. Nevertheless, based on previous examples given by other African men, I changed the
perspective of the conversation on assumptions. I find that this was a fault of mine mostly when I
was challenged with new information or a different perspective of a similar conversation.
However, stirring him towards a path of assumptions with other African men to see if he had
similar experiences created a spark in him that opened up a whole new conversation and
experience. There was a spark when I brought gave those examples and he immediately started
sharing his experiences with me. From the first experience he shared, which was a lot similar to
mine in terms of the other, undermining civilization and knowledge in Africa. from an innocent
point of view, but with so much confidence from the other, we could see that there is a gap in
awareness of knowledge and communication. This is because, the other makes bold statements
or has a wide imagination or perception of a black man from Africa and Africa in general
without any prior knowledge, affirmation or confirmation. They just talk because they can and
not even trying to reason before they do or ask questions. They don’t talk to listen or learn they
just talk because they think they know. They talk based on general assumptions. Through our
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conversation on assumptions and his reactions towards them, I realized that some African men
like M are passive towards such experiences. According to M ‘like some crazy stuff they be
saying sometimes… we would take it as a joke…’ Stating that he knows that it’s more of their
perception of him and not just a joke. Similar to participant H, M is passive about his experience
because ‘you can’t let something like that get to you’. The act of being passive towards such
experiences is because black men like M don’t want to fall into those stereotypes and
assumptions. I believe some African men including myself are conflicted by such experiences
and similar predicaments. We have to also strive to put out or showcase our best selves. So in
that way making endeavors to re-write the narratives and perception they have of us. That way,
being passive to such experiences so we don’t come up as aggressive or too sensitive or fall
under those racial stereotypes or assumptions. According to M, coping is being passive towards
those experiences and letting things go without confronting them. While thriving is the ability to
confront that situation. In other words, understanding the situation, knowing when and how to
react to those situations and educating the other involved by communicating and teaching them.
In regards to his confidence, I believe representation is one of his key components for thriving.
M believes that representation is key to rewriting the narratives or changing the perception they
have of him as a black man from Africa. It is not always about him portraying his best self, but
also about show casing his culture and using several events or platforms to better represent
himself and change the narratives. I believe that this is a tool towards resilience and thriving.
Having that strength to always use your tradition to educate them and showcase a different side
that they are not familiar with. `It is exhausting and a lot of work being black in the society’ –
Jarrod Carmichael. An African man is more likely to experience racism, prejudice, stereotyping
in a competitive environment. M points out that the UPEI is quite inclusive and fair in their
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administration; however, in a competitive environment especially in the athletics department
things can be unfair. He rebuilds his confidence by using his platform as a creative to change the
narratives of his identity from negative to positive. Using his ability to create events and designs
to showcase the fine parts of being black or coming from Africa. He used to feel left out in social
gatherings and in classrooms because at first he didn’t have any friends or know anyone. With
time, he started coping by creating his own events and social gatherings to attract several people
together and build relationships and understanding. Also, he became active on campus by getting
involved with the African society, international student’s society so he can feel included or be a
part of something. On the other hand, he’s thrived with those situations in classrooms and social
gathering by making effort to actively try to know and learn about other people and their
cultures. Also, showing them his own culture as well to build a better understanding and be seen
differently other than a black man from Africa. Representation is a key component towards the
journey of thriving. According to M, ‘t’s necessary for us to also... for us to also thrive... that’s
why it’s necessary for us to also have events where we talk about our culture. It’s necessary for
us to wear it on our... on our bodies like it's necessary for us to you know for us to show the
world who we are through how we live how we represent ourselves’. I see it as taking charge of
the identity and using it as a strength and a step up instead of a step down that it was originally
meant for. Also, acknowledging the value of that identity is not is not just about thriving but
about showing resilience. He pointed out that the issue of perception and assumptions go both
ways. We have a certain form of expectation because of media representation, the curriculum
and the narrative we’ve come to know. With that knowledge comes a lot of conflict especially
when you finally come to study in a Western society. According to M ‘understanding our culture
better helps us understand you know... helps us move forward rather than...’ His source of
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strength and support has been his family and his girlfriend’s family. Also, his mentality and
belief to always do and be better has served as a strength for him as well. Lastly, he said ‘when I
came here I felt like I knew a lot of things… until someone came by and made me understand
that omo I don’t know anything’. Simply stating that with the aid of a friend or acquaintance he
has a better understanding to continue striving to be the best.

Participant P
Participant P moved to PEI in the summer of 2017 from Montreal. We first met when I was
setting up for the KAIROS Blanket Exercise at UPEI. He saw me setting up and walked up to me
to ask for directions and after that we had a little chat. I told him about my project and he was
really excited for me and passionate to contribute even though it was his early days as a UPEI
student. According to P, his intentions for coming to PEI was to minister the word of God
however, he decided to also use the opportunity to study at the university as well. He has high
praises for the university and the province in general but doesn’t fail to notice the challenges and
difficulties in communication between the blacks and the whites. He realizes that there are series
of preconceptions that white people on the island (UPEI) have of black people. Those
assumptions make relationships and communication more challenging than it seems. Due to
those challenges, he relates the preconceived notions white people have of black people to the
inferiority complex that rises amongst black people. In this case, saying that black people
perceive themselves as inferior to the white. Furthermore, this inferiority complex is also as a
result of world views. The perception that white people are more knowledgeable, creative and
successful than black people and that drives us to think that the system works against us and we
need to put in more work than they do to get to where they are. Furthermore, he explains that
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white people are not really open towards developing a friendship or relationship with black
people because they believe that black people have an ulterior motive or something to benefit
and nothing to offer. Because of the negative perception they have of black people it is often
difficult to develop rapport or a relationship with them. Nevertheless, he also says that racism
and discrimination is not that bad here in PEI compared to bigger cities. Moreover, racism is not
just classified under violent actions but the differences in culture also plays a major role. Stating
that the cultural differences plays a major role in terms of relationships and discrimination. P
explains further that the word assumptions basically comes from the preconceived notions and
ideas people have. So as to say that those assumptions come from somewhere and are not just
made up, however, it is difficult for you to get it off or see someone in a different light when you
have an assumption about them. There are people that are one minded and their character and
ideals are influenced heavily by those assumptions so until proven otherwise, a relationship will
be difficult. As the conversation continues, he talks more about his experiences of discrimination
in his work place in Montreal, which is similar to my experiences working here in PEI. Just like
previous African men, P is not highly affected by the assumption because he is here on a mission
‘to make impact’. He does not care about all the negatives instead, he focuses on rewriting the
narratives by making his presence known and talking to people. His focus and drive towards his
goals also makes it easier for him and according to him, the assumptions or perception of him
(black) being bad may be there, but it is not who he is, so he does not ‘picture’ himself that way.
It was really enlightening and powerful for him to say that because in a way that creates a new
identity and self-belief for him and give him more energy and drive to pursue his goal and make
an impact. When I asked him the differences between coping and thriving, his response was not
so similar to previous conversations. According to him, coping is when ‘you feel that these
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things (racism, discrimination) are there and it is normal’, there is nothing you can do about it
you just have to endure it and go on. His definition of coping was really interesting because it
ties into a notion that we Africans are passive about our racial experiences. Either because we
think it’s not as bad as it could be or we just have this ‘by any means necessary’ mentality
whereby we just focus on our goals and achievements. On the other hand, thriving which he
referred to as ‘striving’ at first was/is the ability to ignore those negative experiences or barriers
around you. Furthermore, he went on to say that thriving is realizing the barriers and breaking
through them in order to pass through and excel. The fascinating thing about our discussion on
thriving was that while defining thriving, I noticed through his analogies that his ideologies on
thriving, focused on independency. Basically ‘it is your responsibility’ as an individual to do
what you have to do, ‘by any means necessary’ to thrive and no one is going to do that for you.
While coping is that, you know these things are there but you can’t do anything about it you just
have to go on with life. it took me a while to sink with his definition but I could not stop thinking
of feeling powerless when coping with something and not being able to confront it. in contrast,
his idea on coping and thriving was different from the others in the sense that coping and
thriving both work hand in hand. He believes that they work hand in hand because of the ‘effort’
you put in. for instance, putting in effort and making time to study and pass in school in order to
graduate (thriving), while coping with the huge amount of fees necessary to stay in school and to
remain in Canada. His confidence has never really been shaken or impacted in any way because
he knows his purpose. He doesn’t listen to or care about what people say about him or perception
people have of him because he has his own agenda and identity of who he is and wants to
become. Moreover, I was intrigued when he said that being is an ‘opportunity’ for him to change
their perception of him and his kind from negative to positive and that is a goal of his. When
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asked if it has negatively impacted his confidence on campus, he said yes, during his first days
on the island he was intimidated by how active and sharp white people were in class. Also, he
had a preconception that ‘white people are better than black people’ and that had an impact on
his confidence as well. But with time, he began to regain confidence by challenging, believing in
himself and doing the necessary things to succeed. Furthermore, his professor played a
significant role towards rebuilding his confidence. When he noticed he was not doing well in
class, he immediately approached his physics professor who took out time to talk and encourage
him. That was the turning point in regaining confidence because he felt that, if a professor can
take out time to be nice and encouraging towards him, then it shouldn’t be so difficult to mingle
with the rest of the class. in this case, he didn’t feel inferior but saw himself as equal to his peers.
Moreover, it was difficult for him to feel a sense of belonging with his peers because he didn’t
know how to approach them and was scared they wouldn’t understand him. But after speaking to
his professor, he felt welcomed and a sense of belongingness as well. Listening to our
conversation on belongingness in social gatherings I realized that most of his fears or worries for
not belonging was correlating with cultural differences. For instance, he felt he didn’t belong
because the way they do certain things is not the same way he does certain things and he didn’t
want to be judged or laughed at for doing things his own way. He flourished through self-belief
and transparency. Staying through to himself, identity and not trying to imitate the host culture.
With time he began to make adjustments and understand that their way of life is not so different
after all. He hasn’t really experienced any feeling of being unwanted or being an outcast which is
a new development when compared to my previous conversations with other African men. The
relevance of coping and thriving for P was centered around Patience, purpose and determination.
He described coping again as just moving on despite the circumstances. On the other hand,
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thriving as gathering the necessary tools needed or required to assist and continue your journey
to the end. Lastly, God has been his primary source of strength and support, followed by his
‘potential’ and rive to accomplish his goals and make a significant impact in the society.

Participant O
Participant O is a good friend of mine from Nigeria, West Africa. His mother loved the idea of
him studying in UPEI because it is a small and affordable university. According to O, his
experiences here has been wonderful especially coming from a country like Nigeria, where ‘we
have frequently been told has more opportunities than our own country… Nigeria’ he says. He
was eager to meet the expectations and begin his journey in a Western Society. He says ‘I was
eager to receive quality education for one and also access to different opportunities that will
make myself and my family better off than where we were when I left Nigeria’. This shows that
men from Africa who come here to study have a higher regard and expectation for a better life. O
says, ‘yes the experience has been okay especially if you compare it with… even if you compare
certain aspects of life in Nigeria and other aspects of life in Canada… you’ll find that Canada is
miles ahead. His response after I asked about experiencing assumptions relating to his identity as
a black man changed the direction and perception of my analysis. He says ‘Well you never
know… You’re never… at least I’ll speak for myself…I wasn’t aware I was black until I got to
UPEI’. The reason behind this is that coming from Nigeria, you’re surrounded with people who
look and sound like you. People who share common similarities and backgrounds as yourself. In
other words, O says ‘I never looked at myself as a black person or a black man in Nigeria, I
looked at myself as Igbo and then a Nigerian’. You carry a different identity and persona that
immediately changes, becomes new and feels more inferior when you get to UPEI. When you
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come to this society as a black man from Africa, you realize that the people living here who have
no knowledge about you already have a perception or narrative about you based on your physical
characteristics. O says ‘But when I got here… I quickly realized that… people considered me as
black so I had to embrace that identity especially considering… how black people in history have
been subjugated in many ways.’ I concur with participant O but African men are different and
they react or embrace this new and given identity in different ways. One-way O dealt or reacted
to this new found identity was to embrace it. he says ‘I embraced the identity of…. Black
empowerment, black pride in the words of Nina Simone young gifted and black.’ The identity
black just like O mentioned earlier in our conversation has been subdued, enslaved and
disempowered through time and history. However, it takes a lot of mental awareness capacity,
community and support for one to de-colonize themselves or find strength in that identity. No
wonder most African men feel inferior when they come here and are exposed to that identity
‘BLACK’ they know less or nothing about. O says ‘Well it doesn't take a lot for you to find what
those assumptions are... or you need to go... all *chuckles* you need to do is go online... on
google just type in a random search of black stereotypes or ehmm watch emm videos of ehhm
police killing unarmed black people and... and you see those assumptions so emm basically it's
the notion that black people are in some way inferior to white people... Be it emm especially in
emm areas of ehmm emotional control and intelligence...’ This stems from an already existing
narrative about the black man that is in reality different from the black man from Africa. It
reminds me of ‘The facts of blackness’ by Frantz Fanon and O also made an analogy of it while
talking about sense of belongingness in social gatherings. He says “you know in social
gatherings especially in parties ehmm you find… you know there’s a little bit of awkwardness…
you don’t know how to… there’s perhaps… obviously there might be more than two things in
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play but I’ll point out two things…. How you are expected to act, how you want to act, … I
should add a third factor… laughs how you actually act.” Nevertheless, O tried to flip the scripts
when he embraced that identity; he says ‘just trying to flip the script you know where people
expect you to answer with anger or violence or stupidity you try to be wise and you try to be
calm and you try to be composed… so yes I did not realize I was black until I got to UPEI.’ Bold
and compelling words from O. I believe that when O embraced his identity as a black man here
in UPEI, he drew strength and inspiration from world leaders and renowned activists who share
similar physical appearances like him. He uses Barack Obama for example ‘Barack Obama was
a big inspiration for me because… in my mind he was the idea black person… because he defied
the odds by becoming the first black president of America… and you know not just a token
president he was very eloquent, he was very charming, very charismatic and I wanted to project
the same amount of charisma, charm, and intelligence he possessed. Through our conversation so
far I realized that even though the African men I had conversations with had similar experiences,
their understanding of those experiences, perceptions and reaction towards those experiences
were different. However, O perceived that the assumptions were generalized based on the
perception the other may have of the identity black. Still on the topic of assumptions he says
‘well you don’t know these things you know… your question requires me to enter into the mind
of a white Canadian student.’ Amongst his peers, O felt and saw himself as equal; however, the
exception was in situations of authority or power whereby, a staff used his platform at the gym to
exercise power and dominance over him and other African men. he summarized the judgement
of the staff members as a ‘very fallacious generalization which is that we resulted to violence
when we did not, which is that somebody's projection of us as being ehmm intimidating is true’.
Sad but true an incident as such happened and still happens often in UPEI. Most international
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students or perhaps black men from Africa feel powerless because they believe they don’t have a
proper platform to speak and nothing can be done in their favor as well. If not for his guidance,
the coming together of other African men and the staff members of the student affairs, we
wouldn’t have gotten a fair hearing and the entire situation would be swept under the carpet. In
addition, O states that the incident is one of a few and not many; he says “ it’s one of very few…
a hand full because as you know these things don’t come out overtly you know people don't go
around calling you names or racial epithets... they... they keep it inside and... and then you
know... it comes out in a very institutional way.” As a black man in a white society, you’re
exposed to certain prejudice that counts as limit situations. Applying for a job for instance, is
common among all but the likelihood of a man from Africa getting that job is limited compared
to a white man applying for the same job. Also, based on the international students O is familiar
with, he believes that there is a likelihood of a black international student getting hired as a
cleaner during the summer than getting hired at the front desk of the gym. This is something I am
familiar with from my own experience and also from interacting with other international students
or black men from Africa. Other international students go as far as whitening their names on
their resumes when applying for a job. This has become the reality of most international students
in UPEI and when I asked O how he reacts to situations like that he said ‘You see *scoffs*
racism is about power... there's nothing I can do... I don't have my own... I don't have my own
shop... I don't have my own gym... to higher myself... so when that happens what can you do...
you can only shake your head and move on... and ehmm you try to... present your best self... that
might be... involve... that might involve... being a honest, intelligent, truthful, genuine, black
person... or that might involve imitating... you know trying to whiten yourself whiten your
accent, whiten your circle of friends, *laughs* I don't know whiten your skin... whatever it
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takes... some people go to such extent just to you know fit into… the dominant culture… the
dominant narrative.’ In one way or the other, you have to figure out a way to adapt and cope with
the society even if it means taking several measures as O has mentioned above in order to
achieve a goal. Another form of institutional racism O pointed out during our conversation was
the academic sector of UPEI. He believes that UPEI has a driving motor that preaches diversity
but isn’t sure they live up to that expectation. He also believes that if we were in a much larger
university like the university of Toronto for example, we would be more active ‘in sighting and
speaking up against things like institutional racism’. He used plagiarism amongst international
students especially those he is friends with as an example. His point is that most international
students are not well groomed in their home countries and institutes on plagiarism ‘they don’t
understand how it works’ for example and when they come here and commit such academic
offence they are punished severely without reason. He says ‘So that... that is something I think
many professors overlook like why are international students more likely to fall into this
offence.... and I think ehmm you know some of them really *laughs* they don't care you know...
It's just... they feel you're intentionally doing this and it's not from an error.’ I believe his cry is
not to stop the punishment but to look at the root cause and figure or develop an approach to
confront it rather than just punishing, discriminating and generalizing every international student.
He believes cases like that are not substantial enough to be seen as racism but the truth of the
matter lies in the outcome of the situation. He says “it will be very you know... we'd be watering
down racism to call that racism but all those small things were you find like a group of students
who share a particular origin making a very similar mistake or committing a similar offence. I
think the... our school does not do enough to look into the root cause instead they resort into
stereotypes you know and pointing fingers that it must be the Nigerians, it must be the people
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from the West Indies, it must be ehhm those black Americans. In fact they don't even have the
time to.. to clump you into such groups... they just say it must be the black people... yeah so...
yeah that's something.” participant C, an African man who I had the privilege to talk to pointed
this out in our conversation as well. African men sitting together in an exam hall is seen and
treated more like a offence or a possibility of malpractice than two white students sitting
together. It may have been the case for any student black or white but the attention that we get in
matters like that is really insulting and degrading to our image. Nevertheless, O believes that in
order to be able to thrive in such situations, one must be able to cope. According to him, coping
‘might entail conforming to the system… so kind of bending yourself to what is the dominant
culture’. On the other hand, thriving is ‘going beyond adapting and then using the tools available
to you by your society… or be it the university to achieve the goal… to achieve what you have
defined as happiness in life.’ The overall goal for coming to Canada for him is to succeed and
gain a better life for him, his friends and family. However, to get there he believes he ‘should be
able to find a way to… use the tools around’ him to achieve that goal. He says ‘I think the goal
for... for... for me personally is to eventually thrive you know. Look at my environment, look at
what is being thrown at me, look at what I'm throwing out at my environment.’ Moreover, he
believes that ‘if for any reason your society does not dispense those tools to you, then something
is wrong especially when they are made available to other people.’ So far, his confidence has
been positively impacted because he has continuously projected his role models and relied used
their strengths and achievements to gain confidence and morale. Moreover, when asked if his
identity has positively impacted his confidence, he jokingly said ‘it has… there are only a few of
us’. Furthermore, he makes reference to the responsibility that he shoulders just by being a black
man on campus. He says ‘when you realize that... you are supposed to be an encyclopedia about
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Africa or you're supposed to have.... enormous amount of African history in you... because when
there's a question about racism in class somehow, somebody's eyes is shifting to you to see what
you'll say... or your professor is having... is expecting you to have an interesting input about I
don't know...the life of Malcolm X, even if really you don't care about these things, you'll
somehow... you feel... the responsibility to always put your best foot forward.’ That
responsibility is a force that pushes him into continuous progression. It motivates him to work
harder than others and use his platform to uplift his identity and also create a better image or
narrative for himself and that of his fellow African men. in contrast, his identity has negatively
impacted his confidence. According to him, ‘it causes you to ask a lot of questions...’ making
reference to his limit situations especially in the academic field. For instance, not having equal
access to scholarships, making him question or find faults in his identity. On the other hand it has
favored him but he questions the integrity out of curiosity of the qualifications or requirements.
He says ‘I'm going to say this ehmm in addition that some of these things have worked out for
me you know.. some of them very competitive but still… I got whatever scholarship or
aw...award I applied for who... like one can say ohh maybe they just needed a black person
there... *laughs* Maybe they needed a black face who knows’. Towards a leadership role, his
confidence has been more positive than negative. According to him, ‘Umm more positive than
anything else... it... it helps you because in a way you're considered an... an authority *chuckles*
on issues that emm concerns black people when in fact that might not be the truth *laughs*’.
With all his experiences, rebuilding his confidence has been a continuous work in progress.
According to him, you know confidence is not... is not a... it's not a point you get to and say oh
I'm confident you know some days it's... up other days it's down... Sometimes you don't even
think of it as a matter of race.. like you don't you know put race in the equation when you're
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thinking about your confidence so I... I think it's a... it's a work in progress.’ He feels a sense of
belongingness in classroom and according to him goes there with ‘a lot of enthusiasm to learn’.
But in social gatherings as spoken earlier there is a form of awkwardness that goes with
interacting with the other. However, in terms of flourishing in the UPEI environment, O says, ‘I
know we've said this many times but you know me you know everything that happened to me... I
was able to graduate... I graduated with the ehmmm... the... the thing I wanted to do... I achieved
what I wanted to do and I'm boom.’. he regards some of his experiences ads mere differences in
individuals or politics and not necessarily racism. He has shown resilience by not giving up or
surrendering to his limit situations. Also, by continuously gaining inspiration from previous
black men who have thrived as world leaders or figures in our society. O has drawn strength
from his family in Nigeria, his friends that support him and also the people he considers good
people he has met here in UPEI. O makes several remarks that summarizes most African men
mentality here in UPEI he says ‘I know what I'm here for *chuckles* I know what I'm not here to
be liked or be loved I'm here to get an education I'm here to succeed I'm here to make a better life
for my family, my friends, and I'm here to make a better life for myself... So if you don't like me
there's no problem I don't like you too... and then as long as you're not interfering with the supply
of the tools I need to achieve my goal I have zero problems with you.’ That is the case for most
African men who despite all their experiences are focus on achieving their goals and purpose.
For them, at the end of the day this is not their home and there is little to no reason to fight for a
place here. However, they are here for a purpose and despite any limit situations, the goal at the
end of the day is to acquire the necessary tools to do so. Lastly O says, ‘You meet absolutely
fantastic white people who are knowledgeable, who are willing to supply resources to... to you
know support you in becoming your best self so when you see those people who are not you
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know quick to ask you if the.. if you've fought with a lion or if you ride elephants or how you
learnt to speak English, like when you encounter this people who are genuinely interested and
genuinely want to you know help your progress and your ... your success you are... you are
elated in some way and it serves as fuel because you know that perhaps what you're doing might
be the right thing and you keep going.’ I can testify that in my time here at UPEI, I have come
across a handful of people who have shaped and bettered my experience here in UPEI.

Participant R
Participant R is an international student from Senegal, West Africa. Although born in France, R
has lived most of his life in Senegal. He came to UPEI because he wanted to get away from his
family and ‘just learn to be responsible’. He was younger and excited to come to the island for
his studies because the islands then meant a tropical place and seemed a lot of fun. He doesn’t
regret his decision because PEI is a ‘safe place’ and he found himself in bigger cities, it would be
difficult for him to focus or stay out of trouble. R is rounding up his program at UPEI next year.
Initially when he arrived Canada, people were nice and helpful towards him, but he ‘didn’t really
have any problems… until he came here.’ His frustration and struggles started when he joined
the soccer team. According to R, in the soccer team here in UPEI, they favor the islanders and
then people from other places first before considering the African players no matter how good
they were at that point. He has been in the university for five years and in all those years he only
got to play in three games and he only got to play because the coach didn’t have other options.
From what he has heard from other players, there is a lot of politics in the soccer program and
team in UPEI. The parents of some players on the team are sponsoring the team or their parents
have big names and are influential on the island. So, their children are most likely to make the
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team. R and the other international students on the team show great work ethic and dedication
but despite all their effort, the coach overlooks them the entire season. R “still doesn’t
understand why” and when he confronts the coach, ‘he tells me the same excuses… like you just
need to work on your physical… you need to work on your strength…’ R is frustrated that the
coach has been giving him the same reasons every year as to why he doesn’t play him. Even
when you look at professional players like ‘Xavi, Iniesta, Messi. those people are not strong…
it’s all about how smart you are when you’re with the ball and what you can do when you’re
with the ball’ R says. Stating that those are mere excuses used by the coach to continuously
exclude him from the squad. During practice, the African men including R are selected into team
B and the coach’s favorites are assembled into team A. There are several cases where team B
dominates team A in practice but during game day, the squad remains the same. ‘No matter how
bad team A plays in practice… this weekend come is team A that is going to represent UPEI…
which sucks but you know nobody listens to us... nobody cares about us…’ this was really
touching for me at this point because I could hear the frustration in his voice and that of other
African men on the team. The neglect African men face in the soccer varsity team in UPEI is
sincerely unfair and unbearable. African men are not given the opportunity or platform to prove
themselves even they are better or work harder than the other guys on the team. Although this is
frustrating for him and other African men, I was empowered by his strength and resilience when
he said ‘Am still on my final year… I’m still gonna come back and play…. This time I’m gonna
go talk to the coach and let him know how I feel about it…’ The thing I find most fascinating
even outside our conversation because I know what it’s like for them on that team. Amidst all the
discrimination and racialization, African men never quit the team, they keep going back until
they see it through. Just a couple I know that instead of quitting, they went on to seek other
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playing opportunities in other institutes and colleges and ended up being more successful. ‘I feel
if we were white and we were from here we would play but we are not white and we are not
from here so there was no way’ says R. Basically they would have to fight their way in and put
way more effort than the others and even at that it was still tough and impossible to play. The
team is divided and hardly together. In that case it is even more difficult for African men to feel
included in the team. This year, R recalled that there was a German player who played this year
he says ‘he was mostly with us but then the other guys were more welcoming towards him than
us’. They went as far as creating a different group chat from the normal team group chat so they
could invite him to their parties and not the African men. ‘he tells ohh yeah he went to the rookie
party the guys told him to come to the rookie party and I and the other black people... we are
like… wow we never heard about it… how did you know... he was like the group chat.’
Although they don’t try to make it a big deal, it hurts to be excluded from a team event by your
own teammates and he says, ‘what can we do… there’s nothing we can do.’ Even though R
shows resilience by continuously going back to the team and seeking an opportunity to play,
there is still that lingering frustration and helplessness to continuously endure all that experience
and keep it moving. R has also experienced several assumptions from the other. They think he’s
not smart and not doing well in school because he is spending a longer time in school than
others. When he explained his reason to me being that he is majoring in three different courses,
which takes longer than the average students major, which is one. Also, ‘they think we (African
men) don’t have the means to be here… they assume that we don’t live in nice places…’ They
are often surprised when they see or learn the opposite and you can’t blame most of them
because they don’t know and are not exposed enough to see or think differently. He perceives his
experiences and challenges as an ‘obstacle that is gonna make me stronger that is gonna make
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me who I am today.’ He believes that if he can go through that and not let the difficulties break
him or stop him from achieving his goal, he will always be a step ahead. I find that most African
men share this same mentality. This is their own way of showing mental resilience and
perseverance towards past, present and future experiences. He says ‘it’s their country… I’m the
one that came here… there’s not much I can do… it’s either go back home or stay here…’
Eventually, most African men stay here and through their experiences, word hard and develop
ways to adapt to the society. According to R, coping means ‘not letting those things get to me
and just going with the flow’. He is coping with the issues in the soccer team by not quitting the
team ‘I never quit the team… I get to train.’ Also, using that platform and opportunity to better
his skills and himself. On the other hand, R says ‘thriving is me going to practice every day and
not giving up… and when I get the chance to prove myself in the summer or in the winter I prove
myself.’ So instead of quitting, using the opportunity to better himself so he can be proving
himself in other leagues. Those assumptions they make and the perceptions they have are
degrading, but he uses them as a reference to work harder so he can prove to them that their
behaviors, assumptions and perceptions are wrong. Another issue African men face on the soccer
team is the number of international students that are required to play. R also raises this issue in
our conversation. He was told that only three international students are allowed to be on the team
or soccer program but then when you look at other institutes or colleges, they mostly have
foreign or international players playing for them. As if that is not enough, the African men on the
team are not given any form of scholarships even though the rest of the team playing or not all
have some sort of scholarships. R and other African men don’t receive any benefits and instead
are required to pay more because they are international students. That drove a couple of African
men to seek enrollment into other institutions and colleges where they enjoyed several benefits
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and scholarships. All these incidents have impacted his confidence woefully as he says
‘sometimes I feel like giving up but then… the way I was raised it’s just another obstacle… you
don’t let things get to you.’ Again the mentality to stay fight and be resilient will always be at the
back of his mind because he believes that he is responsible for his own path and success, not
them. He keeps fighting and pushing through not only for himself but also as a reward to his
family. Eventually things will get better because he plans to move out of the province when he is
done his studies here in UPEI. In terms of rebuilding his confidence, ‘there was a time like when
all these things happen and I sorted it out… I just needed to go back home for three months.’ R
says. Going back home and spending quality time with family helped him get back on track with
his life ‘I just had to go home and remind myself where I’m coming from and what kinda person
I am.’ Despite all the difficulties, R is flourishing because of his love and passion for what he
does. Even though he doesn’t get to play for the university, being on the team is a good platform
for him to better himself. He has experienced belongingness mainly when he got an offer or an
invitation to come play for other Canadian colleges. Although the offer was very charming, he
couldn’t go there because it would delay his studies in UPEI and his studies are prioritized first.
At this later stage in UPEI and with his experiences so far, he believes he knows ‘what to
expect’. With having that basic knowledge of how things and people or systems work around
here, he believes he can only do or handle what he can and let the rest play out itself. Apart from
his studies, soccer and his video games are what keeps him busy and ‘out of trouble’ and despite
the challenges his favorite hobbies are always there to cheer him up. He has showed resilience
especially during soccer practice by confronting negative situations and not being intimidated by
the coach, staff or other players on the soccer team. Also, constantly working hard to prove
himself and worth as a teammate and an individual and also not giving up when things get harsh
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and difficult is another way he has shown resilience. His mentality is always to stay sharp and
ready at all times and his act of hard work and perseverance is an inspiration for other African
men looking to try out for the university soccer team. His source of strength and support has
mostly been himself and his kids. Being a role model for his kids and other kids he coaches has
been a source of strength and motivation for him to keep fighting and working hard to succeed.

Participant L
My conversation with participant L was somewhat creative in the sense that at this point in my
research conversations, I got used to a pattern of question and answer from myself and my
participating African men. Surprisingly, his conversation did not take a similar turn, however as
the conversation grew deeper more details and information about his mindset and experiences
were unveiled. First, L claims to not have experienced any assumptions relating to his identity as
a black man except for the butchering of his name, which at this point he doesn’t care how they
pronounce his name. I further pressed into the conversation about assumptions and there was
none that he could think of except when they simplify English terms in class to make it clearer
for him to understand. According to him, the simplification has helped his education
tremendously. At this moment in the conversation, I was stunned, so I started thinking of a new
perspective to this research. I began to think and realize that we may be from the same place and
experience things on a different level or perception. So I went further to probe his claims with
further question relating to his experiences by discussing my own experience and that of
previous African men and asked him why he thought his own experiences were different from
ours? He praises his personality as the reason for his unique experiences; however, he caught my
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attention when he said ‘I never saw myself as somebody that’s colored even though like we are
being reminded of that’. Also, he said ‘I try to involve myself in things that I am really interested
in not force myself into what society wants me to do’. Despite environmental factors and cultural
differences, he sees himself as equal to everyone and is not pressured into racial differences or
oppression by the media or his environment. He accomplishes this by sticking to his own routine
and basically doing things he wants to do or enjoys doing. Furthermore, he praises the
environment for being a major reason why he has been able to cope ‘with what is going on in the
world and here in Charlottetown’. ‘the crime rate is not that much; the stereotype is not that
much’… these are statements he made that made me realize that his experiences may not be far
from the previous African men I spoke to. Because he seems to think that his experiences ‘are
not as bad’ compared to other regions in Canada or countries. When asked about coping and
thriving, he explains that ‘there isn’t much to cope with expect; food, weather and difficulty
understanding his accent. On the other hand, thriving is the ability to go on with belief that one
day things will work out. Basically not giving up on something even though you don’t get it or it
doesn’t work out the first time. His definition of coping and thriving including his mindset
towards it was not far from participant P’s insight as well. Moreover, the outstanding thing from
his explanation was staying true to himself and what he knows. For instance, if he says a word
and they don’t understand, he rather repeats himself as much as you’d like, than ‘forming an
accent’. In addition, his identity as a black man has positively impacted his confidence on
campus, especially in his final year at UPEI, his identity as an international student from Africa
‘made it easier for him to get a volunteer position in the house of legislative’. According to him,
he believes that people have a perception of black people from the media as being violent and
based on that, they tend to stay away or avoid making friends with black people. However, his
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motto and probably advice to other people is to be easy going and mind your business and life
will be perfect. He feels like people are always going to think what they think and say what they
say, and they are entitled to all of that as long as they don’t say it to his face he’s fine with it.
furthermore, he explains that he had experienced some assumptions relating to his identity and
playing sports, and feels like the older generation are more susceptible to making those
assumptions. In contrast to the positive impacts, L says that his experiences here on campus has
been positive because he ‘only involves himself on things that he is interested in’. he feels that
when you start doing things you don’t like or forcing yourself to do things you don’t like then
you might start experiencing ‘insult or racism’. When asked about his sense of belongingness, he
says that his classes require him to participate e.g. talking and presentations etc., which has
helped him a lot in public speaking and confidence not to be shy compared to the first days of his
university life. in terms of social gathering, he basically goes out with his friends or go to his
friends’ parties ‘so I don’t have to fake’ anything. According to him, you need to have a purpose
or reason for an action. This is to say, doing things and involving yourself in things that you want
to do and not looking for acceptance or approval from others. Before coming to UPEI, L was
told that there are no black people here, so he goal was to create a good foundation and make a
good impression of black people to the present community here. I think his perception and
identity is the separates his experience from previous African men I spoke to. He doesn’t
necessarily stick to himself but sticks to people that share the same motives as him. Which
makes it easier for him to be himself and not have to force a relationship or be uncomfortable
with the environment. His ability to show resilience is his endless effort to keep pushing hoping
to get a breakthrough someday, which in most cases, worked out for him. He has a similar
perception and carries himself in a similar manner as participant P I think. This is because, even
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though people may have a negative perception about them, as long as it’s not what they’ve done
or it’s not who they are, they don’t let it affect them.
Appendix D
Notes from Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis for individual participants:

Participant B
B chose coming to Canada over the United States because it was cheaper and safer. Also, he
came to know about UPEI through his aunt, whereby he approached a recruitment agent to
process his documentations.
Challenging: B defined his experiences as being challenging especially being away from home.
He says ‘Personally it's been challenging being away from home.’ In that regard, he went on to
point that most of his challenges are as a result of an ineffective support system within the
university. He says ‘That's one thing because you know there is really no ahhh, nothing that is
important as having an effective support system.’ This is a challenge most African men face
especially being introduced into a new environment and culture without prior exposure or an
effective support system. In other words, there was no one for B to reply on. It is safe to say
there are structures and bodies that are readily available for international students. But the truth is
that with the influx of students each year how well can these entities develop a personal
relationship and trust with each student. Also it could be culture shock and home sickness cause
coming to an environment where you don’t know anyone, some people may find it harder than
other people to approach or interact with others. he says ‘it takes a longer time to get the rest of
the adjust to your needs and your demands and all of that, you know so, ahm, it was very
challenging at first and you know, adapting to it, well the thing is... ahm, it's hard whenever you
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are in a new environment because there is a lot to learn, there is a lot to adapt to, the weather, the
food, the people you know the culture, there's a lot to adapt to.’ I believe this is a common
challenge for most African men and it is necessary that we come down to the level of these men
and many more to embark on their journey with them. Furthermore, B experienced what he
called ‘a big blow’ when he lost his mother months after enrolling into the university. He
explained to me that at that point, he was conflicted by either ‘quitting or continuing’.
Your own people: Despite the difficulties and challenges B experienced, being in a positive
environment and people served as a distraction. He says ‘But.. being around positive
environment, being around the church and ahh people who took my mind away from mine... my
challenges-made me... grow faster...’. This is a similar experience most African men share, so I
think as a university, we should work towards strengthening the smaller communities with the
school environment to better encourage a healthy and supportive system. According to B, he
surrounded himself with families and friends that are Nigerian, and they were very helpful
towards uplifting him. He says ‘people generally makess make you happy, especially when
you're with people you like, like people that ah, you know you're friends with. It makes you, it
keeps you happy and it keeps you going and that's very necessary for life. So for me, I-I spent
time with Nigerian families who were here, and it made me feel at home because I was also
eating Nigerian food, you know which is very important to m-ahhhhh... that's pretty much
something that was very very important to me and you know. Going to church often also was
very helpful for me personally... it was... so... that's-that's what my experience was like and when
I grew away from that phase, then... real life started for me. I started working part time and going
to school. And that's how it all began.’ B needed that community in order to get his mind, soul
and body up to an extent where he can finally integrate himself into the society here. That shows
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how important a community is for every African man or international student that comes into
UPEI. Basically, his journey in UPEI began with that sense of community from his own people.
Through that community, he built a solid foundation for himself in UPEI and the PEI community
in general. Also, there is a sense of belongingness that comes with being around your own people
or people who are like minded as you and B experienced all that with his own people. Also,
feeling excluded and unwanted by the other drove B more towards his own people. He says
‘Well, well, for a while it made meee... it made me stay away from ... you know trying to ...
ahh… make friends across but I just stayed basically with nigerians. Ah, my inclination was just
I mean, was stay with nigerians because, ahh, it was difficult for me to understand why it was
like that at first because of course naively I just thought that they were... they didn't- they didn’t
appreciate us enough, that's the way I felt’. Those are the same thoughts I had and the same way
I felt with my own experiences. Regarding a leadership role on campus, B believes that politics
is about numbers where the minorities are usually at a disadvantage because of the numbers and
culture especially when running against a Canadian. He explained to me that it was easier
running for the African student president position because they share similar culture, language
and arguable values. He said ‘That’s why I was president of African society. In that case it was
not difficult because we speak the same language.’
Assumption: B had a different view or narrative about assumptions relating to his identity as a
black man. He hasn’t experienced any assumptions relating or contradicting his identity, but
believes through his experiences that there is a lot of skepticism that Canadians have about black
people. He says ‘I haven't experienced anything that contradicts my identity as a black man,
directly, you know, uhmm... I'm ahhh.... but you know you see, like there is this sense of uhm...
skepticism, peopl-not-ahm... a-a few... canadians have about I-I I don't want to generalize now,
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but from like my experience generally-I feel like people HERE, are a bit skeptical of a, people of
color’. He explains further that the expectation when meeting someone new is to be welcoming
and excited, but there is a sense of uncertainty when white people are meeting him for the first
time. B says ‘Ideally you are supposed to, there is an expectation for you to be welcoming and
excited to be meeting a new person. But in this case, there is this laid back response you get,
there is this, I'm not soo... I'm not sure... kind of response.’
Unwanted and excluded: Furthermore, B showed more concern towards group project with other
white Canadian student. As the only black man in the group, B feels left out and has found out
that it is really difficult for them to carry him along in the group and he feels more unwanted. He
says ‘And even when you are doing group- I've I've experience Oh my god, when I'm doing
group ah work when they ask when is group work it is a lot difficult for me, because, there is
like three or four Canadians and I am the only Nigerian- I'm the only black person. And, I'm notit's hard for them to carry me along-‘. He doesn’t know why his group experiences are always
like that, but believe that maybe it is easier for them to interact and associate with themselves
than it is for them to associate with him. Also, he believes that this may be the case for most
people too because people here are not open enough. Furthermore, there are less international
students here and people from PEI or in UPEI are under-informed about the African culture and
identity, which makes it hard for African men to get accepted. He says ‘You know to- to
international, that’s not not because , there's not enough of them, and I don't think people here
ahh, are well exposed about or well informed about the African culture the African identity so...
getting accepted into the system ahhh... it's going to be a challenge because they don't perceive
you in a positive light.’ UPEI and PEI in general is fond of using diversity as its pool to bring or
keep people here but don’t provide enough support systems for these people when they get here.
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According to B, ‘Most of my bad experiences only happen in school where we had to group ahh
have a group project… I think when people begin to see you as someone who is less of a person
that has nothing to offer. It’s really nothing that threatens somebody’s identity, more than that.’ It
saddens me because other African men have shared their views and concerns concerning this
issues as well. It is a common challenge between African men in UPEI and we should start
having those conversations and looking for ways to tackle this issue. The perception that other
students have of African men as less intellectual make African men like B feel worse than they
should. He said ‘there is nothing wrong if I try to make friends with someone and they said no I
can’t be your friend. As opposed to somebody looking down on me, up until undermining my
intelligence you know that’s worse than anything in the universe’. Experiences like this should
be talked about more and confronted in UPEI because this is the everyday like of most African
men.
Realization: After series of experiences and feeling unwanted B realized that familiarity and
perception had a role to play towards his experiences. He says ‘I realized that when people are
not used to something it's hard for them to accept it, you know so that's what the case is, I feel
they are not used to having, you know, people of color around, and they are not exposed enough,
so it's hard for them to accept and appreciate what, what-what what's , you know , what's
available to them, you know so, well, in my maturity in staying here for up to 3-4 going into four
years now, I've unders- now I've understood the relevance of you know making friends across
but regardless of what it is, I- you know how people perceive me, because it allows me to land.
you know it allows me to land so. In my place of work, in school I try to, I-I make-I make
uhmm consider efforts across but so... ahhh its challenging. In regards you both to do that, but
it’s something I find relevant so I do it.’ This is to say that people are skeptical and scared of
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what they don’t know and used to. UPEI is a small university in a small island where people are
not familiar with black men from African and the African culture. Due to the lack of knowledge
about the culture and people of Africa, they are more prone to make stereotypical assumptions
and prejudice. I believe it is necessary to engage the UPEI community more about African men
and their culture. Also engaging them more on other cultures and actually start creating an
environment of cultural engagement and inclusion instead of just using diversity as a marketing
strategy. Part of B realization was understanding the perception most white people in UPEI have
of black men from Africa. I believe first and foremost that it is their perception of African men
that breeds those stereotypical assumptions and their acts of prejudice. B says ‘when when
people, when people are scared to ... talk to you... ah it appears that you... you pose a threat to
them in some way... you know, I-I think uhmm... for us, Africans are being, have been seen as
people whooooo arrrreeeeeeeee veryyyyyyy violent.’ Understanding that the perceptions create
an atmosphere of skepticism and uncertainty with an uncertainty in interactions and when trying
to build relationships. He says ‘it's hard for them to, laughs, have that, you know, safetyyyyy
mentality, feel safe when they have you around. You know annnnnd itt....I don't know especially
for the opposite sex.’ This is a similar experience most African men share and at this point and B
believes that only a few of them here are open minded towards black men while others are
conservative.
Coping: He defined coping as accommodating his racial experiences. He says ‘Coping is...
Coping iiss... Letting the experience bother you, but accommodating it because you have no
choice.’ By coping with his experiences, B is aware of the challenges and limit situations but
feels helpless about it. Rather, he accommodates, adapts or conforms to those experiences. B
explained to me that not being accepted were part of the things he was coping with. He says ‘I
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was coping with… not being accepted… generally by the by people, by people I met.’ In
addition, He said following up with the previous statement ‘Like you-you feel like, they-they
want to know you, but they don't want to be friends with you until you are relevant for
something.’ B in this phase of his experiences, was realizing that people were more likely to
accommodate him when he had something to offer or was relevant to them in one way or the
other. This is a similar experience some other African men share in the sense that they realized a
pattern when interacting with the other students. There is a mentality of superiority that other
students have over African men and B even pointed it out in our conversation that they ‘look
down on us’. Arguably, they perceive that we are here to take and have nothing to offer and that
may be the reason they are reserved or conservative at first until we prove them otherwise or
show them that we have something to offer then it becomes a symbiotic relationship.
Thriving: On the other hand, B defines thriving as ‘knowing that it does exist, but don’t let it
bother you. Like growing past it.’ In other words, having the awareness of the existence of
racialization but not letting it affect you or stop you from achieving your goals. According to his
experience, coping and thriving comes in phases; stating that coping comes before thriving.
While B was coping with his experiences, he went through phases of frustration and depression
as he says ‘At that time I was very frustrated. At that time I was very depressed. But now I’m
thriving’. However, B believes that he is thriving by making himself relevant he says ‘when you
make yourself relevant in a place you always have people around you.’ He explained further that
people are more likely to be around you no matter the circumstances, if you are relevant to them
or serve a purpose. He says ‘Like what I realized was you know like if you have something to
offer people no matter what the situation is people will never ever, if they don't like you no
matter even if they don't like you there there is no way they won't want to come around come
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around you because they will need you for something.’ It was a moment of realization for B as
well to reflect on himself and figure out ways to be relevant in order to thrive better. In other
words, he began putting more vocal in class and putting himself in the right positions to thrive. B
noticed significant changes when he started applying that knowledge to every works of his life
on campus. Although there were changes moving forward, B also realized that the friends you
make through the purpose your serve are not really friends out of that purpose because you just
need each other to accomplish a task. He says ‘You know so, personally I decided to you know,
look around myself, what-what is it that is missing? What- what element is missing? Well we're
in school so I need to… upgrade my effort. Just so I can have something to offer in class you
know I became more vocal in class I asked out questions I ask questions. You know so you give
people the impression that you know this guy must know something you know. And so whenever
there is... ahhh... a -we have to do something in group and I join in group there is this sense of,
hey do you know this? Hey do you know that? You know and, people try to engage you because
they feel you have something to offer. You know so from there, you're thriving, ah you're not
you-I- and- and again you-when you are trying that you realize that there is really nobody who
wants to be close to you beyond the terms of business. So, if you're being friendly with
everybody, just know that you are not getting to, be get so close-because you are just ahhh, need
each other maybe for schooooooll or you just need each other for any of that relevant thing you
know or maybe if youa-I find that if you guys do that same thing outside of school you'd be
friends-close friends like maybe if you do binge drinking--a lot. So, ahhh, well, I don't really do
so I'm not really friends with anybody who does that.’ B concluded his experience on thriving by
defining it as ‘Not getting attached to anybody, not needing, not feeling being, needful of
anybody and so close, just making sure you are relevant so people can alsk for your help.’
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Confidence: I believe B’s confidence as a black man has a major role to play in his experiences
and journey so far. He says ‘the truth is that I never felt less of a person being a black man… I
am proud of who I am.. I am proud of being black.’ That is a strong and confident mentality
every black man should have and wear on campus with pride. Nevertheless, B believes that there
is already an existing perception that exists here that black people are very strong. So he stands
with that perception and uses it to his advantage, he says ‘even when in small stature when I
stand with somebody who is, big enough, I feel like an authority.’ In other words, B applies that
perception to all works of his life and uses that to his advantage by exercising that dominance
and authority. According to B ‘well sometimes when people belittle you you have to express
some sense of authority, or some sense of I don’t know arrogance.’ I see that as confidence that
has grown into resiliency and for B it took him a while to get to that mental space. He explained
to me that initially, his confidence was negatively impacted because he was seeking acceptance
from people but felt left out and excluded. He said ‘you know when people everybody organize
but yah look at me I’m the only one left out’. Those were things he was struggling with
especially with people he considered friends at that time. He explained to me that it still happens
till today but he has realized the pattern and system here and knows how to deal with it.
Sense of Belonging: There is something about B mentality that attracts me to right about his
sense of belongingness and an important theme in his experiences. He said ‘I’m here I’m able to
get a job even though I am a black man…. I’m here, I’m able to participate in in-I Mean goin togo to school asses and use their facilities even though I have to pay for it double. You know that
is more than enough to give anybody sense of belonging’. This is totally different from what
other African men said and different in a way that there is that sense of belonging as long as his
needs, values and necessary tools needed to thrive are accessible. Also, B believes that ‘you have
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to create an environment for yourself… and not waiting for somebody to create it for you’ is
another way to establish a sense of belonging in the campus environment. This is something I
agree with and so far created for myself and I find that it that it works. I realized this in my
second year that I often felt excluded and out of place so, I decided to create an environment for
myself with my friends. He said ‘in the sense of you have to create an environment for yourself.
Not waiting for somebody to create if for you. Because if you waiting for someone to create it
for you you really may never have a process of belonging.’ PEI is a homogenous community,
likewise UPEI, people are conservative so it is necessary for African men to be more active and
create an environment for themselves. In this sense B said ‘I don’t think it’s a responsibility for
ah the institution or ah I think it is it’s a personal responsibility.’ This shows that African men
enrolling into the university need an adequate support system and community to be properly
integrated into the society.
Resilience: Despite all the negative experiences, B has found a way to overcome most of them
and continue his journey at UPEI. He said ‘I keep trying, I’m paying for school so I have to keep
trying… you know resilience is when you have a bad day but you just have to keep going.’ He is
focused on his goal and purpose to graduate from UPEI and the only way to do that is just to
keep going. There was something interesting about B experiences that coincides with E’s. Just
like E, B met with one of his professor’s when his group members evaluated him poorly in a
group project. While explaining to the professor, she said to him ‘look, I understand what you
are saying I’ve experienced this before. And even when I first came here it was hard for me and
I- I really I will give it to you and that’s true-but next time whenever you have a group always
impose yourself. and always let them know you are here-put something absolute, give me
something to do things like that. You know, I think she really opened my eye-my eyes into
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getting involved.’ That advise and encounter with his professor was a turning point in him in
UPEI. After that encounter, B began making efforts to be more active and involved in the UPEI
community. In contrast, I believe It is best to have an orientation in UPEI where faculty and staff
and other students will engage in an information and workshop session on matters like this. We
need to create a culture of engagement in UPEI to dissolve issues like this. B feels that he was
lucky his professor is an immigrant that it would have been more difficult for him to convince a
Canadian professor. He said ‘You know because, sometimes it’s hard for people to understand
your struggles if they’ve never experienced it… it sounds like something imaginary. You know
whenever I have a proff who’s international who is an international, it’s always nicer for me
tooo… they’re a little more considerate.’ Not to discredit other professors but through B’s words,
I believe we can gain a sense of understanding of where B is coming from. Most professors are
nice and very well understanding in UPEI.
The process: B said something that picked my interest, he said ‘the only time I really never
showed resilience was the very first time, cause at that time I thought it was rude to be
offensive… it’s knowing yourself and knowing what is yours and what is not yours. At that time
I did not know what was mine because I was still going through a process of learning and
understanding that was like, under my orientation period’ This shows that African men and other
international students need an orientation, integration and support system in UPEI to better
stabilize their transition into the university.
Source of strength and support: I believe B level of independence has been his greatest source of
strength he said ‘I’m not a, people dependent individual. So I won’t say, ahm, human beings, I
won’t say friends no like cause I-I barely like hang out, as you know.’ Also, he has made his
goals and purpose a priority and that has driven him to be a very ambitious person as well.
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Lastly, B acknowledges the Nigerian family that assisted him when he initially came to UPEI for
studies. Overall, I believe B experiences have molded him into the man that he is today.
Although it took a while for him to transition, he has shown tremendous resilience to continue to
strive and succeed in UPEI.
In our second conversation, B emphasized more on the different mechanisms he and other
African men adopt in order to thrive in UPEI. He said ‘a lot of them become ehh very… very
social… in the sense that they try to get engaged in every single activity even if they’re not
interested.’ In Essence, B is trying to say that people do things and accommodate behaviors that
are not necessarily part of them arguable to get accepted into the society. I believe it is true to an
extent but also could be trying new things out of sheer curiosity. But being more involved in the
society and interacting or engaging more with the UPEI community helps in easing the
skepticism surrounding you as a black man. People now see you more as an easy going person.
As our conversation went on, B shared his most recent academic challenges. He explained the
unfair disadvantage that African men like him face in the academic sector and also, living
expenses. He said ‘The cost of living here is a huge challenge you know... the cost of living here
and you know to everything they’re barriers It's just like trying to get into for instance... I don't
understand why okay I would have to meet certain requirements... certain Biology re... certain
science requirements to be able to get into nursing and a Canadian who doesn't meet such
requirements can get into nursing. Now you see... you see what they... the varies are... like as an
international... they're more stringent okay.’ B shows more concern and urges UPEI to be more
inclusive towards delivering equal opportunities and accessibilities in the academic sector. He
said ‘it bothers me how we differentiate ourselves on the basis of where we come from as
opposed to seeing ourselves as all human race and trying to encourage inclusion as.. as opposed
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to fragmenting us even in... even in... in institutions of higher level you know so it's... it's very
unfortunate and it's very hard to understand why that is happening you know’. I believe reasons
like this are why we should look into an effective body of community and support system for
international students. According to B ‘like schools that are supposed to drive the concept of
inclusion are even separating us you know to a large extent. I don't... I don't mind paying
international fees okay what I mind is being excluded from having access to things like ehh equal
opportunity for you know ehhm colleges like the nursing, colleges like dentistry you know
colleges of ehh high repute... okay the competition should be fair it should be on a fair basis
because if you put a higher restriction for international it's even more difficult for them because
it's more difficult to get here adapt to the society adapt to the culture fund yourself okay.. okay
survive! do you understand what I'm saying so there're already a lot of natural barriers and
somebody is.. is... is establishing an artificial barrier for you.’
B has flourished by diversifying his options which is, getting involved in other things other than
academics and his school program. According to him, ‘I think I’ve come to a stage were I've
learnt that you don't put all your eggs in one basket... my intention of coming here is to become a
dentist okay but if that doesn't happen my life doesn't end there okay there're a lot of alternatives
okay so and this place there's a lot... there're a lot of opportunities to exploit and what I'm doing
right now is making my options open to anything that will make me grow...okay... instead of
stream lining my goals to just one thing’ B also shared his thoughts on the difficulties of not
having an effective support system when he said ‘You know because to be honest with you going
to school, working part time and not having an effective support system is difficult you know...
it's very difficult especially when it has to... has to do with you know when your.... you don't
have your family members close enough ehmm few times you have financial challenges because
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it's not always smooth... It's never always a smooth journey right... yeah... so things like that...
the... they make things really difficult for... for individuals you... whe.. whenever I get to... I get
stressed about money you know It weighs me down a lot’.
Becoming more active and engaging with the right people: He said ‘You know ehh... for me...
other ways I have adopted in thriving in school generally was to you know try as much as
possible to make friends with those who are at the top of the class just so I can get... get ahhm
help in time of ... when I'm unable to meet up with you know the expected ehh demand to... to
certain instance so basically... I... I I'm the first thing I do whenever I start a course is ahh you
know I... identify who and who I should ahh align with just so I ... I can... I don't miss out on
what is important..’ Although that may be the case, approaching or reaching out to people may
not be a strength for everyone. Also, some people are not welcoming or receptive at first;
however, B believes that with his experiences, he has gained an understanding of how to
approach people. He said ‘Understanding... with... with understanding how it has been I've been
here for three going to four years now so I understand how to approach... do you understand
what I'm saying so you have an understanding of how to approach people you see that you get
more yes' that no's so for me personally I... I understand what it is now to get people to say yes to
you ehh and get people to work with you to do something you know... first of all you shouldn't
be afraid of asking... ask politely... and never be scared of hearing a no... don't b... never be
disappointed when you hear a no and make yourself relevant because when you're relevant
people would barely want to say no to you...’

Participant E
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Challenges: E’s experience is unique in its own way. He is a second year nursing student and the
only black man from Africa in the nursing department. He kicked off our conversation by
sharing his frustrations and challenges concerning the way he’s been. ‘yeah its challenging and
mostly challenging to ehh International students because it's really hard to like try to mingle with
people like I'm black and trying to get to have friends that are white I don't really know how
umm they tend to accommodate people experience with them has not been great so far because
the more you try to umm know them some of them call you try to say oh he's a creep he's this
he's that he get... give you names and such stuff has occurred to me like more than two time so
like I feel everyone is the same thing so definitely everyone is different but that mentality is still
in me that everyone is the same.’ Initially, it was difficult for him to understand how things and
people work here. I believe this to be part of a culture shock and cultural differences for E. Even
when he tried acquainting himself with other white students on campus and his department, he
experienced them calling him names and that has changed his mentality and kept him away from
trying to know or meet people because he thinks it might happen again. I believe most black men
from Africa find it challenging to make friends at first and also, white students find it difficult to
accommodate black African students at first also. As participant B mentioned in our conversation
too that there is an aroma of skepticism that the white culture has of black men from Africa that
makes it difficult for them to accommodate or get acquainted with black men like E.
Skepticism: There is a form of skepticism that in E case comes as a form of misunderstanding.
This misunderstanding can come from communication or perceived information by the other. ‘I
want to try to be a friend to you but you think I'm... umm the otherwise like mostly girls now like
I wan.. I'm talking to a girl not I compliment the girl and she's like oh he's flirting with me but I'll
be like okay I'm not flirting with you I'm just wanna get to know you that's it’. Due to series of
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similar experiences, E has come to realize that the way things work here is not the way it works
back home. The cultural difference and change is huge so therefore, if you approach situations
and people the same way you would approach them back home, you’re likely to get a backlash
from it. ‘like the culture here and back home is different so it's the truth is that I still have to
have stayed with how it works here and leave what leave how it works back home alone... and
work with what works best here’.
Feeling different: Due to the culture shock and difference, Black African men like E feel
different from the rest of the society when they try to be their real self. ‘I feel so different like I
act the same way I act in Nigeria here’. I believe that is why some African men immediately
have to make certain changes when they get here to better adapt or fit into the society.
Assumptions: It is more like a norm that every experience has in one way or the other been
confronted by assumptions from the other. ‘yeah I've experienced that when I was having a
conversation with someone and she asked me questions like ehhm do you have cars in Nigeria?’.
Most white individuals are either misinformed or under informed about the black man and
Africa. These assumptions are prejudice stereotypical assumptions that are as a result of
ignorance, perception from misinformation, just to say the least. They look down on us with so
much confidence and assurance that when they look at us, they look at us in a condescending
manner with pity. Conversation, communication and relationships are always difficult to start up
and maintain. Because we don’t start off most of our conversations or relationships on even
grounds. There’s always that prejudice, stereotypical assumption that clouds the mind of the
other.
Generalization: Those assumptions and perceptions, create a certain atmosphere that clouds
every black man from Africa under similar stereotypes and assumptions. Most African men have
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shared this similar instance of generalization. E says ‘I joke a lot so when I joke alot they took
me serious and reported me to my ehh boss and she was like okay if he tries that again I'm going
to fire all you boys here I'm most of the boys there are blacks so why would I do something bad
and you would relate it to...’ E says that experiences like that are part of the reason why he is not
outspoken anymore. Generalization is hurtful and it fuels more stereotypes and assumptions.
When references of generalization happen it does not affect the individual alone but affects the
entire continent and its people.
Identity: ‘yeah that makes sense that makes sense too yeah umm yeah definitely I see myself as
who I am but maybe when I came here yeah definitely because I'm seeing different races and
yeah although I’d always want to differentiate myself that oh I’m a black person’ While referring
to his identity, E did not identify as black before he got to Canada. He said something that picked
my interest about embracing the identity ‘black’ because he wanted to distinguish himself from
the other. That is another way to pick at it because coming here we are confronted or conflicted y
our differences. It is more like a conscious awakening that we realize that we are different and
gain a urge to identify as something or try to fit in somewhere. That is the UPEI atmosphere for
the most part. I believe that although diversity is the driving front of the university, the practice
of diversity and inclusion is non-existence for the most part.
Exclusion: I believe exclusion is part of an experience for most African man. Especially in
classrooms and group settings where they are often or most times excluded or left as the last
option. ‘I've experience that before...like that was a very funny... funny uhmm experience
actually cause there was a time we had to do like a group project in nursing and the woman was
like uhmm you guys should choose your group and the next thing I just look around and
everyone started going to places.. I was like.. they.. everyone.. actually chose themselves from
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the start of.. from the beginning of the semester or what.. then I felt left out then I have to like
email my professor and tell her that oh I don't have a group then she had to like mingle with
someone and someone and someone and someone to make up everything and that was actually
one embarrassing day of my uhmm for the nursing cause I don't know where to go to cause
everyone would be like uhmm in their mind would be like don't come to my group I don't want
you... I don't want you in my group and you just have to like act like you have a group.’ It is an
unfair disadvantage for most African men and some would say that being relevant or more
outspoken would get you noticed and in a group. Others feel like that is the case because they
think black men are not intellectual enough or wouldn’t do any work. Again, throwing more light
on the generalization. Experiencing exclusion in the nursing department has been challenging for
him because he has to take on the work load all by himself without adequate support from
colleagues and sometimes professors. ‘doing it alone is not the best actually I'm just doing it
alone and I'm causing more work load on myself instead of having friends that can actually help
me break it down and life becomes easy so it's really difficult being alone but what can I do
because most people are not even acting like they're welcoming actually’ E has experienced
feeling unwanted and has had an instructor advise him on the struggles of being a black man
from Africa in the nursing department. He says ‘even my my the last clinical instructor I had that
was like one of my favorites actually she she told me she called me and we talked for like an
hour outside she was like telling me that I want you to know something that it's going to be
difficult for you in this program most especially because you are black’ Furthermore, although
the treatment will be unfair and different from the other, the instructor encourages him to remain
focused and always do the right thing.
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Life goes on: Despite such challenges and limit situations, E doesn’t think deeply about it. He
believes it’s all part of life’s experiences and phases that will pass on. ‘Life Goes On that's what I
feel like I don't think about.. all this... such stuff when such stuff happen to me I don't feel like
oh it's a bad thing I just feel like life goes on lets go to the next phase just leave that alone ‘. This
is a common trait for some African men, they are passive towards such experiences because they
believe it’s a phase. Some don’t actively confront such situations because they it’s a distraction
and a hindrance towards achieving their goals and purposes. Also, another challenge that
international students face in the academic sector is the requirements. We have to meet more
requirements that are more stringent than the local students here. For that reason, E feels even
more frustrated and excluded when facing those challenges. He says ‘honestly the nursing
department doesn't feel like the they're welcoming international students cause why would I
apply for nursing from my country and I won't get it immediately’.
Accomplishment: ‘honestly I feel... I feel good actually and.. yeahh I don't know how to put it
but I feel good actually to be the only black person that means I worked hard to get there and...
and it's really difficult also as an international students to bypass the whole lecture and
everything definitely’. Accomplishments such as, being the only black man in the second year
nursing department has positively impacted his confidence a lot ‘it has actually affected me a lot
because when I tell people that uhmm I'm in nursing they be like oh cool cool and I get a good
feedback from people’. Events like that are encouraging for African men like E and it motivates
him to be more successful in all endeavors.
Coping: In terms of coping, E uses his experiences as a learning and reference tool in order to
make the same mistakes or experience the same thing twice. He says ‘regardless of what I
encounter in time new new sets of ehhm professors ehh or instructors I tend to like work on my
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past experience and do better and make sure whatever I’m doing right now in my new semester
whatever I do I make sur... I basically learnt from what I've what has been happening to me from
the first day up till the moment and the previous moment and that has really helped me’ that is a
good tool that reminds me of my conversation with participant C where he said, he was eager to
participate in my research because he did not want another student to experience what he has
experienced. Most African men including myself who have stayed here for a while have an
understanding of how people and systems work here. So from past experiences, we know how to
approach things in order to come out with the best possible result.
Thriving: Thriving for E is a continuous process, always yearning to be a better version of
himself, and applying that resilient mentality to succeed and be better in all works of his life. He
says I’m also thriving to like do better and keep on doing more.. and keep on doing better until I
graduate from university’. The main goal for most or even all African men who come here is to
eventually graduate from the university with their various degrees. That is an accomplishment
they have to reach or achieve by any means necessary as the case may be. In other words,
thriving is engaging towards that process in order to reach a specific goal for them.
Resilience: I think E has shown great resilience in UPEI as the only black man present in the
second year nursing department. He has not given up on his dreams to graduate from the nursing
program and have continuously countless effort and perseverance towards reaching that goal.
Although the journey has been filled with challenges and difficulties, E is the unsung hero for all
black men from Africa, past, present and future in the nursing department. Also he has shown
resilience by adjusting himself towards being more open and accommodating of others despite
the difference and also, getting more involved with people and activities in the department. He
says ‘right now I'm actually working on getting to know people in my class because honestly it's
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a very sad thing everyone knows my name in class but I don't know everybody’s name which is
a very sad thing’.
Strength and support: His parents have been his greatest source of strength and support. His
fellow Nigerian friends have also been a good support system for him as well. Furthermore, he
points out that even some of his lecturers have been really helpful and supportive of him here in
UPEI. He says ‘support will be my parents definitely cause they're the ones sponsoring me here
and I let me see I have like social support like friends always like my Nigerian friends will
always be there mmh an.. what else can I say support yeah.. maybe I'll see my some of my
lecturers yeah lectures are all supportive to ya one of them to ya like I mostly go and meet them
when I have issues’. It was interesting for him to mention the library and academic help centers
around campus as well. No other African man mentioned that during our conversations and I was
excited to hear that that small units in the university made a good impact on him as well. He says
‘Yeah my friends will be a good support, professor the library ummm help centers yeah those
(...) are also a good support and my strength will be the fact that uhmm ... let me say the fact that
I’m black.. I’m... I’m a black person and how u... I tend to think about where I’m coming from
and I don't want to ruin anything I’m doing here I want to represent my country, my label
everywhere I go and yeah’. Lastly, his mentality has been the standout point for E in all honesty.
Most African men know that it takes a lot to come here and study so there is no excuse especially
knowing how much is paid every year, there is no excuse or reason to derail us from first of all
achieving our academic goal of graduating and every other thing can fall into place.

Participant O
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O chose UPEI because of the remoteness and the affordability. His mother bought the idea of
sending him to study at UPEI and met the necessary requirements in order to make it happen.
‘She liked the idea of ehmm me attending a small university and emm UPEI as you know is one
of the most affordable schools in Canada so I think those two factors...’
Studying Abroad: O eagerly anticipated life and schooling in UPEI, his expectations about
schooling abroad was met especially noticing a vast improvement in certain aspects of life
compared to Canada. Just like other black men from Africa, O was in pursuit of a better life here
as he said ‘most of us at least eagerly anticipate traveling outside the country especially to a
western country like Canada or the United States where we have emm frequently been told has
emm more opportunities than our own country so, coming from Nigeria... I was eager to receive
ehh quality education for one and also have access to emm different opportunities that will make
myself and my family better off than where we were when I left Nigeria’
Identity: Identity is a very important aspect of every individual. People identify as different
things based on different reasoning or belief. As man from Africa, O did not identify himself as
black. He says ‘Well you never... know... You're never... at least I'll speak for myself... umm I
wasn't aware that I was black until I got to UPEI...’ In Nigeria, O was surrounded by people who
shared similar physicality and culture as he said in our conversation ‘the environment was really
homogenous’. He did not see himself as different or have to identify as black to be distinguished
from the society. ‘I never looked at myself as a black person or a black man in Nigeria...
*chuckles* I looked at myself as Igbo and then a Nigerian. But when I got here... I quickly
realized that emm,... people considered me as black so I had to embrace that identity’. O had to
make necessary changes to adjust to the society and it is obvious that embracing the identity
black is actually the beginning of the journey for most African men.
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Rewriting the narrative (Power of knowledge and mindset): I reflected a lot on the identity of
African men coming into UPEI as either a tool of oppression or liberation depending on their
exposure to information and knowledge. Embracing the identity is one of many psychological
adjustments or changes African men have to make. I realized that the psychological adjustments
after embracing the identity is what most African men don’t think about or undergo in their early
experiences. However, O engages his mentality and attaches his identity towards black
empowerment and pride. He says ‘considering ehmm how black people in history have been
subjugated in emm many.. many ways. So I... I embraced the identity of emm you know black
empowerment, black pride and emm you know just being umm in the words of Nina Simone
young gifted and black ehh.. just trying to flip the script you know where... where people expect
you to answer with anger or violence or stupidity you... try to be wise and you try to be calm and
you try to be composed. So yes I did not realize I was black until I got to UPEI...’ I believe O
engaged in a concientization process that enabled him embrace the identity black with pride and
empowerment. His conscious process gave him the ability to reform those assumptions and
expectations from the other. Giving him the capability to rewrite the narrative for himself and
other black men from Africa. By rewriting the narrative, O drew strength and inspiration from
other black pioneers who have paved a way in history for black people in general.
Racism* Just like participant M, O believes that racism in the UPEI environment is often subtle
than overt. Generally, O believes that racism operates more in an institutional way than say
overtly. In a white society, it is difficult for most African men to access opportunities or fairness.
Most things operate systemically and even though the people may seem nicer than they actually
are, the system operates in a way that frustrates the morale, effort and lifestyle of most African
men. For example, most African men have to whiten their name or accents to be able to apply for
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a job or have regular conversations with the other so they can meet the ‘intellectual criteria’.
Nevertheless, O believes that racism is about power ‘so when that happens what can you do...
you can only shake your head and move on... and ehmm you try to... present your best self... that
might be... involve... that might involve... being a honest, intelligent, truthful, genuine, black
person... or that might involve imitating... you know trying to whiten yourself whiten your
accent, whiten your circle of friends, *laughs* I don't know whiten your skin... whatever it
takes... some people go to such extent just to you know fit into the dominant culture… the
dominant narrative.’ Furthermore, it falls back to the situation where African men are or become
more passive with their experiences. Basically making endeavors to fit into the host culture or
narrative.
Coping: According to O, ‘coping might entail you know ehmm conforming to the system you
know so kind of bending yourself to what is the dominant culture...’ O believes that coping and
thriving are totally two different things; however, ‘one must be able to cope before they can
thrive’. The goal for O is to eventually thrive but O believes that before getting to that point, you
have to first ‘find a way to adjust’. I think the goal for every African man is to eventually
flourish or succeed. However, to do that O says he has to ‘Look at my environment, look at what
is being thrown at me, look at what I'm throwing out at my environment and from there you
know... because the goal... why I left Nigeria to Canada is to succeed you know have a better life
for myself, my friends and my family...’ I don’t think anyone would like to be stuck at coping
with anything in general so O believes that to go beyond coping, he needs to find or use available
resources and tools around him in order to thrive.
Realization: For most African men who move to UPEI for studies, they go through a drastic
change and with time experience a realization process. As O explain in our conversation that
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thriving comes with a lot of sacrifices and with those sacrifices you begin to experience a
realization about yourself or identity that you didn’t really think about before. He says ‘when you
move to a different place. Especially moving from what many describe as a third world country
or a developing country... whatever you choose to call it to a developed or a first world country
you know... you find out that your ehmm capability to speak the English language or your
command of the English language might not be up to par with what society expects... You find
out that you have an accent which might me impeding the flow of the words from your tongue...
You find out that what else... you find out that you look different, you might dress different
because you've not visited the mall over here.’ As a black man from Africa, O believes that
adapting to the environment is not making progress at all. But going beyond adapting and using
your resources and skill can lead to progression for black men from Africa; however, your
environment is significant towards giving you the platform, tools and resources to do so. He says
‘you now have to you know you know when you've adapted, you know when you've shed some
of your... of that skin off, you now have to look at your environment and then lift yourself up you
know... thrive...if you want to be a writer you should be able to use the ehmm English
department you know and gain as much skill as it is required to become a prolific writer... If you
want to be an engineer, if you want to be a doctor, your society should be able to freely you
know disperse this... the tools you need to get to that level that you see yourself.’
Thriving: In that order O defined thriving as ‘thriving is going beyond adapting.... and then using
the tools available to you by your society... made available to you by your society be it your... the
society at large or be it the university to achieve the goal, to achieve what you have defined as
happiness in life. So if for any reason your society does not dispense those tools to you, then
something is wrong especially when they are made available to other people’ In that case, O
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believes that the university and its environment has a significant role to play in the thriving
aspect of African men.
The environment: I believe O journey and mindset towards thriving was centered around
equality and fairness. Thriving for him doesn’t just mean going beyond coping, but ‘an
environment where everybody has equal opportunity… every man is not judged by the color of
their skin but by the content of their character’. According to O, ‘if there is the opportunity for
everybody to be judged equally’ then people will have opportunities or tools to succeed or thrive
eventually. But as a Man from Africa, there is a stigma or limit situation that does not only affect
you because of your physical identity, but also because of your character or entire being in
general. The environment has a huge role to play towards the success of African men an O urges
UPEI and PEI in general to deliver resources and opportunities that will enable black men from
Africa to thrive.
Confidence - I believe that O’s confidence is a really significant strength to his journey. This is
because he draws so much strength, inspiration and direction from fellow Black men from Africa
who have paved a way for other black men in history. He says ‘Especially when you look at the
role models we... we… people like we look up to... Look up to ehmm you know it's obvious to
point out the basketball stars... the football stars... It's easy... you know... Of course there are
some of them who are... and the rappers too we should not forget the rappers’. Those black
predecessors act as a motivational tool and drive for O to continuously push forward and try to
help other black men from Africa. He says ‘I have seen black people go before me who have
been excellent at ehmm their studies, who have been leaders, who have lead ehmm great causes
and ehmm when I'm doing my school work and I encounter a reading that has to do with...
ehmmm black history or black intelligence or black success... It motivates me to you know to try
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my best who knows I might... in my own small way you know do something good for the society
and ehmm consequently help myself by doing that. So it has... it... it... it's hard to shed off your
skin color you know... so it has positively impacted me.. for sure..’ Despite all the challenges and
negative experiences, O says that sometimes he is negatively impacted by them but his
confidence is always a work in progress.
Sense of responsibility: Also, there is a sense of responsibility that comes with being a black man
from Africa. He describes it as ‘when you realize that... you are supposed to be an encyclopedia
about Africa or you're supposed to have.... enormous amount of African history in you... because
when there's a question about racism in class somehow, somebody's eyes is shifting to you to see
what you'll say... or your professor is having... is expecting you to have an interesting input about
I don't know...the life of Malcolm X, even if really you don't care about these things, you'll
somehow... you feel... the responsibility to always put your best foot forward’ According to O,
that makes him feel more responsible, obligated and motivated to always be at his best. He says
‘So while others can decide to drink and misbehave you might take a step back and say mmm
mmm (no, no), like what if I... drink and misbehave and I'm not judged as the Sam Mbakwe that
I am but as a black man because they're two different things you know when an individual makes
a mistake especially in the press. If it's somebody who's white the tendency for the person's
name, Sam Harris murders Judy Gobert, If it's Sam Mbakwe... instead of using his name, they
say a black man...’
Belonging: ‘In the classroom yes I feel like I belong in the classroom... I pay my fees... so
*chuckles* I go there with ehhm... with ehmm a lot of enthusiasm to learn but ehmm outside the
classroom you know in social gatherings especially ehmm parties ehmm you find... you know
there's a little bit of awkwardness you know... you don't know how to.... there's... perhaps...
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obviously there might be more than two things in play but I'll point out two things ehmmm How
you are expected to act, how you want to act..., I'm... I should add a third factor... *laughs* how
you actually act....’ This is a reoccurring theme and conflict I also have with myself. Not only
because I identify as black, but also as a black man I am conflicted by that identity. So for
example, there is an expectation surrounding my identity and most of the time that has nothing to
do with how I am or how I actually act. Also, I see why most African men tend to be passive
because when they don’t meet that aggressive expectation, it begins to re-write the narrative for
us black men.
Your own people: however, there is a full sense of belonging and open mindedness when you’re
with your own people. He says ‘So yes...so there is this ease this ehhm ehm... fluidity with your
action... with your words... an example is this conversation we are having... very... you know...
comfortable I'm not trying to lie or trying to make up an accent’. In contrast to being around your
kind, ‘when you're around a new crowd you know even though you can identify a few people
you've seen in class you don't know how to act around them and sometimes.... most times they
don't know how to act around you and then you just fall into this hay of awkwardness and it's a
madness... It becomes a gong show...’ So there is a community and a sense of ease when you’re
around your own people.
Flourishing and fulfillment: Although O says ‘nobody likes their lives monitoring if they’re
flourishing or not’, he attaches his accomplishments to the aspect of flourishing. He says ‘I
graduated…. If I look back are there things I would’ve… done differently… to flourish better but
I didn’t do them… do I regret them a little but I hope to make changes going forward’. This
summarizes that his accomplishments have been an important process towards him thriving.
Also, for O, the ability to be able to learn and interact with the culture here has been impactful
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towards his ability to flourish. ‘the small things like emm having emm.. emmm one or two
friends who are from here and trying to understand their... their culture and their world view and
their perception of life as a whole and emm having those people around and seeing how they
interact with their friends who are also white and their family and trying to learn from them... I
think I had like two friends umm whom I had the opportunity to go to their house and just eat
dinner and I learnt a lot from those experiences’. Lastly, being able to embrace his identity and
re-write the narratives has been a huge impact in his journey so far. He says ‘also… really
embracing who I am you know that sounds really vague… I know but basically coming to grips
with the fact that I am black first and foremost and that is not a disadvantage… in any way’.
Nevertheless, achieving his goals was a really important tool in flourishing.
Resilience: Countless times O has shown resilience and the seal to continue to push forward. He
says ‘Of course... when these things happen you know, again like emm when you feel and again
it's always like a personal inkling... like when you feel that your proposal was rejected because I
don't know... *sigh* somebody feel that the ehh grant should go to a Canadian as opposed to
going to an international student or a... or somewhere from... someone from somewhere else you
have to you know have that resilience to keep applying you know to… to keep searching for that
proverbial light at the end of the tunnel... you have to have some level of resilience and I... and I
think... ehh that is story of emmm being a minority or of once being colonized you know’. Just
like the resilience of some other African men, O believes that there have been minority groups
that has been in worst situations and have risen above it. Also, he has shown true resilience from
his mentality and mindset; he says ‘I think in some ways you know trying to achieve just like
you achieve what nobody else has done in our own university not because we want the
recognition but because we want to do it to tell ourselves that we can achieve this and also for
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maybe one or two people looking for inspiration to say this guy did this and they basically are
coming from a very similar situation that I am coming from and I can also mix up... whatever
gems you can leave behind leave it because you're also getting gems from the people that have
gone before you exactly...’
Strength and support- His mindset or mentality is exceedingly his source of strength.’ I know
what I'm here for *chuckles* I know what I'm not here to be liked or be loved I'm here to get an
education I'm here to succeed I'm here to make a better life for my family, my friends, and I'm
here to make a better life for myself... So if you don't like me there's no problem I don't like you
too... and then as long as you're not interfering with the supply of the tools I need to achieve my
goal I have zero problems with you’. Also, he draws strength and support from his family and
friends. ‘I think I draw strength from the fact that I have a family in Nigeria, I have friends here
to support me and they're also good people here... You meet absolutely fantastic white people
who are knowledgeable, who are willing to supply resources to... to you know support you in
becoming your best self so when you see those people who are not you know quick to ask you if
the.. if you've fought with a lion or if you ride elephants or how you learnt to speak English, like
when you encounter this people who are genuinely interested and genuinely want to you know
help your progress and your ... your success you are... you are elated in some way and it serves
as fuel because you know that perhaps what you're doing might be the right thing and you keep
going.’

Participant P
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P lived in Montreal for a while and decided to move to UPEI to continue his studies and also to
embark on Christian journey and ministry in PEI.
Challenges: P is a first year student in UPEI. I was excited to talk to him because his journey just
begun and he is just beginning to realize things as they are. P believes that there is a perception,
assumption that creates a divide between black and white students in UPEI. Based on his
experiences, he has noticed a barrier and difficulty in communicating and developing
relationships with white students. According to P, this may be as a result of past experiences
white students have had with black students. He says ‘I have seen that there are what you call
inferiority complex what you call ehh inferiority complex... the notion people people have about
black people maybe because of what they have experienced in the past ehh I can see that ehh
there are still some limitation gap between the black and the white and that kind of Gap is
actually ehh not making relationship to flow in terms of communications especially the way
black people speak sometimes when they speak the white people could not actually get what
they're trying to say and ehh it makes the blocks to feel somehow and that brings a little gap
between them because. P shares his views that relationships are difficult to build and maintain
because of language and communication differences. Most African men have a thick accent and
it is difficult for white people to understand them; however, that barrier creates a ‘gap’ between
African and black students. Some African men may no longer be comfortable approaching white
students because it may be frustrating, annoying and even shameful especially when you have to
repeat yourself several times. Although some African men have said that in such cases they
either try to develop a ‘Canadian accent’ or try as much as possible to repeat themselves until
they are heard. Furthermore, P believes that there is a stereotypical belief and perception that
white Canadians have about black people. According to P ‘I see in Canada especially in PEI
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ehhh a Canadian mentality the I put it in a quote the word black is always bad that's the notion
they have the word black is bla.. is bad.’ This notion or perception develops into assumptions
and stereotypical beliefs that creates an atmosphere of skepticism when communicating with the
other. That atmosphere of skepticism for the most part makes it difficult to develop or maintain
adequate communication and relationships. This is because they already have those stereotypical
assumptions at the back of their mind which makes communication and relationships uneven and
difficult. He said ‘it is not easy to actually eradicate what you have there the commission you
already have in your brain in your mind that black people are always dubious they are.... they..
when they comes to you in time.. when they are trying to play with you they are trying to find
some their.. their personal gain they are trying they are they are moving close to you is not
for any other things is just for to extract something from you you understand and ehh because of
that when they hear the word black is they are always very careful even some of them when you
ask them question.. what is.. what is this? so.. the way they answer you you feel so inferior you
feel as if your are not in the level you understand so and ehh we black people we also have one
kind of mentality we feel as if the way God created us is not the way God created the white so
we feel that there are...there are.. is a long gap between us and them’. For most black men, you
can see that such experiences affect their mindset or mentality. It puts them in a position where
they start feeling inferior and excluded. African men like P who don’t have the necessary
exposure or tools to deal with such experiences have a more difficult process and are more prone
to feeling inferior and excluded. To a fault, most African men possess this mentality of
inferiority based on what they have been told or seen through media. So when they are finally
confronted by the other, it becomes even more difficult to escape that false reality that they’ve
created. P believes that there is not much racism in UPEI compared to bigger universities and
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provinces in Canada. According to P, UPEI is small university and community and it is fairly
easy to know people so, most people are fairly easy going and only few people display signs of
superiority and power.
Perception: P believes that white people feel superior because of the perception they have of
black people. He said ‘so the way they make friends with other people who are white in
colour in nature is quite different from the way they make friends with we blacks because few of
them already have some things negative things towards we black that we came to your
country just because our country is not favorable their country maybe to just to find a way of
making money or trying to find a way now let me go it this way many of them feel That
oh maybe some of the black people that came here they are not with documents or their
documents are not real or they are trying to make friends with them so that they have the
opportunity of getting a document that’s what some of their female people are thinking
about. but they never understand that not everybody came here without a document so few of
them when trying to make friends with them they feel like you are trying to woo them you can
make friends so that you can have the opportunity of entering to them of staying or maybe we
have a limited time to spend we are trying to find a way of staying so only few of them have that
kind of notion. on the other way around few of them have the notion of black people stealing
from them’. Those perception creates skepticism and a barrier between most black and white
students and it puts us black men in a lesser position whereby, they look down on us.
Culture: Although there are experiences of racism and discrimination in UPEI, P believes that
cultural differences and culture shock has a major role to play in the existence of racialization for
most African men. Most African men experience culture shock when they get here due to the
differences in culture. Without adequate exposure, information, support system and community,
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they often feel excluded and unwanted or even shame to do things the way they are used to.
Sometimes, their experiences of racialization and assumptions may even be as a result of a
misunderstanding due to the differences in culture. Most white students including faculty and
staff are not properly educated on African men and their culture so that creates a more pressing
institutional barrier and misunderstandings. However, when an African man does not do things
the Canadian way, people begin to assume, generalize, and stereotype him leading to more
racialization. According to P, ‘we can classify racist in different forms you understand now.. it
may not be in the form of violence it may not be in the form of being harmful but culture also
play a major role because the way we do our things is not the same way you understand so we..
the way we are being brought up is different from the way they are brought up so the culture play
a very major role in terms of relationship in terms of discrimination.’ Furthermore, most African
men need to go through that process of understanding and realizing the difference in culture and
how to integrate themselves into the Canadian system. This process of engagement with the new
culture may be short for some African men and long for others; however, it is a process we
should acknowledge in their experience.
Assumptions: According to P, it is difficult for some Canadians to change the perception they
have of black men from Africa. However, instead of trying to learn or understand the way of the
black man, they begin making assumptions and stereotypes about black men from Africa. P said
‘what you have in your mind.. is sometimes difficult for you to get it off for example now if I
heard a lot of things about Daniel and I heard that this is how Daniel is this is how this person
is that Daniel is a crook.. Daniel is like 419 (.. Daniel is this... so until I meet with Daniel face to
face until I move with you for about 1or 2 weeks before I get to know the real you but there are
there are people that all they know is Daniel is bad.. that is why I put the word 'Canadians' when
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they hear the word 'black' they say everything is black you know everything is bad so that is the
notion.’ 419 is a phrase we use in Nigeria to classify someone who is fraudulent. Due to the lack
of awareness and knowledge about the black man and his culture, some Canadians are not
willing or open to learn or seek clarity, they just make stereotypical assumptions that lead to
racialization. I have come to an understanding that there is a gap in knowledge about the black
men from Africa. Racialization stems from a position of power and when some white people see
themselves as superior over black men, they become more ignorant towards their words and
action. Most of them don’t realize it because there is no body actively working to challenge or
confront racialization in UPEI.
Purpose: P is driven by his purpose to work for God and impact people’s lives. According to
him, he has realized that the only way to combat those assumptions, is to be open and active on
campus. He said ‘I found out that keeping quiet is not the is not solution. the best way people can
know you people can know your action people can know what you have in mind people can
know the best way you can let people know your intention it's not as what they take black not as
evil is for you to speak out so when you speak out you contribute you ask questions the lecturer
the professor ask question you will be able to give the answer so things like that people get to
know you that this guy is free that is why that is why’. Furthermore, those assumptions are as a
result of the perception they have of black people and that has nothing to do with him. He
believes that his character is not in line with those assumptions so therefore, he doesn’t feel
impacted by them. P said ‘I know that I am not bad the assumption may be there but it is not who
I am so that is the way I picture myself’. This mindset is similar to other African men I spoke to
and it is a very resilient mentality to have. Basically there is no need to fight over what you’re
not. African men like P have used this mentality to neglect the ignorance of some white people in
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UPEI and focus on their goals and purpose. His belief, purpose and goal has been his greatest
source of strength; he said ‘eah the source of my strength and support number one is God
number two is my potential... what I feel I can do what I feel I am created for do you understand
now my goal primarily in this PEI or UPEI is to cause a change in every aspect of life spiritually
physically academically, you understand now so I have one goal that keeps me thriving and
coping is the goal that I want to make an impact you understand that I want to get to get to a
point where people will look at me and say this man has contributed to the cause morally,
socially, and economically’.
Identity: I have realized especially in my conversation with P that purpose breeds identity.
African men like P realize their identity through purpose; he said, ‘I told you in the in the
previous conversation is that I know who I am I know what God has created me for and I'm not
here to follow other people's paths I have my own part to play you understand now I'm not
threading I'm not moving on based on someone opinion some people ehh agenda I have my own
agenda which God has given to me so I have to follow my agenda without looking at what
people say about me. Whether people say I'm black and evil I don't care all I can do to turn that
their imagination to turn it into a very good positive... that's my goal.’ P gained a sense of
belonging and was able to flourish when he embraced his identity as a black man. He said ‘yes I
was able to to flow with them by by revealing my true identity who I am.. if I need to be
corrected does.. so.. you know trying to hide who you are is another thing. when you get to a
place and you’re trying to copy people is not good it is better you be be yourself and ehh if there
is anything you need to correct so when you look at the way they eat the way they talk the way
they do things in the initial time the first time it may it may look so it may feel somehow that
you’re not understanding what they’re doing but as time goes on when you look at the first and
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second time the third time you will be able to do what exactly what they’re doing and that give
you confidence that what they’re doing that is the same thing you’re doing’
Opportunity: Where most people see difficulties and challenges, some see opportunities and P
has seen and embraced the opportunity to be a black man in UPEI. ‘so being black in campus it's
an opportunity for me to prove to them that black people are not as violent as what they think
you understand. so in academic Excellence is to prove to them that black people are intelligent in
my friendship in my interaction the way I speak the way I behave to also it will also show…
my comportment in class in the lecture rooms the way I ask questions it must also portray that
this black people are not what they think they are. they are respected they are not as arrogant and
they are well trained do you understand...’ Most African men like P through their experiences
gain consciousness and begin to engage more with the community in UPEI. The engagement
comes with a something to prove mentality and to engage their consciousness with the other to
work towards rewriting the narrative and disengaging the negative perception they have of him
as a black man.
Confidence: P recalls that he was afraid and felt intimidated when he began his journey in UPEI
and it had a very negative impact on him. He said ‘in the initial when I came to Canada when I
came to ehh PEI when I started my first semester in September when I go to the class to the
lecture rooms and I see the way white people are writing pu...pu..pu...pp... writing writing they
are writing very fast and the way they asked questions in the initial I was afraid because I have
this notion that white people are better than black people you understand. so I feel so... I feel so
unconfident I feel as if I can't cope I can't do it do you understand’. Also, African men like P feel
different and inferior for other reasons like language barriers. According to him ‘but when I
begin to understand that it is not what I think that they are very smart pa pa pa they move fa
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fast... does not mean that we too are not intelligent but when I begin to see in our day-to-day
activities in going to the lab to work you know writing quiz and you.. now I began to gain
confidence I begin to say no this mentality must not ruin me... must not ruin my life.’ This seems
to be the case for most African men especially coming to a whole new different environment and
culture without proper support, family or friends to assist you. He regained confidence after a
while; he said ‘but when I begin to understand that it is not what I think that they are very smart
pa pa pa they move fa fast... does not mean that we too are not intelligent but when I begin to
see in our day-to-day activities in going to the lab to work you know writing quiz and you.. now
I began to gain confidence I begin to say no this mentality must not ruin me.. must not ruin my
life’.
I have realized a certain tone of helplessness when some African men are describing coping as
opposed to thriving. Thriving gives them a sense of hope or a realization and understanding of a
certain purpose. I realized that there is a concientization process that has to be acknowledged in
both cycles of coping and thriving. According to P, it is the responsibility of every African man
to thrive and to do so it is our responsibility to gather the necessary tools needed to do so. This is
what P had to say about the relevance of coping and thriving to his experiences ‘the relevant of
coping and thriving.. yes ehh the relevance is Rome are not built in a day if you’re going to
achieve your great potential you are going to be what God actually created you to be you must go
on.. life go on.. you don’t mind what people say about you and you don’t want to copy other
people just go on with what you believe you can do and keep going strive more to do what you
think can help you in life and never give up you understand that is the importance of coping and
thriving. don’t give up because of what people say about you don’t assume that this is what
people.. hear.. what people feel about you because when you begin to think about what people
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feel about you you can’t go on so coping is go on striving means gather everything you need to
gather that can help you to continue in the race through to the end.’

Participant R

Participant R is a black man from Senegal. He chose to study in UPEI based on the idea that
UPEI is on an island. Also, he came to UPEI because he wanted to be more independent and be
able to create something for himself. Lastly, UPEI is a small university and it is easy to focus and
become responsible here.
Unequal opportunities: He’s experiences where different from other African men and was mainly
centered around unequal opportunities surrounding the athletics department and also other
systems within the university. R described his experience as being nice until he came to UPEI.
His initial challenges or problems R faced was the UPEI soccer team. ‘Well when I came here I
joined one of the main thing I always had a problem with and I think everybody else has a
problem with... I joined the soccer team.’ He mentioned that there is a lot of favoritism that goes
on in the soccer team, which places his chances at an unfair disadvantage. ‘in the soccer team
they favor people from here first and then other white people from other places first before us no
matter how good we were... it was really tough for us to get play time.’ After several
conversations with other athletes, R was told that there is a lot of politics that operate with the
athletic department in UPEI. However, that has driven the team to be more focused on playing or
pleasing certain people over the other. ‘There's a lot of politics... some of the people that play in
the team their parents are the ones sponsoring the teams or their parents have big names so
though... their kids have to play you know and It's just so frustrating because literally every
summer I work... I and other international students in the team we work our asses off... we make
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sacrifices we decide not to work that whole summer just to take care of our bodies so we can get
ready for the season but the season comes we play in the Muligan cup that's it after the Muligan
cup he makes his team and It's the same people that play over and over and over and over again’.
R and other African men have shared similar frustration towards this issue. According to R, there
is no concrete reason or explanation from the coaching staff as to why they have not been given
the opportunity to play, prove or showcase their abilities.
Outcast: At times, Most African men are treated like an outcast or feel that way. Although some
would say it is a normal thing to experience since they’re not from here. I believe there is a lack
of commitment and involvement from the other towards the black man from Africa. Also, there
is lack of care and certainty towards the black man from Africa. However, these things and more
is in conflict with the life and experiences of black men from Africa. ‘I feel like if we were white
and we were from here we would play but we are not white and we are not from here so there
was no way...’ Nevertheless, being black in a white society does not just put you at an unfair
disadvantage, but it builds resilience and perseverance for most men. ‘we would have to fight our
way in like play in a way that the coach would be like you know what if I really wanna win this
weekend I have to play this guys. Something like that you know... even then it was still tough... it
was still tough’ I personally believe that African men that go through that process and eventually
find the light will show be more resilient and likely to build a ‘something to prove’ type
mentality. Furthermore, R also felt unwanted within the team. He spoke about the segregation
and exclusion that goes on between his teammates and also faculty and staff. ‘Even the team
mates there's like groups in the... in the.. in the team there's like ohh the older guys they make
their group when they get there they're together they're... talking and then the younger white guys
they're... they're there they're talking and then there're the international ones... uhmmm
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sometimes like this year there was a German player so he was mostly with us but then the other
guys were more welcoming towards him than us so like they try to get him to like they invited
him to parties and then we'd find out and he tells ohh yeah he went to the rookie party the guys
told him to come to the rookie party and I and the other black people we are like ohhh so there
was a rookie party... wow we never heard about it,,, How did you know... He was like the group
chat.... we are in the group chat so I guess there was a separate group chat for then.. we were like
ohhh wow interesting you know okay nice but like we tried not to make it a big deal yes it hurts
you know yes a team shouldn’t be like that but what can we do... There's nothing we can do.’
There is no sense of community or inclusion in the soccer team and it makes it difficult for
African men on the team to incorporate themselves into the society.
Assumptions: Just like other Africa men, R experienced other kinds of assumptions in his
encounters with the other. He says ‘Well they all think we are not smart to be in school cause
ummm I've... I've heard stories from few people I know that they were talking about us were like
they were like ohh you know like they're not smart they don't do well in school’. This is an
assumption they make about R without knowing his program or status in school. R explained to
me that the reason he is still in school is because he is majoring in three different programs,
which would take more time than necessary to meet completion. Also, R believes that they
assume or perceive that we don’t have the proper resources to study here. He says ‘And they
think we don't have the means to be here. So I use to drive a Mustang then so when they saw me
driving a convertible Mustang they were like wow where he does he get the money... and
suddenly they thought my family was one of those people that we are stealing money from the
countries’. This is an experience I share with R as well. I’ve had some conversations that are just
awful because they think so low of me as a black man and the continent of Africa in general.
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They ask certain questions that scream of prejudice and stereotypical assumptions towards me.
As awful as it is I try my best to educate them and more so rewrite that narrative and show them
the other side they don’t know about or haven’t seen. It is highly offensive and disappointing that
they don’t know more and for the most part are not really open to accept that fact, but are
hesitant to say something and make assumptions.
Not my place: In reaction to his experiences, R doesn’t believe there is much that can be done.
There was a tone of hopelessness and a feeling that nothing can be done or no one cares about
his experiences. ‘Well I'm... I just said to myself you know It's their country I'm the one that
came here I... there'sss... not much I can do like. I either go back home or stay here and you
know I just say to myself that's just another obstacle’.
Resilience: The thing I found most interesting with talking to African men through my research
was their mentality and how they turned an ‘out of place’ mentality into a strength. Although
most African men like R feel helpless because it is not their place, he says ‘I either go back home
or stay here and you know I just say to myself that's just another obstacle that... that is gonna
make me stronger that is gonna make me who.. I am today. That's gonna make me who I will be
tomorrow or... you know if I can go through that and not let it destroy me I will just become
stronger and stronger and smarter and stronger. I will always be ahead of this people they think
they're ahead but they're not ahead... they're way behind. I would be ahead because I'm being
calm I'm just being smart about it I'm not making stupid decisions and I'm just moving on with
my life you know. What... what doesn't kill you makes you stronger.’. Most African men share
this same mentality to be resilient in tough situations. Basically, they believe if they can
persevere through those experiences, they will get stronger and eventually begin to thrive.
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Something to prove: R explained to me that in most situations especially in the soccer team, he
has coped by continuously going back to the team despite all the frustrating challenges and
experiences. However, those challenging experiences if properly managed by African men, can
be turned into an advantage and an opportunity. In that case, R believes that even though he
doesn’t get to play for the team, at least he can train and better himself. He says ‘At least I get to
come and touch the ball at least I get to get myself better and better and better, and then in the
winter league I use that to my... to my advantage and show them what I'm really made off.. we
always dominated them in the winter league’. Those challenges put African men in a position of
discomfort that eventually pushes them to seek several avenues and tools to thrive. He says ‘I
would say coping like not letting those things get to me and just going with the flow and then
thriving is me going to practice every day and not giving up and then getting myself better and
better and better and better and better and when I have the chance to prove myself in the summer
or in the winter I prove myself you know that's... that's just how we do.’
Unequal opportunities: The soccer team only accepts three international students into the regular
season team. With the influx of international students in UPEI, who are interested in the soccer
program, it is unfair to deprive them of that opportunity to play. R believes it is mostly the case
for UPEI to use that as a factor to only grow their home players and neglect the students from
Africa who show interest in this sport. Also, R voiced his frustration towards the neglect of
offers and scholarships by the university. They have these offers and scholarship programs for
home grown and international players selected by the coach but seem to keep a blind eye to the
African men who sacrifice their time and resources to the team and program. In all his years with
the UPEI team, R is yet to feature in a league game. He says ‘I was told three.. but then I look
into UNB... ten of their starters are all from England... Europe... Africa.. and you there's a..
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there's a paper where like it tells where this people are from and stuff like that. I see that and I'm
like okay they tell us oh only three people are allowed to play for the university for that are
international but this team they have like 15 players and then 9 players or 10 players are
starting... What's that supposed to mean... UNB, Dalhousie.. and then ummm CB is it CBA...
CBU... CBU has like all the English people in there mehn like how are they getting away with
those but us we.. we can't get away with it you know and there was a year literally the... coach
was like they had to do researches on me if I played pro in my country and the... the CIA had to
make researches on... about me to make sure I did not play in any pro... ehmm professional
game.. I'm like what are you talking about I've been here for years so why is it suddenly this
year. I didn't know if it was true or not but I literally told my coach what are you talking about
like I've been here for so many years like I ne... I... I never started in any of your games why is it
that this year it's a problem you know... I... if there's anything wrong just... they should just tell
me instead of using this excuses and stuff.. So like I... I don't believe in that because I see other
universities and they come here and I'm working with you and we see their names and they're all
international students you know so I don't know what's that supposed to mean. I... I'm looking to
forward to see what's gonna happen next year because now I have my citizenship I wanna see if
they're gonna tell me interna.... Cause I'm... I'm not an international student anymore. So I wanna
see what's gonna happen it's gonna be my final year I actually... I'm looking forward to see what
they're gonna say.. this time.’ In terms of the scholarship R says ‘A certain amount of money but
us mehnn... it’s... we don't count we just don't count... we jsut don't qualify in the soccer team we
just don't count maybe the soccer team doesn't have enough money I don't know.... I don't know
what the problem is but I... I hear of players that are not even dressing up having 50% of their
fees paid off or getting to live in res for free I know like some of the guys that live in Bernie they
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don't pay anything and one guy plays you know the other guy doesn't play any... game and like
you ca... and he's not even good like I'm the kind of person like when someone is better than me I
will tell you straight up this person is better than me. This guy is not even half as good as what I
can do and then he's living in Bernie.. he doesn't pay anything and you know me.. Us *stutters
with words* I'm not just gonna talk about me but everybody else that is international that plays
on that team we pay everything for ourselves... we take care of... of ourselves you know and
when we go and ask for it they're like ahh noo you know we can't help you cause you're
international student this and that... there's a law there's a rule. So...’.
Mentality: A thought I had while conversing with other African men was that, we come from a
place that is considered a third world country. A place where people consider to be behind and
underdeveloped. We come here with a goal, and the idea to better ourselves and our people. It is
temporary and not long term so whatever you do or experience should not come as a hindrance
to your goal because those experiences are temporary. Also, most African men see opportunities
and with opportunities comes obstacles so for the most part, those experiences are mere obstacles
we have to pass to meet the opportunities. In regards to R’s confidence, he says ‘Sometimes I...
I.. feel like giving up but then.. the way I was raised it's just that.. it's like.... It's just another
obstacle you.. you don't let all this things get to you.. They're not the ones paying your fees
they're not the ones feeding you, they're not the ones doing anything for you, they're not the ones
that brought you here you know I remi... I... I'm here because I wanna be successful and take care
of my family not my... not just the family I made but my mom, my aunts, I wanna help them and
stuffs like that so.. like when I'm going through tough times like that and I'm thinking about
stuffs like that I just remember my family I'm like you know what It's not worth it I'm juat gonna
go through it you know for my family and... before you know it I'll be done, before you know it I
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will be out of here because I'm not planning on staying in PEI for the rest of my life I'm hoping
that I can go to a bigger city and get more opportunities there you know so... it affects me but I
don't let it get to me 100%.’ I believe that the fear of disappointing our families or supporters at
home, give us the mental energy to overcome such experiences. However, there was a time
things got a little too much for R and he had to go back home to stay with his family and
recuperate. He says ‘Errmm there was a time like when all this things happen and I sorted it out..
I just needed to go back home for three months... I don't know if you remember when I
travelled... I... That was one of the reasons why I travelled to go and be with my family and my
daughter came with me and like it helped a lot. I just needed that break... I didn't go to school
that year I.. took a year and a half off of school just to like figure out what's wrong... what's
going on how I can fix things and what I should do from there on and stuff like that and then I
went home going home helped a lot because I was with my family and they helped a lot that's
it... I just had to go home and remind myself where I'm coming from and what kinda person I am
and that's it..’
Knowledge: R has been in UPEI for a while and each obstacle of challenge comes a learning
experience. He says ‘Welll.... with... with what I've been through each year I.... I kind of know
what to expect so I just say to myself you know I'm just gonna go I'm gonna do what I have to do
there... and I'm gonna go home.’ In other words, R has found a way around certain experiences.
It’s more like a realization of how things and people work and how to work around it yourself.
For him, he has picked his focus and surrounded himself with tools he found helpful and
necessary to cope or thrive in this environment. He says ‘If I play good If I don't play so be it at
least I get to sweat, I get to touch the ball I get to have fun... you know and I get to go to
school.... and I get to stay outta trouble because when you play soccer you're... you... you go and
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play you get tired you come back home you study what you have to study you go to sleep. If you
didn't have soccer maybe you'd be doing something else... for me like soccer and my video
games are what keep me outta trouble... I have never smoked before I've never drank before and
I've never done drugs before... and one of... one of ... one of the reason why I... I've never did any
of those things was cause of.. football and my video games cause like they kept me so... so busy
that I never had time for any of those things you know’. Furthermore, he has also surrounded
himself with other African men in and out of the soccer team. Overall, there is that sense of
community ‘this past year it was just me and **** that were the only black people there so it was
even harder because I just had to be with him most of the time. If I wanted to talk to someone it
would be him like that's it.. I... there was nobody else you know so yeah I just... I when he
doesn't come to practice It's... it's hard because I don't talk to anybody I just go do my thing and
then I finish I take my stuff and I go to my car and I come back to rez you know go eat and come
back. I just... again.. I just... I have a mission so I... I'm just taking on the line and making sure I
get it done.’
Strength: Being an example for his kids and also the kids and people that look up to him has
been his greatest strength. Also, it has been a driving force for him to remain resilient and
focused. He says ‘Ummm.... mostly myself and my kids... I just... I... I...I.. I.. I can't show
weakness towards this when I have kids that look up to me and I coach a lot I don't know if you
know that but in the summer I coached umm U12 like U15 and U19 and like every summer I
coach like two to three teams and all these kids they love me soo much and they look up to me
you know and like when they come to my games they.. always show at my games or like when
we're training they show up and oh when I have events they show up.. I can't show weakness...
ermmm. when these kids are watching.. When they look up to me... when I cal... when they call
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me their coach because if I show weakness and I don't control myself they're gonna do the same
thing and they're gonna grow up like that and... it's just I just have to be strong for them and for
myself too but mostly for them...’

Participant E
Participant E is an African student from Nigeria, West Africa. Looking for a better opportunity
for his education and career as a soccer player, E chose to study in Canada over the United States
of America. Also, racism in America made Canada a more appealing destination for his studies.
Assumptions: 'Yes every day there are so many assumptions relating to the fact that you're a
black man. The assumptions are not only because you're a black man but also because you're a
black man from Africa.' While he was getting to know his environment and people, E recalled he
experienced stereotypical assumptions that targeted his identity. In this case, the stereotypes were
worse because it did not only focus on his character and status as a black man but also his
personality as a black man from Africa.
Reaction: Initially he was surprised that people had that mentality in UPEI. 'I was shocked that
people would think like that. It's impossible for them to ask me those questions cause I didn't ask
them those questions too.' It's disappointing for most African men like E who come here to study
and gain better experience to see how people perceive them. Stereotypes, discrimination, and
racialization is an utterly new experience and a shock for most African men in my research.
Identity: While analyzing my conversation with E, I realized that there was an internal conflict
that was as a result of his experiences of racialization in UPEI. However; he dealt with those
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experiences internally, before eventually acting or reacting. According to E, The stereotypical
assumptions question his identity and personality; however, he had to embrace that identity.
'Anytime people ask me I say I do it for the culture now like the African and black family in
general.' In this case, E is using his newly acquired identity to build and strengthen his
community with other men from Africa. Furthermore, he engages in a conscious process to reestablish his self and reform the stereotypical assumption. It is tasking for African men like E
make daily endeavors to be at their best behavior at all times.
Experiences: "When you feel uncomfortable about your race, I feel like that can lead to racism."
E has had challenging experiences with the other where he has felt uncomfortable under his skin.
Even though he tries to present his best self and live a normal life, he experiences stereotypical
assumptions based on his physical appearance. In this case, his physical appearance has become
an acquired identity for him and has led to expected behavior and reaction. He said, "They feel
like oh all of a sudden you're gonna be aggressive and beat them." Such experiences are
emotional for E and according to him, "other than the fact that I said I would like to live by my
identity as a black man every day, they need to understand that I am a human being too."
Being passive: E is passive about confronting his experiences sometimes although, depending on
the situation and due to expected reaction or behavior. He believes confronting some experiences
of racialization may escalate quickly and lead to altercations. He thinks that by being passive
sometimes, people realize they mistakes and may take actions to correct them. Also, there are
times things get heated, and as a human being, he believes he has to step up and confront those
situations and experiences of racialization.
Role Model: Each experience is a teacher in its way and a learning process for E and he engages
with their skills and focuses on the positive outcomes of his experiences rather the negatives. He
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said, "if I ponder upon the negative aspects It's definitely gonna bring me down." The positive
side of things for E is striving to be a good example for other black men. "I wanna be that kind of
guy that black men are like yeah like we should be more like E the way he's handling the
situation we don't need to be as aggressive as they want us to be. They want it to be like the
stereotypes are real."
Limit situations: E believes that opportunities are limited and scarce or out or reach. For
example, E had to transfer to Holland College soccer team because he never got playing time at
UPEI. Moreover, it is difficult to foster relationships due to the skepticism surrounding the
identity of a black man from Africa.
By any means necessary: Amidst their limit situations, E continuously shows resilience “believe
me every person I meet I tell them forget… like keep on pushing ourselves till the end… cause at
the end of the day you can’t say ohh yeah I wasn’t successful because they racially abused me.
Like even your friends will laugh at you.”
Community: E shares resilience by drawing strength from fellow black men and friends who
have more experience from staying longer and also have experienced success in their ventures.
Re-defining his mindset: E engages in several conscientization process in order to positively
impact his confidence on campus. Although his confidence is not at its maximum capacity, it is a
continuous work in progress. He constantly reminds himself and people around him that
anything is possible. Basically taking over the narratives and letting the positives outweigh the
negatives. Understanding how things work and how these systems operate.
Support system: Being around your own people and drawing strength. Also believing in himself,
becoming more conscious with himself and his environment. Understanding that you’re in a
better place with better opportunities.
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Participant J
Came to UPEI to study business. UPEI was the only school that gave him the option to enroll
straight into the university and not going to college first.
Expectation: Did not know what to expect although his parents spoke to him about potentially
experiencing racism. “parents can talk to you about oh you experienced racism just know that
you are not home it is not your place so just be comfortable”
Feeling different: Being black in a white society you feel and notice the difference in treatment
and also in general. “when you come here you know people look at you they get surprised some
people they are seeing a black man for the first time you know”/
Assumptions: Assuming that because he’s black or African he can’t speak English “having a
conversation with someone then they see you that you can speak English that’s one notion that
they can say oh I didn’t know that you could speak good English… how did you learn since you
are an African”
Expectations of the other: Based on their knowledge, they have certain expectations of what a
black African man should be like, or how a black man should act or react. Which in every sense
conflicts with the actual being or behavior of the African man and leads to several forms of
stereotypes, bias and prejudice. “They don’t expect you to know good English and then just
being technological advanced” Their expectations and assumptions are more “related to the
language to the culture and to technological difference because all they see when they hear
Africa is poor”
Generalization: Their expectations and assumptions leads them to stereotypically generalize
every black man from Africa. According to J “that kinda comes into conflict because what they
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don’t know is they have assumptions of them, so they apply it to everyone, they just generalize
everyone”
Difference in culture: J believes that some of the assumptions are as a result of differences in
culture and certain a misunderstanding and misinterpretation of his culture. “I’ll say sometimes
its differences in culture because Africans, us sometimes we are loud that’s how we are so they
can take that to be an aggressive… ohh you’re angry so that’s the difference... it will be better if
someone is interested to learn your culture other than just making those assumptions about your
culture”
Coping and thriving: According to J “it’s when I came here I was trying to cope with the
situation. Just trying to learn the situation… just being convenient with everything around me.”
Basically just taking things as they come. The turning point for J to go beyond coping and
towards thriving was the realization of a purpose “I know what I wanted.” It was when he made
that realization and decision was when he began to engage in more thriving practices. No matter
what happened he focused on his goals and purpose. According to him “I got to a point whereby
no matter what happens I’m just focused on what I want to… what I came here for, what my
parents sent me here for and just reach my goals no matter what happens if I face racism…
someone offends me I’ll try to inconvenience myself and just go after what I came here for.
Negative impacts greater than positives initially: For J, I believe the negatives initially
outweighed the positives because he didn’t feel accepted or welcomed by the other. According to
him, he came here not only for the knowledge but also for exposure. However, he said “when
you come here and you find a notion that people they find you that you’re backwards and then
they wouldn’t give you that space for you to associate with them then it comes to a
disadvantage.”
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Changing the negatives to positives (rewriting the narratives): With time, J has been able to turn
the negatives into positives by adjusting his approach and mindset. “if someone is willing to
learn that the other person who is approaching you is willing to learn… they’re asking questions
because there is a difference whereby someone comes making a statement… I can’t be open to
that person I have to just move with someone who is willing to learn and be open minded.”
Sense of belongingness (showing strength and relevance): J has experience sense of
belongingness and inclusion in areas he showed strength. According to him “I feel like I have
felt a sense of belonging in areas whereby people assume that you have your strength.” He used
the stereotypes to his advantage. “let’s say if its sports it’s in the gym you can find buddies that
just ohh okay because they have like this stereotype oh black guys are more physical built and
then so people are they are willing to just because they know that you can give, that you can
show them other things.
Strength: His family has been his source of strength and support. Also his goal oriented and
purposefulness strengthens him to thrive as well.

Participant J
Come to UPEI as a backup plan when he experienced a delay to his application to the states.
Anxious: Experienced a certain for of anxiety because of the uncertainty of a new environment.
Gathering Information: Due to his uncertainty about like PEI and UPEI, J began sourcing out
information to enlighten himself more on what it would be like living in PEI and UPEI as a black
man from Africa. “I was checking through Instagram… And it found out I wasn’t seeing black
people here.” His curiosity stemmed from physical differences, cultural differences, ways of
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approach, and treatment and communication barriers. “then also I was thinking what’s it like
cause interaction with white people has been pretty minimal cause we are Africans it’s all black
people so coming here I was like what’s it gonna be like talking to these people because my
accent wasn’t as good as it is now… so I can imagine having issues with pronunciations and they
laugh at me.” He was also curios about the assumptions they make “I’ve heard previous things
about when they ask you how did you get here? Did you use a boat? Did you use a flight? Some
undereducated questions.”
Expectations: From the initial information he gathered about the experiences of others in PEI and
UPEI, J had expectations, but when he arrived here, to his greatest surprise things were not as he
expected them to be. “The initial reception was warm maybe just PEI, I don’t know if it’s
Canada wide but in PEI people are relatively friendly.” He experienced some assumptions in an
encounter with some strangers that were drunk at the residence area “actually it was not from
people I knew it was some random guys there were drunk in Andrew hall.”
Excluded: On getting here J realized it was easy for him to make friends although after a while,
he began to see them more as acquaintance rather than friends. “I lived in Andrew hall first year,
that floor was all first year students so moving around everyone is first year like hey Josh… and I
had an English name so it’s not hard for them to pronounce my name or something… but then
you realized these people they want to hang out but they don’t invite you to hang our or they
invite you and you’re like everything is awkward when you’re there then when you leave
everything is normal so they probably invited you for familiarity sake not expecting to honor the
invitation.
Understanding and realizing the patterns: When he first came he experienced certain assumptions
relating to his identity, but with time he began to see and understand the patterns and reasoning
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behind those assumptions. “So like if it was two people you’d think it’s random questions but if
it’s ten out of twelve people you meet asking the same questions, yes, there’s a pattern to it”.
After several experiences, J came to a realization that he did not really have a comfortable
experience with the people he regarded as friends. “so somehow I found out I thrive better when
I met people like from Nigeria instead of hanging out with the white people… I chose to hang
out with black people and I have found it more homey like people were more open to talk to me
and feel warm around me.” With the assumptions he experienced, he also realized that most of
their assumptions and stereotypical beliefs were as a result of lack of exposure to his culture and
identity. “But then I came to realize most of these guys haven’t even been on flights before the
concept of internet is even… it’s not new to them but they don’t use the internet as much as we
do back home.”
Mindset: J has specific mentality that makes him unique or separates him from the rest. He says
“I didn’t have anyone about being intellectually inclined because I’m the kind of person… when
I step into a place, I like to make people know that I’m wise… I like to be the most powerful
person in the room.” He exerts authority and confidence so people don’t look down on him.
Coping and thriving: In regards to his definition on the concept of coping, J believes he was
initially coping with his experiences in class especially in his first year. “I was coping to do
assignment s because the knowledge wasn’t as much as it is now… I was coping doing things I
wasn’t supposed to do.” He believes things turned around for him when he started talking to his
fellow Nigerian friends who were here before him and had similar experiences at the computer
science program.
In his experiences J talks about limit situations as a black man from Africa leaving and schooling
in Canada. Nevertheless, he believes that not all experiences is regarded as racism but says
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“racism still exists and I’ve seen it happen but not being thrown at me and say oh you’re black I
can’t help you… it’s a form of discrimination done quietly.”
Your own people: J pointed out that things are mostly unfair when you’re outside the company
of your own people, place or home. While experiencing exclusion and discrimination from other
students, J sought the company and guidance of fellow black men from Africa in and outside his
computer science program and began excelling in his endeavors.
J believes that most situations of racism occurs in other areas and works of life. However, what
some people may call racism as a result of how we’ve been taught to think. “It’s the same way
we were brought up thinking if something favors a white man that doesn’t favor a black man is
racism. It’s the same way they move to favor their people over us. “He goes on to say that there
are limit situations, discrimination in Nigeria but we don’t call it racism because it occurs within
our community as Nigerians. Even though there are limit situations that inwardly affect us, we
still identify and perceive each other as one. But everything changes and goes out of its normalcy
when you get here as a black man. But when we come here now apart from the skin color… if
the skin color doesn’t tell you the accent tells you that we’re not the same. You step in here and
you’re… ohh we are different.”
Embracing the identity (ceasing the opportunity)- In talks about his confidence, things changed a
lot for good after his first year. His fellow black man changed his mindset. ‘He put it in me
like… when you’re a minority in Canada we are at a position of advantage.” The idea is that the
perception of things by the other put you in a position of disadvantage but you’re actually in a
position of advantage if you can realize that and begin to use situations and things to your
advantage. “other international bodies are more willing to favor you because they know this is
the struggle.”
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Sense of community: With is ability to be a leader on campus, J realizes that being different in
this society is actually an opportunity to build a greater and stronger sense of community
amongst black people or foreign bodies. “knowing we’re different, the objective is more clear…
like the objective of the society isn’t to interact directly with white people now… it’s to bring all
the black people.” He believes that there would always be a difference in treatment no matter
how you try to interact with the other. Due to the differences, J believes that it is possible to
reach out to the other and make efforts to strengthen the interactions and relationships with them.
However, the possibility lies mostly on us as black men from Africa to strengthen and unite our
own communities first and then reaching out to the other. So when they see us coming, we are
coming together with a strong bond identifying as one. Strengthening the black community and
supporting one another so the other can see how united we are and learn from us. “Even if our
accents are different our accents are more similar than to the white accents. So it’s easier
preaching unity when you’re like ohh we are one black skin come together for a black brother.
Active effort: “it actually takes an active effort to take you from the coping level to thriving.”
This for J is an active and continuous progress that has a lot to do with your confidence. ‘If you
let any of these things touch your confidence you’re going to leave thriving and start coping.”
Basically the mentality and mindset has a huge role to play towards this process. ‘youre like this
professor is gonna down mark me and up mark this… even though that doesn’t happen so now
you keep adding limitations that don’t even exist just for the fact that you believe ohh it’s not
gonna favor me.” I believe a lot of African men give into this mindset after several experiences.
They end up believing that it is always going to be bad for them and things are always going to
be that way without even trying to confront the situation. Even though things are still the same
when they do, the just sometimes give up too easily.
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By any means necessary: The mindset for J is that we as black men from Africa are here to
succeed we have to constantly keep pushing and putting in effort till we get there. “We are here
to succeed… this guy doesn’t want to help me I’ll find someone else.” It takes continuous effort
to get to your goal or purpose. As a black man from Africa, you have to put more effort and put
yourself in the best possible situation to thrive.
Thriving: “it is a constant effort like working harder… I wouldn’t say working harder, working
smarter.” Thriving is a continuous or progressive journey for black man from Africa. With the
knowledge they’ve gathered so far, J believes that acquiring the right tools in order to excel
shows that thriving is possible e.g. knowing people, making connections, forming the right
relationships, building your mentality and confidence towards achieving your goals, and purpose.
Strength and support: His source of strength has been his ability to reach out to different people
for guidance, his family and friends.

Participant K
K chose UPEI because it is a small university in a small area. He believes PEI is growing
diversity and he has not really encountered racism. Although there might be people who are
racist, “they might like hide from the fact that you know how people judge me in the society… If
I tend be racist towards this person.”
Feeling Different: “you know due to the fact that as a black man living in a white society…
you’ll be focused on… people would want to look at you… know who you are… because you’re
like the only person different from the rest of the group.” His presence coming into UPEI felt
different and he believes he got a lot of curious stares because he was obviously different from
the rest of the group. To feeling different, he said “I would say yes… because it was a kind of a
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new experience to me you know coming from a different part of the world you know coming to
this society… it was a total different experience.”
Difficulties: The feeling different was a result of culture shock and a new experience and with
that, he experienced some difficulties and challenges. Communication was one of the challenges
he mentioned during our conversation. “You have to like repeat yourself… I feel when I repeat
myself to people just for them to understand what I’m saying.” Although some African men had
to establish a “Canadian accent” in order to make communication easier K didn’t do that. “I’m
not that kind of person… I like to you know stick to my mother tongue… if you don’t understand
what I’m saying I try and repeat myself.” He doesn’t consider the challenges of communication
as racism or the people being racist towards him.
Assumptions: Based on assumptions of other African men I mentioned, K says that he hasn’t
experienced or been confronted by such assumptions. Although he believes that such
assumptions and stereotypes do exist amongst us. He believes that as a black man, your lifestyle
in this society also has a role or part to play when experiencing racialization.
Your own people: With understanding the way it works here, K kept to himself or mixed with
other black African men in order not to experience those misunderstandings. “so in my own case
the way I handle situations like that you know I tend to like stay on my own… and sometimes
mix with my own group so as other people not to get like a form of misconception you know like
misunderstanding…” That way K has avoided some experiences of racialization that other
African men have experienced.
Coping and thriving: Doing the necessary things or taking the necessary measure to attain your
goal, K didn’t give me a definite definition of the terms but used his experiences and mentality to
describe them. He believes going outside your comfort zone can eventually lead to thriving,
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although, it is not an easy process or journey that can come instantly. However, having an
identity or sense of who you are and what you want to become with the opportunity of coming
abroad to study would or should give you a sense of direction and purpose. Basically having in
mind that sacrifices where made for you to be here and people from home are counting on you to
succeed.
Support system: K believes it’s easy to cope in UPEI due to the support system “friends who you
can make family” that can assist you in many ways. Also, the international relations office serves
as a good support system for him as well.
Confidence: His confidence grows stronger each day “as a black man like me you know, coming
like thousands of miles all the way from Africa down to the North American society… that’s a
very huge accomplishment for myself first of all… getting an undergraduate, a degree from a
Canadian university too that’s a very huge accomplishment for myself.” His accomplishments,
success and also, that of his fellow African men gives him the confidence and strength to
continue to push forward. “We are like the minority in the society… so you seeing yourself
doing good… or seeing my fellow brother do good gives me motivation… it makes me feel
really… really happy… it motivates me to like even do more.”
By any means necessary mentality: He has experienced exclusion especially in classroom group
situations and often feels sad or “depressed and marginalized” about it. He tried to be respectful
and maintain level head with a strong mindset. “I don’t really let that bother me” stating that his
easy going personality makes it easier to be passive about such situation. He accepts such
experiences as being “part of life” and “little things” that occur but he doesn’t let that bother him
or stop him from achieving his goal. Basically there are better things to worry about and focus
on.
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Strength and support: his religious beliefs, mentality to understand and drive to keep striving to
achieve his goal has been a good source of strength. Also, being goal oriented and purposeful,
friend’s professors, international student bodies have also served as a unique support system for
him.
Participant C
His parents picked UPEI because it is a good school also he heard a good community here as
well and a smaller place to live in.
Different: I started our main conversation by asking C if he thought he was black before he came
here based on my conversation with other African men. C said “I always know I was black but I
get where they’re coming from… yeah they’re right cause when I came here people started to
look at me differently asked me questions about my culture… everyone would stare at me and
my friends.” Although he embraced his identity, he felt different when he came here because of
the way he was perceived and treated.
Assumptions: He experienced some assumptions when he came here and began interacting with
people. “they were asking us if we ride like Giraffes back home… They asked us if we lived in
huts… I didn’t really see it as racism but I think the white people were curious about like our
living conditions.” Those assumptions didn’t really appear as racism to him but just sheer
curiosity of the other.
Confronting the assumptions and experiences: When they make those assumptions, C tends to
correct them by showing them and teaching them that things are not always how the perceived
them to be “I’m a different type of person from other people so when people made those
assumptions I had to correct them immediately like I will show them pictures.”
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Perception: C believes that the assumptions they make and the way they act around us are as a
result of the perception they have of black men and Africa. “I’ve been in a football game and just
cause I was gonna go talk to the ref… he said he was scared for his life. So I feel like they have a
perception about black people that we’re aggressive arrogant.”
Differences in culture: C believes that the differences in culture is huge and they don’t put that
into perspective. “Sometimes when we go to like basketball games the way we cheer for teams
it’s just our culture. We might be loud but not aggressive.” C believes that they are not well
aware of the difference or fully understand us so they interpret us or our actions differently or
wrongly. “So people interpret us the wrong way… I just think like they think low of us not really
low of us but they’re not well educated about the black people.”
Experiences: “I’ve been spat on before on the soccer pitch… A friend of his even told me he
could buy me.” This incident happened in the soccer pitch and C reacted aggressively towards it
“I was like I’m not gonna let this happen to me…” But other occasions whereby he was not
assaulted or insulted because his blackness, C says “but like other occasions like when I was in
church … I can’t like start fighting… I just like laughed about it and I tried to educate them more
about it.”
Feeling Inferior: “I felt more intimidated when I came here at first” C says that he has never
really experienced racism before but has heard about it so those experiences he felt sad and
emotional. “I’ve never really experienced like racism… I’ve heard of it but like when things like
this happen like you feel angry but at the same time you feel like does this actually happen… you
feel saddened inside and like you feel emotional.”
Coping and Thriving: C defined coping as have the knowledge of racism but doing nothing about
it and defined thriving as making people aware or getting past racism.
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Community: C has gotten past racism by surrounding himself with people and confronting the
assumptions or experiences by educating them. “I’ve surrounded myself with good people, not
all white people are racist and I’ve educated some of the white people who are less educated
about people.” He gives the credit to a new society where black people interact and have
relationships with white people. “I’m in a society where black people try to mix with white
people these days we just don’t stay by ourselves we play football with the white people… we
party with the white people… we talk and that’s the way we are thriving.”
Thriving: Educating people teaching them about the culture or way of like of a black man from
Africa is thriving for C.
Resilience: C has shown good resilient skills so far and credits his upbringing for his strong
mentality and mindset. “like my upbringing like my parents they always told us like no matter
what we should always believe in ourselves… It’s mentally imputed in our heads from kids that
no matter the oppression we should always try to stay firm.” As a black man from Africa, C has
gained so much confidence and built resilience from his upbringing, culture and mentality of
resiliency. Although he has had some bad experiences “I’ve even had an RLA search me for
drugs… “he believes continuously that educating them more about the black culture to get the
awareness out there.”
Strength and support: For C his family, friends and his belief in God has given him the strength
and support to go past racism.

L
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“I found this place on the internet I was surfing for universities in Canada and this was quite
affordable and it was good so I applied.”
Assumptions: Talking to L was unique because his perception of his experiences were different
from most other African men I spoke with “No the only thing I experienced was the name
pronunciation, which at this point whichever way they pronounce my name… I’m fine with it…
as long as we don’t spend a long time trying to explain what doesn’t need explanation.” He
doesn’t recall experiencing any assumptions relating to his identity as a black man. Although
later in our conversation he mentioned some assumptions people make; however, he doesn’t let
that define him or bother him.
Personality and self-perception: L believes his personality and self-belief or perception has been
the key reason why he has not experienced those assumptions or stereotypes. “I am quote nice…
loving… I’m not stuck up… everybody wants like just to be cool like everybody wants to be
friends and apart from that I never saw myself as somebody that’s colored or stuff like even
though like we are being reminded of that oh you’re different … I saw myself as we are equal
and whatever like they’re doing I feel like I can do it also.” So his personality and mindset of
blocking out the racial barriers and differences gives him the ability to silence those assumptions.
Engaging himself in things he is interested in and disengaging himself from things he is not
interested in, He is Muslim as well which makes things a bit different from other.
Mentality and mindset approach: Apart from his personality L’s mindset approach to things is
also different and interesting. “I saw myself as we are equal and whatever like they’re doing I
feel I can do it also… I try to involve myself in things that I am really interested in not force
myself into what society wants me to do.” So far his mentality and approach to the way of life
here has his experiences seem unique. Although he believes the media tries to portray the
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differences and make him feel inferior, his belief in himself has put his confidence on another
level. “My parents sometimes tell me that ohh you know like don’t see yourself as you being
different from them like try to involve yourself in whatever you’re doing because at the end of
the day it’s for your benefit.” L says that mentality and way of life (i.e focusing on himself and
his goals) has been successful towards his experiences here at UPEI.
Coping: L believes it is easier to cope in UPEI because the environment is not aggressive or
hostile “The environment itself too helped… made it easier to just cope with what is going on in
the world and here in Charlottetown like the crime rate is not that much like, the stereotype is
also not that much like people mind their business people are loving here and for somebody that
is similar to them I think it works like hand in hand with the thing.” His personality is relatively
synonymous to the environment making it easier for him or keeps him going.
Mindset: Despite the difficulties in finding jobs or good job opportunities, L believes his ability
to show resilience and continuous effort to keep applying is mentality to thrive.
Identity: His identity as a black man has positively impacted his confidence on campus. “I use
my identity as a black person to get myself into a position which was in the house of
legislative… before the last semester of my final year because they were looking for
international student.” He used his identity as a black man in this case as a strength to gain
access and experience to a position in the house of legislative. That way, he was able to learn
more about PEI. He also believes that his identity as a black man keeps people away from him.
“I thin generally people are scared of talking to black people because they see them violent and
like based on what they’re seeing not what they’ve experienced…like ohh I saw this on the tv.”
With that he believes some white people tend to stay away from getting close or making friends
with black people. But his belief towards situations like that is to mind his business and do his
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own thing. “as long as I mind my business like that’s just my key like mind your business and be
easy going and stuff… your life will be perfect.” However, people are entitled to their own
opinions but as long as he doesn’t see himself as those assumptions and stereotypes and they
don’t say it to his face he is fine.
Expectation: He believes that the older generation are more likely to make those stereotypical
assumptions based on the expectations they have of what a black person should do or be like.
“It’s more of like the older generation like… they feel like most-black people they see are
probably playing basketball and they’re on scholarship.”
Sense of belonging: In social gatherings, L tends to go to places or events where his friends are
there and present. “like I’m not really someone that’s interested in party… I only go for like my
friends party like the overtime party and basically most of the people that are there like I’m
friends with so I don’t have to fake that ohh I’m not supposed to be here.” That sense of
belongingness shows that L has surrounded himself with a community that he is flexible and
honest with.
Having a purpose: From our conversation, I believe L is purposeful and goal oriented. He does
things with reasons and not just because he can do them. “I just feel like you have to know the
reason why you’re there if you are there for like the party and stuff and you are feeling left out
like I think you’re there for a different reason. You’re looking to be accepted, which is not the
important part of you being there.” His point is that if you want acceptance make endeavors to
make friends with these people that way it becomes easier to stay around them. If that doesn’t
happen then move on. Also, L believes that the idea of assumptions go both ways like as a black
man you should do things because you want to and not just assume that it is for you or the other.
“It also depends like you go for a party you don’t know the people there but like based on the
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music they’re playing like you’re having fun you turn out the fact that ohh I’m different from
these people like the color is different but… I think… it’s just you being like… knowing why
you’re there like don’t just like assume that ohh this is white people thing let me not involve
myself in it.”

Appendix E
Dominant quotes surrounding how black African men thrive as international students

Themes
Identity

Quotes
Well you never... know... You’re never... at least I’ll speak for myself... umm I wasn’t
aware that I was black until I got to UPEI... Umm
uhh thinking of it now I always knew I was black, but I get where they’re coming from
like. Yeah
that’s they’re right cause when I came here people started to look at me differently asked
me questions about my culture... everyone would stare at me and my friends so basically
yeah that’s correct I never really knew I was black till I came to UPEI.”
So coming from Nigeria, surrounded by people who look exactly like you... people who
sound especially where I live you know we had a lot of Igbo people because I’m from
the Eastern part of Nigeria so these people spoke the same language I did... they cooked
emmm very similar food that my mom cooked for our families... ehmm our family... and
we went to Catholic church... we had a few Muslims here and there but the environment
was really ehhmm in... in... in some way very homogenous and it was a big community it
was a big family ehmm.. I never looked at myself as a black person or a black man in
Nigeria... *chuckles* I looked at myself as Igbo and then a Nigerian. But when I got
here... I quickly realized that emm,... people considered me as black so I had to embrace
that identity especially considering ehmm how black people in history have been
subjugated in emm many.. many ways. So I... I embraced the identity of emm you know
black empowerment, black pride and emm you know just being umm in the words of
Nina Simone young gifted and black ehh.. just trying to flip the script you know where...
where people expect you to answer with anger or violence or stupidity you... try to be
wise and you try to be calm and you try to be composed. So yes I did not realize I was
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black until I got to UPEI...
yeah that makes sense that makes sense too yeah umm yeah definitely I see myself as
who I am but maybe when I came here yeah definitely because I’m seeing different races
and yeah although i’d always want to differentiate myself that oh i’m a black person
yeah.. pretty much...
That... thats’s a fact... that’s a fact because being in.. in Nigeria now we.. we know okay
tribes are something. Being from another country is something but we still... we still
look at each other and be like ohh this is my brother. You meet someone from Ghana
and even if.. you see it now as we’re here you see someone from Ghana we relate on a...
on a molecular level like we are very tight even when we were in Africa you meet
someone from another country it’s like *snaps finger* ohh this guy’s just he’s just... he’s
our brother too. But when we came here now apart from the skin color maybe if... if the
skin color doesn’t tell you the accent tells you that we’re not the same.. Yeahh... you’re..
we are not the same. You step in here and you’re... ohh we are different... we are
different.
So I feel like they have a perce... a perception about black people that we’re aggressive...
arrogant... is.. sometimes when we go to like basketball games the way we cheer for the
teams it’s just our culture. We might be loud but not aggressive... So people interpret us
the,... wrong way and ehmm... Well... yeah.. I just think like they... they think low of us..
not really low of us but they’re not well educated about the black people... they don’t
know we actually live well.. we have good schools... we have good homes,,, we have
good homes... we have good clothes.. So I think they’re not educated about the black
people...
when people, when people are scared to ... talk to you... ah it appears that you... you pose
a threat to them in some way... you know, I-I think uhmm... for us, Africans are been,
have been seen as people whooooo arrrreeeeeeeee veryyyyyyy violent.
I've been in a football game and just cause I was gonna go talk to the ref... he said he was
scared for his life... So I feel like they have a perce... a perception about black people
that we're aggressive
when we go to like basketball games the way we cheer for the teams it's just our culture.
We might be loud but not aggressive... So people interpret us the,... wrong way
the vibe there like the feeling there it’s like you’re not wanted actually even my… my
the last *** instructor I had that was like one of my favorites actually she… she told me
she called me and we talked for like an hour outside she was like telling me that I want
you to know something that it’s going to be difficult for you in this program most
especially because you are black
I was taking business **** so it’s like a research class as well. and one of... a guy like
when they were trying to put us in groups he opened his mouth a white boy and said I
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don’t wanna be in a group with any international person or African person they suck
When I came here people started to look at me differently… everyone would stare at me
and my friends so basically… I never knew I was black till I came to UPEI
we are in a school where one of their driving motors is diversity... diversity...!
diversity..., do they actually live up to this... I don’t know
no like only few of them don’t seem to make friends you understand they don’t they are
not free to the black that when even when the Black wants to try to make friends with
them they seem as if this kind of friendship might lead to something else you
understand now.. and they feel that ohh the white the white the black people are trying to
harass them extract something from them or trying to woo them you know things like
that so some of them still feel somehow so the way they make friends with other people
who are white in color in nature is quite different from the way they make friends with
we blacks because few of them already have some things negative things towards we
black that we came to your country just because our country is not favorable their
country maybe to just to find a way of making money or trying to find a way now let me
go it this way many of them feel That oh maybe some of the black people that came
here they are not with documents or their documents are not real or they are trying to
make friends with them so that they have the opportunity of getting a document that
what some of their female people are thinking about. but they never understand that not
everybody came here without a document so few of them when trying to make friends
with them they feel like you are trying to woo them you can make friends so that you can
have the opportunity of entering to them of staying or maybe we have a limited time to
spend we are trying to find a way of staying so only few of them have that kind of
notion. on the other way around few of them have the notion of black people stealing
from them. do you understand now so.. also few of them also have the notion of black
people trying to maybe try to make friends with them and sleep with them and things
like that you understand
uhhh.... yeah its.. its more related to the language to the culture and to technological
difference because all they see when they hear about Africa is like Africa is poor.. Africa
is this.. Africa is that we are not on the same level as soo .. that Kinda comes into
conflict because what they don’t know is they have assumption of them so they just
apply it to assumption to everyone they just generalize everyone so which is.. kind off..
yeah it was somewhere along that line and I’ll say sometimes its difference in culture
because Africans.. us sometimes we are loud that’s how we are so they can take that to
be an aggressive.. ohh you’re angry so that’s the difference that’s what I see so
So coming from Nigeria, surrounded by people who look exactly like you... people who
sound especially where I live you know we had a lot of Igbo people because I'm from the
Eastern part of Nigeria so these people spoke the same language I did... they cooked very
similar food that my mom cooked for our families... our family... and we went to
Catholic church... we had a few Muslims here and there but the environment was really
ehhmm… in some way very homogenous and it was a big community it was a big
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family. I never looked at myself as a black person or a black man in Nigeria...
*chuckles* I looked at myself as Igbo and then a Nigerian. But when I got here... I
quickly realized that emm... people considered me as black so I had to embrace that
identity
Anybody can be anything at any time right you have to learn to... to relate to people as
first and foremost people before you even start to relate them as okay...
Well ehh coming into UPEI that was ehh well obviously the biggest culture shock
It’s not their fault that they can’t understand us we’re from different places totally but all
that I care about is the effort like I would put in the effort to understand as much as I
can... if I’m putting in that same effort I expect them as well please put... I know maybe
we might not be the best of friends but it’s life I’m a human being, you’re a human being
let there be that same amount of effort put in.... in order... and it’s just something about
languages bro you know everyone can learn a language... everyone can learn an accent
I don’t mind paying international fees okay what I mind is being excluded from having
access to things like ehh equal opportunity for you know ehhm colleges like the nursing,
colleges like dentistry you know colleges of ehh high repute... okay the competition
should be fair it should be on a fair basis because if you put a higher restriction for
international it’s even more difficult for them because it’s more difficult to get here
adapt to the society adapt to the culture fund yourself okay... okay survive!
I think it's still the you need to get the awareness out there like we have black medical
doctors... we have black surgeons’ so... we need to get the white people aware that the
black people are as educated as you are. Sometimes I feel like social media too gives the
wrong perception of Africa cause if you search Africa on the... or any African country on
the internet it shows you a forest the giraffes and also the... social media needs to be
updated to how these African countries are. In Africa we have so many resources... so
many in... infrastructures and... the white man needs to be educated about how the black
people live…
Well… at our level, you know the... the university academia as a whole shield us from
certain experiences especially attending a school like UPEI... If we were say in the
university of Toronto... for instance, we'd be more active in sighting and speaking up
against things like institutional racism but we are in a school where one of their driving
motors is diversity... diversity...! diversity..., do they actually live up to this?... I don't
know
but you know we... nobody listens to us when we talk... nobody listens ... nobody cares
about us but if other people talk... they care about them and we kinda had a counselor
this year somebody we could talk to and stuff but nothing changed it was still the same
thing
most of my bad experiences came- you know there is nothing wrong if I try to make
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friends with someone and they said no I can’t- be your friend. As opposed to somebody
looking down on me, up until undermining my intelligence you know that’s-that’s worse
than anything in the universe. You know so, for me, that’s where I had all my bad
experiences... in school doing group projects
I remember my first time in church... everyone came to me and my brother we were
new... we were the only black people in church. They were asking us if we ride like
Giraffes back home... Lions and all those things and we are like no we have cars...
Lamborghini’s... They asked us if we still lived in huts... I didn’t really see it as racism
but I... I think the white people were curious about like our living conditions and so I
never really knew I was black till I came here and.. like started living with the white
people...
I never saw myself as somebody that’s colored or stuff like even though like we are
being reminded of that like oh you’re different from them this and that but like I saw
myself as we are equal and whatever like they’re doing I feel like I can do it also.. I try
to involve myself in things that I am really interested in not force myself into what
society wants me to do.
I think generally people are scared of talking to black people be... cause they see them
violent and st... like based on what they’re seeing not what they’ve experience like oh I
saw this on the tv.. I feel like all the black people are this and that too.. some of them try
to draw themselves away from like making friends with black people and stuff.. but apart
from that like so as long as I mind my business like that’s just my key like mind your
business and be easy going and stuff... your life will be perfect so.. I think that also can
positively....

Coping

ehhm... coping id just say its ehh. whereby you are trying to find convenience around
something you are trying to just cope with the situation you’re trying to just ride along
Bro you see like the way I see it like if you say you’re going to cope with something it’s
basically you’re going to settle
Emmm coping would be to me coping with the racism would basically mean... you know
there’s racism, you know it can happen to you anytime, but you just have to keep on
living like your life... you know keep your head... your mental strength up and all...
Ehmm... in my mind they’re two different things... you know coping... coping means...
coping might entail you know ehmm conforming to the system you know so kind of
bending yourself to what is the dominant culture…
Coping is... Coping iiss... Letting the experience bother you, but accommodating it
because you have no choice. I’m coping with this, I’m-I’m -’m aware that it’s happening
to me. But, at the same time I allow it to bother me. But, I-I-I -I -I accommodate it.
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Because I don’t have a choice.
for me personally it’s when I came here I was trying to cope with the situation just trying
to learn the situation and so I’ll try to make... just being convenient with everything that
was around me so if I find something offensive ill just try to put my feelings towards...
and just try to find why someone is reacting like that
You know... exactly... A lot has to be sacrificed when you... when you move to a
different place. Especially moving from what many describe as a third world country or
a developing country... whatever you choose to call it to a developed or a first world
country you know... you find out that your ehmm capability to speak the English
language or your command of the English language might not be up to par with what
society expects... You find out that you have an accent which might be impeding the
flow of the words from your tongue...
most people when they come they just trying to cope because you can’t just come when
you don’t know the situation you’re just trying to adapt and then when you see the good
and the bad you now know okay how can I achieve my goals am I going to do this or
that and then is there a way that I can be able to.. to succeed coping or thriving that’s
when you make a decision.
it was very challenging at first and you know, adapting to it, well the thing is...ahm, it’s
hard whenever you are in a new environment because there is a lot to learn, there is a lot
to adapt to, the weather, the food, the people you know the culture, there’s a lot to adapt
to.
I've been spat on before on the soccer pitch… Cause basically football is a contact sports
and I think I collided with someone and he stood up he spat on me... A friend of his even
told me once he could buy me...
I always use to have get together in our rooms and ehmm so many people had parties in
their room but any time like the black people gathered in one place.. we'd have like cops
coming to our door telling us to stop partying like... I've even had a... an RLA search me
for drugs before and... that was in Andrew... I was in a friend’s room.
I've had exams before when I'm sitting with my friends like we are all black people at the
back they come they separate us before the exam starts... I wonder why they would do
that cause like in front of us we have like all white people sitting together same style as
we are sitting but they separate the black people
we were about to play soccer and,.. I... I heard like some of the facilities were damaged
and we were not the only people that play soccer... like white people play soccer and all
but the supervisors came to just us the black people to tell us to stop damaging the
facilities so an example like that like it brings us down like,.. knowing like even if we
don't do this just cause we're black I don't know if It's cause we're black... I don't know
why they always pick on us
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You know because to be honest with you going to school, working part time and not
having an effective support system is difficult you know... it’s very difficult especially
when it has to... has to do with you know when your.... you don’t have your family
members close enough ehmm few times you have financial challenges because it’s not
always smooth... It’s never always a smooth journey right... yeah... so things like that...
the... they make things really difficult for... for individuals
racism is about power... there’s nothing I can do... I don’t have my own... I don’t have
my own shop... I don’t have my own gym... to hire myself... so when that happens what
can you do... you can only shake your head and move on... and ehmm you try to...
present your best self... that might be... involve... that might involve... being a honest,
intelligent, truthful, genuine, black person... or that might involve imitating... you know
trying to whiten yourself whiten your accent, whiten your circle of friends, *laughs* I
don’t know whiten your skin... whatever it takes... some people go to such extent just to
you know fit into the ehmmm
these days I even fake the British accent sometimes like I fake the Canadian accent like I
just do stuff so people can understand me…
You know it...it.. it... it causes you to ask a lot of questions... You know you question
yourself, you question faith, you question God if you believe in God... I believe in God
so... Sometimes you question God... and especially an example will be when I was just
like you, like working on my research and I.. I applied to a number of scholarships and
most of them were open to only Canadian students and you know I still applied
anyways... *laughs* Obviously I wouldn’t get them cause I’m not eligible but emm... but
I still applied anyways and ehmm you.... you begin to ask yourself why.
Coping comes before thriving because you must find a way to... to adjust before you can
eventually grow and thrive and you know succeed
So I think it’s in phases. One comes before the other. Cause then I was coping with this.
At that time I was very frustrated. At that time I was very depressed
Conscientization Bro yeah... you see there are things you’ve said here now like honestly me personally as
a black person I’ve never really thought of it. Like I do stuff everyday but I don’t tell
myself I wanna like thrive to be the best... I just tell myself E you need to be the best
person you can be as a black man but now having this conversation you see like it puts
you in your thoughts you try to think to give your opinion to the best people can..
I think it’s still the you need to get the awareness out there like we have black medical
doctors... we have black surgeons’ so.. we need to get the white people aware that the
black people are as educated as you are. Sometimes I feel like social media too gives the
wrong perception of Africa cause if you search Africa on the... or any African country on
the internet it shows you a forest the giraffes and also the... social media needs to be
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updated to how these African countries are. In Africa we have so many resources... so
many in... infrastructures and... the white man needs to be educated about how the black
people live…
bro.... I really like want to say thank you for also doing this kind of research so people
can start being aware... but you know something I feel like as much as we try to
eradicate racism, It’s going to be there in the society for years to come... It’s the same
stuff as equality bro.. like we as human beings fight for this stuff.. I’m big on it bro like
I’m... I said it I’m going to do it for the culture till the day I... live the planet... I just feel
like, but it’s good we keep on fighting cause people... so people know ohh yeah this race
they feel like enough is enough and they wanna push themselves.. even in a small place
like this and in a university like this.. cause we want to be one of those great people too
why not cause we can do it but the stuff is like there are still people out there that’ll try
to put the races down no matter what... but now you asking about the thriving or coping
it’s now left up to you.
I thought it as random question but there was a pattern to it everyone was like do you
play basketball I'm like no I know how to play but I don't play. Do you know... do you
play soccer... I'm like just for fun once in a while. And they kept asking me sports
questions I'm like what... where is this... where are these questions going? So like if it
was two people you'd think it's random questions but if it's like ten out of twelve people
you meet asking the same question
Let’s say if someone is Asian they’ll say they’ll just say an assumption that he is
technical he has a technical ability he’s smart...where they can learn something from
them whereby from us they’ll say they can’t learn something from us we are here to take
we are not here to give so those assumptions kinda kill the relationships...
I’ve been to social gatherings just because oh yeah they’re maybe two or three black
people every white person wants to be seen around you they try to like maybe make their
“identity around you in that party thinking they’re gonna look cooler... some of them try
to start problems cause they know the stereotype oh yeah black people are aggressive so
they wanna fight you like you know to cause up a roar or something like that to prove oh
yeah he’s really a black person... they come to you try to do like handshakes you might
not even be familiar with. Like I’ve been at the bar where someone comes to talk to me
telling me yeah men like you’re from Africa you’re black like I have so many black
friends... Like starts telling me stories and I just look to him I just tell him like can you
please walk away cause like I’m noticing what the person is doing.
well, in my maturity in staying here for up to 3-4 going into four years now, I’ve undersnow I’ve understood the relevance of you know making friends across but regardless of
what it is, I- you know how people perceive me, because it allows me to land. you know
it allows me to land so. In my place of work, in school I try to, I-I make-I make uhmm
consider efforts across but so... ahhh its challenging. In regards you both to do that, but
it’s something I find relevant so I do it.
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Welll.... with... with what I’ve been through each year I.... I kind of know what to expect
so I just say to myself you know I’m just gonna go I’m gonna do what I have to do
there... and I’m gonna go home
That’s one thing because you know there is really no ahhh, nothing that is important as
an effective support system.
To put it... to put it simply a... an environment were… and I know they say this every
time but how much of it is put into action... Well what I was going to say is an
environment where everybody has equal opportunity you understand... everyman is
ehmm not judged by the color of their skin or I should say every person... is not judged
by the color of their skin but by the content of their character according to Martin Luther
King....
if you go look at the UPEI team today honestly there’s only like one black person on the
team… just one black person why… so many international students down here... black
Africans when you talk to them they’re like I just don’t want to go they won’t offer me
anything bro... I was on that team two years my ***** stayed on the team for four
years... he talked to the director... they never gave him like a single dollar... he even
asked for a job bro.. that things are really hard... so now won’t you feel like oh yeah
they’re basically... not *stutters* like they’ve created this environment in the way that as
a black man you might not be able to strive...
And even when you are doing group… I’ve, I’ve experienced… Oh my god, when I’m
doing group work when they ask when is group work it is a lot difficult for me, because,
there is like three or four Canadians and I am the only **** I’m the only black person.
And, I’m not it’s hard for them to carry me along You know to international, that’s not
because, there’s not enough of them, and I don’t think people here ahh, are well exposed
about or well informed about the African culture the African identity so... getting
accepted into the system ahhh... it’s going to be a challenge because they don’t perceive
you in a positive light.
I feel like you know I’ll say in my own experience I feel like I have I’ve felt a sense of
belonging in areas whereby people assume that you have your strength that’s your
strength so let’s say if it’s sports it’s in the gym you know you can find buddies that just
ohh okay because they have like this stereotype oh black guys are more physical built
and then so people are they are willing to just because they know that you can give that
you can show them other things so that’s what I felt the sense of belonging
Yeah.. so basically he’s trying to avoid me being in his team maybe he thinks I’m gonna
drag down the team orr... he’s gonna do all the work... I don’t really know what... what’s
his thinking behind that but clearly he doesn’t wanna be on a team with me. So being...
like maybe you’ll say condition ehh.. how would I put this now.... in pidgin, na condition
make crayfish bend (the person is where they are ‘often unsuccessful’ because of the
circumstances they’ve been through).
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but then if there’s something let’s say I’m trying to make like let’s say I’m trying to
make business partners okay let’s say guys let’s see down and want to do something like
that and then in their way they just think ehhh maybe he’s lazy he’s not intelligent he’s
not what does he have to offer he doesn’t have the money to put on this capital so all
those kind of things will just kind of lay you back so

Solidarity

I would... Honestly from every situation I try to learn from it so every stuff that
happened at that point I made sure that I was gonna take the positive stuff away from it
and not just negative cause if I ponder upon the negative aspects it's definitely gonna
bring me down and like I told you like I do it for the culture so I wanna be a good
example for other black men as well
I think it’s still the you need to get the awareness out there like we have black medical
doctors... we have black surgeons’ so. we need to get the white people aware that the
black people are as educated as you are. Sometimes I feel like social media too gives the
wrong perception of Africa cause if you search Africa on the... or any African country on
the internet it shows you a forest the giraffes and also the... social media need to be
updated to how these African countries are. In Africa, we have so many resources... so
many in... infrastructures and... the white man needs to be educated about how the black
people live.
Right... So with time as you keep blending into ehhm the society... blending into the
activities that are ehh that are predominantly part of the culture in the society you... you
get accepted overtime and you get you know.. and you... and you get ehmm... ehmmm
seen as a part of the community...
Not really to say you know I.... I would say you know well there are people out there that
would... that would have that assumption you know... you know If you’re you know... if
you’re black you know your tend to like play one sports you know youu.. you know but I
haven’t you know I haven’t come across you know... you know that kind of situation you
know the only situation I would you know tend to like you know that’ve like basically
witnessed you know like here in PEI you know when... when you know well the.. the
black community is ki... is currently... is basically growing you know we’ve been you
know accepted here on the island you know just because... It’s a friendly
island you know
Well, well, for a while it made meee... it made me stay away from ... you know trying
to… ahh… make friends across but I just stayed basically with Nigerians. Ah, my
inclination was just I mean, was stay with Nigerians because, ahh, it was difficult for me
to understand why it was like that at first because of course naively I just thought that
they were... they didn’t- they didn’t appreciate us enough, that’s the way I felt, until I
realized that when people are not used to something it’s hard for them to accept it, you
know so that’s what the case is, I feel they are not used to having, you know, people of
color around, and they are not exposed enough, so it’s hard for them to accept and
appreciate what, what-what what’s , you know , what’s available to them you know
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So somehow I found out I thrive better when I met people like from Nigeria instead of
hanging out with the so... white people I st... I st..... I cho... I chose to hang out with
black people and I found.. I found it more homey like people were more open to talk to
me and feel warm around me
You see me at every social gathering. I always go with a friend *laughs* that’s one thing
even if I’m invited to a party I don’t.... I don’t like going alone cause.... you never can
tell especially if a white person invites me. I don’t know how many black people are
going to be there so when I go with a black person or I’m... I meet a black person first
thing I speak pidgin to them we’re like how far? Once they interact I know okay we are
safe... We are safe... It gives me a... a feeling of safety when I’m with... when I’m with
someone of the same skin. I’m not tryna say this white people wanna kill me or
something I’m just like... it’s home... It’s a warm feeling.
I know that I am not bad the assumption may be there but it is not who I am so that is the
way I picture myself
yes I was able to flow with them by revealing my true identity who I am...
I say ohh yeah I don’t care what people think, but basically in the sense that I’m putting
it like I care how I dress most importantly as a black man... so like being... like honestly
like my confidence is not 100% yet but every day it keeps on pushing like I... I and my
twin brother talk sometimes I tell him men you’re a black boy like work out be confident
you’re handsome... like I see it as I’m black I can be great as much as any other person...
I personally try to put confidence into myself every day in whatever I do... It might just
be helping someone I have to be really confident like some people might be like why do
you do it but in everything I do I’m just like yes I’m a black man *chuckles* like I need
to be great... so like that... constant mindset, like I believe mindset is the key to whatever
you do... if your mindset... if you don’t put your mindset to be on a good part like you
can never be confident not just as a black man but as a human being too
Yeahh.. ehh... I’d say not a whole lot cause you at the end of the day it’s just you realize
it’s a system right there are some people who control the situation there are some people
who can able to help you and there are some people who have more influence than you
have so just have to find what’s convenient for your grades and everything so just for
example in that class I tried to be resilient talk to the professor and say oh this guys are
not texting me when that meeting in the group they just they have created a group on
Facebook and they didn’t add me all those kind of things but then you know it was three
against one so it was.... the odds were just against me so I just knew okay if I have to
pass I’d just I just went to the Prof next thing I said okay I’ll do by myself
Even though I go through tough times when I go there and like this... this past year it
was just me and **** that were the only black people there so it was even harder
because I just had to be with him most of the time. If I wanted to talk to someone it
would be him like that’s it... I... there was nobody else you know so yeah I just... I when
he doesn’t come to practice It’s... it’s hard because I don’t talk to anybody I just go do
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my thing and then I finish I take my stuff and I go to my car and I come back to rez
(residence) you know go eat and come back. I just... again... I just... I have a mission so
I... I’m just taking on the line and making sure I get it done.
I'm most comfortable in like I speak pidgin with my friends like I don't need to stress oh
yeah they might not understand me they might understand me or whatever and Like it’s
just something like you feel more free but now that’s also thriving too
you know trying to hide who you are is another thing. when you get to a place and
you’re trying to copy people is not good it is better you be yourself and ehh if there is
anything you need to correct so when you look at the way they eat the way they talk the
way they do things in the initial time the first time it may it may look so it may feel
somehow that you’re not understanding what they’re doing but as time goes on when
you look at the first and second time the third time you will be able to do what exactly
what they’re doing and that give you confidence that what they’re doing that is the same
thing you’re doing
so being black in campus it's an opportunity for me to prove to them that black people
are not as violent as what they think you understand. so in academic Excellence is to
prove to them that black people are intelligent in my friendship in my interaction the
way I speak the way I behave to also it will also show... my comportment in class in the
lecture rooms the way I ask questions it must also portray that this black people are not
what they think they are. they are respected they are not as arrogant and they are well
trained do you understand... so that’s

Pride

I think in some ways you know trying to achieve just like you achieve what nobody else
has done in our own university not because we want the recognition but because we
want to do it to tell ourselves that we can achieve this and also for maybe one or two
people looking for inspiration to say this guy did this and they basically are coming from
a very similar situation that I am coming from and I can also mix up... whatever gems
you can leave behind leave it because you're also getting gems from the people that have
gone before you
I think the goal for... for... for me personally is to eventually thrive you know. Look at
my environment, look at what is being thrown at me, look at what I’m throwing out at
my environment and from there you know... because the goal... why I left Nigeria to
Canada is to succeed you know have a better life for myself, my friends and my family...
that... that is... that is the goal so eventually I should be able to find a way to you know
use the tools around me to achieve that end...
I did leave the team, but I went to a different team and me being on that. me going to a
different team pushed me higher, so I told myself like no matter what I’m going to keep
on pushing myself
like bro. believe me every person I meet I tell them forget like all the insults people give
you forget all the racial abuses the number one priority is that like we keep on pushing
ourselves till the end.
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Well, ahhh, the only time I really never showed resilience was the very first time, cause
at that time I thought it was rude to be offensive
Sometimes I... I.. feel like giving up but then... the way I was raised it's just that... it's
like.... It's just another obstacle you... you don't let all this things get to you... They're not
the ones paying your fees they're not the ones feeding you, they're not the ones doing
anything for you, they're not the ones that brought you here you know I remi... I... I'm
here because I wanna be successful and take care of my family not my... not just the
family I made but my mom, my aunts, I wanna help them and stuffs like that so.. like
when I'm going through tough times like that and I'm thinking about stuffs like that I just
remember my family I'm like you know what It's not worth it I'm just gonna go through
So these things you have to you know adapt but if you remain at that level, is progress
being made? I don't think so... you now have to you know you know when you've
adapted, you know when you've shed some of your... of that skin off, you now have to
look at your environment and then lift yourself up you know... thrive...if you want to be
a writer you should be able to use the ehmm English department you know and gain as
much skill as it is required to become a prolific writer... If you want to be an engineer, if
you want to be a doctor, your society should be able to freely you know disperse this...
the tools you need to get to that level that you see yourself
anytime people ask me I say I do it for the culture now like oh yeah the African pla...
like the African family but like the black family in general like every day like my... I use
my tag as a black man to like live my basic life. Like whatever I do, I do it oh yeah like
I'm a black man doing this cause like if I don't put that in my mind, it might be wrong to
some people they're like oh yeah we are all human beings but if I don't do that then
people might just... It's still gonna be like the oh yeah the white person is still over me
but like I put it as oh yeah I need to be better than I am so like they can say oh yeah he's
a black man that is doing this... So like that's just like it's everyday mehn like the
identity... the identity has to stand out
I used my identity as being a black person to get myself into a position which was in.. in
the ehhm house of legislative...
I feel good actually and.. yeahh I don’t know how to put it but I feel good actually to be
the only black person that means I worked hard to get there
So when you see that these people are not planning on picking you this semester I had a
project we are two teams of black people cause there's five of us in the class we didn't
even want to ask them we are like we are doing our stuff ourselves we are going to
succeed ourselves
Yeah... So thriving would help us move past situations I've been in... thriving is relevant
cause I don't wan... one thing about black... we all call ourselves bro we see each other
we shake each other even if we don't know each other we have a sense of like feeling for
each other so the relevance of the thriving Isn't like it's to make sure my bro the next
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person beside me doesn't experience the same…
I know what I’m here for *chuckles* I know what I’m not here to be liked or be loved
I’m here to get an education I’m here to succeed I’m here to make a better life for my
family, my friends, and I’m here to make a better life for myself... So if you don’t like
me there’s no problem I don’t like you too... and then as long as you’re not interfering
with the supply of the tools I need to achieve my goal I have zero problems with you...
so. I think I draw strength from the fact that I have a family in Nigeria, I have friends
here to support me and they’re also good people here... You meet absolutely fantastic
white people who are knowledgeable, who are willing to supply resources to... to you
know support you in becoming your best self so when you see those people who are not
you know quick to ask you if the... if you’ve fought with a lion or if you ride elephants
or how you learnt to speak English, like when you encounter this people who are
genuinely interested and genuinely want to you know help your progress and your ...
your success you are... you are elated in some way and it serves as fuel because you
know that perhaps what you’re doing might be the right thing and you keep going
I did leave the team but I went to a different team and me being on that... me going to a
different team pushed me higher so I told myself like no matter what I'm going to keep
on pushing myself like bro.. believe me every person I meet I tell them forget like all the
insults people give you forget all the racial abuses the number one priority is that like we
keep on pushing ourselves till the end--Cause at the end of the day you can't say ohh
yeah I wasn't successful because they racially abused me.. Like even your... your friends
will laugh at you and be like common men like... me I tell every black person bro,, do it
for the culture like push yourself cause like if tomorrow me and you end up being
billionaires in PEI, on the headlines it's gonna be first black boys.. you see like now they
identifying that black people can be great and stuff like that…
but when you’re like you accept that in all these situations I need to succeed cause… we
are here.... we are here to succeed. There were like nahhh this guy doesn’t want to help
me I’ll find someone else. Do you understand? This ehmm I’m not understanding this
guy maybe I’ll read another textbook. There’s ... you just have to... It... it... it takes
constant effort but you have to realize mehn you have to help yourself. You have to do
something to help yourself and seeing that you’re not at eh like fingers are not equal you
have to try to position yourself in the position where you’re at an advantage not a
disadvantage.
My friend the other day just got into the Dean’s list and was giving like two thousand
dollars.. like that's great and he's black he's African.. he's from Nigeria so like that makes
me like happy to see that black men in fact you know what African men are striving...
like I know people of different countries like they're some ***** boys down here.. men I
believe every African country has a representative down here and they're people that..
always striving to push it like I'm sure you might know him ** like he started like a food
like it's like emm the food bank drive so he did like some stuffs at the UPEI.. at UPEI for
squash so people will donate and because of that he got recognized by like emm sport
emm sport PEI.. stuff like that just makes you really happy
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I've surrounded myself with good friends... not all white people are racist and... I've
surrounda... surrounded myself with good people and I've educated some of the white
people who are less educated about black people... ermm I'm in a society where black
people try to mix with white people these days we just don't stay by ourselves... we play
football with the white people... we party with the white people... so we... we discuss a
lot we talk and… that's the way we are thriving...
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